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Résumé : Les algorithmes d’apprentissage profond 
permettent aux ordinateurs de réaliser des tâches 
cognitives allant de la vision à la compréhension du 
langage naturel avec une performance comparable à 
celle des humains. Bien que ces algorithmes 
s’inspirent conceptuellement du cerveau, leur 
consommation énergétique est supérieure par 
plusieurs ordres de grandeur. La raison de cette 
surconsommation énergétique est à la fois 
architecturale et algorithmique. L’architecture des 
ordinateurs sépare physiquement les unités de calcul 
et de mémoire où les données sont stockées. Cette 
séparation provoque un déplacement de données 
particulièrement intense et coûteux en énergie pour 
les algorithmes d’apprentissage machine, ce qui 
limite les applications embarquées ou à faible budget 
énergétique. Une solution consiste à créer de 
nouvelles architectures neuromorphiques où la 
mémoire est au plus près des unités de calcul. 
Cependant, les algorithmes d’apprentissage existants 
possèdent des limitations qui rendent leur 
implémentation sur puce neuromorphique difficile. 
En particulier, les limitations algorithmiques au cœur 
de cette thèse sont l’oubli catastrophique et 
l’estimation non locale du gradient. L’oubli 
catastrophique concerne l’impossibilité de conserver 
la performance d’un réseau de neurones lorsqu’une 
nouvelle tâche est apprise. Le calcul du gradient dans 
les réseaux de neurones est effectué par la 
Backpropagation. Bien qu’efficace, cet algorithme est 
difficile à implémenter sur une puce neuromorphique 
car il nécessite deux types de calculs distincts. Ces 
concepts sont présentés en détail dans le chapitre 1 
de la thèse. Le chapitre 2 présente un algorithme 
inspiré de la métaplasticité synaptique pour réduire 
l’oubli catastrophique dans les réseaux de neurones 
binaires. Les réseaux de neurones binaires sont des 
réseaux de neurones artificiels avec des poids et 
activation binaires, ce qui les rend attrayants pour les 
applications neuromorphiques. 

L'entraînement des poids synaptiques binaires 
nécessitent des variables cachées dont la 
signification est mal comprise. Nous montrons que 
ces variables cachées peuvent être utilisées pour 
consolider les synapses importantes. La règle de 
consolidation présentée est locale à la synapse, 
tout en étant aussi efficace qu’une méthode 
d’apprentissage continue établie dans la littérature. 
Le chapitre 3 s’intéresse à l’estimation locale du 
gradient pour l’apprentissage. Equilibrium 
Propagation est un algorithme d’apprentissage qui 
ne nécessite qu’un seul type de calcul pour estimer 
le gradient. Toutefois, son passage à l’échelle sur 
des tâches complexes et architectures profondes 
restent à démontrer. Dans ce chapitre, résultant 
d’une collaboration avec le Mila, nous montrons 
qu’un biais dans l'estimation du gradient empêche 
ce passage à l’échelle, et nous proposons un nouvel 
estimateur non biaisé qui permet de passer à 
l’échelle. Nous montrons aussi comment adapter 
l’algorithme pour optimiser l’entropie croisée au 
lieu du coût quadratique. Enfin, nous étudions le 
cas où les connexions synaptiques sont 
asymétriques. Ces résultats montrent que 
Equilibrium Propagation est un algorithme 
prometteur pour l’apprentissage sur puce. Enfin, 
dans le chapitre 4, nous présentons une 
architecture pour implémenter des synapses 
ternaires à l’aide de mémoires résistives à base 
d’oxyde d’Hafnium en collaboration avec 
l’université d’Aix Marseille et le CEA-Leti de 
Grenoble. Nous adaptons un circuit initialement 
prévu pour implémenter un réseau de neurone 
binaire en montrant qu’une troisième valeur de 
poids synaptique peut être codée en exploitant le 
un régime où la tension d’alimentation est basse, 
ce qui est particulièrement adapté pour les 
applications embarquées. Les résultats présentés 
dans cette thèse montrent que la conception jointe 
des algorithmes et des architectures de calcul est 
cruciale pour les applications neuromorphiques. 
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Abstract: Deep learning algorithms allow computers 
to perform cognitive tasks ranging from vision to 
natural language processing with performance 
comparable to humans. Although these algorithms 
are conceptually inspired by the brain, their energy 
consumption is orders of magnitude higher. The 
reason for this high energy consumption is both 
architectural and algorithmic. The architecture of 
computers physically separates the processor and 
the memory where data is stored. This separation 
causes particularly intense and energy-intensive data 
movement for machine learning algorithms, limiting 
on-board or low-energy budget applications. One 
solution consists in creating new neuromorphic 
architectures where the memory is as close as 
possible to the computation units. However, existing 
learning algorithms have limitations that make their 
implementation on neuromorphic chips difficult. In 
particular, the algorithmic limitations at the heart of 
this thesis are catastrophic forgetting and non-local 
credit assignment. Catastrophic forgetting concerns 
the inability to maintain the performance of a neural 
network when a new task is learned. Credit 
assignment in neural networks is performed by 
Backpropagation. Although efficient, this algorithm is 
challenging to implement on a neuromorphic chip 
because it requires two distinct types of computation. 
These concepts are presented in details in chapter 1 
of this thesis. Chapter 2 presents an algorithm 
inspired by synaptic metaplasticity to reduce 
catastrophic forgetting in binarized neural networks. 
Binarized neural networks are artificial neural 
networks with binary weights and activation, which 
makes them attractive for neuromorphic 
applications. 

The training process of binarized synaptic weights 
requires hidden variables whose meaning is poorly 
understood. We show that these hidden variables 
can be used to consolidate important synapses. 
The presented consolidation rule is local to the 
synapse, while being as effective as an established 
continual learning method of the literature. 
Chapter 3 deals with the local estimation of the 
gradient for training. Equilibrium Propagation is a 
learning algorithm that requires only one type of 
computation to estimate the gradient. However, 
scaling it up to complex tasks and deep 
architectures remains to be demonstrated. In this 
chapter, resulting from a collaboration with the 
Mila, we show that a bias in the estimation of the 
gradient is responsible for this limitation, and we 
propose a new unbiased estimator that allows 
Equilibirum propagation to scale up. We also show 
how to adapt the algorithm to optimize the cross 
entropy loss instead of the quadratic cost. Finally, 
we study the case where synaptic connections are 
asymmetric. These results show that Equilibrium 
Propagation is a promising algorithm for on-chip 
learning. Finally, in Chapter 4, we present an 
architecture to implement ternary synapses using 
resistive memories based on Hafnium oxide in 
collaboration with the University of Aix Marseille 
and CEA-Leti in Grenoble. We adapt a circuit 
originally intended to implement a binarized neural 
network by showing that a third synaptic weight 
value can be encoded when exploiting the low 
supply voltage regime, which is particularly suitable 
for on-board applications. The results presented in 
this thesis show that the joint design of algorithms 
and computational architectures is crucial for 
neuromorphic applications. 
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2 INTRODUCTION

COMPUTERS are now able to perform challenging cognitive tasks related to perception

ranging from vision to natural language and speech understanding. The algorithms un-

derlying these breakthroughs are deep artificial neural networks, whose principles are loosely

inspired by the human brain. However, the energy consumption of deep networks is orders of

magnitude higher than the brain. This inefficiency originates from the architecture of modern

computers based on the physical separation of the processing unit and the data storage unit

(the von Neumann architecture), which is not adapted to emulate artificial neural networks at

a low energy cost: artificial neural networks require big amounts of data to transit back and

forth between both units. This transfer makes up for the main part of the energy consumption

in modern artificial neural networks. This high energy consumption limits the scope of applica-

tions to powerful and centralized devices. In particular, the deployment of artificial intelligence

at the edge for medical applications or internet of things is made difficult by the energy budget.

One path to solve this challenge is to design computing architectures where memory stor-

age is tightly integrated with processing units. This architecture principle is found in biological

brains, where neurons are computing units, and synapses are responsible for long-term mem-

ory storage. The field of neuromorphic computing1 aims at replicating this principle at the

hardware level. This approach comes with the challenge of finding algorithms that are mindful

of hardware constraints and easy to embed on dedicated hardware. The conventional algo-

rithms of deep learning are to a large extent not appropriate for neuromorphic computing. In

particular, two limitations of current deep artificial neural networks will be central to this the-

sis:

• The non locality of the learning rule provided by the error back-propagation algorithm

makes it very non-optimal to implement in neuromorphic hardware associating tightly

computing and memory.

• Catastrophic forgetting, which designate the tendency of artificial neural networks to for-

get quickly what they have learned in the past when trained on new data, is a major con-

cern for neuromorphic hardware, limiting their ability to learn new information online.

By contrast, brains learn with local learning rules, based on neuron dynamics, and seem

largely immune to the issue of catastrophic forgetting. Therefore, taking direct inspiration from

the brain might be a major lead to adapt ideas of deep learning to neuromorphic hardware. The

idea to mimic the functioning of neurons to design neuromorphic hardware dates back to the

1980s. Unfortunately, the specific algorithms implemented in the brain still remain largely un-

known. The main idea of this thesis is that bridging the gap between biological inspiration and

effective algorithms is a promising route towards modern neuromorphic hardware. Another

aspect of neuromorphic computing is taking advantage of emerging materials to emulate the

1In this thesis, we take a broad definition of ‘neuromorphic’ as describing not only systems closely mimicking
biological neurons, but also efficient systems performing meaningful global computation similar to neural ensem-
bles.
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computing circuits that are usually simulated by general purpose computers. In this thesis, I

present three research projects addressing these two complementary aspects. Chapter 2 and

3 describe biologically inspired algorithms mindful of hardware constraints, and focus on the

two limitations mentioned above. Chapter 4 takes advantage of emerging memories to imple-

ment an existing algorithm.

More specifically, Chapter 1 introduces in details the context of this thesis. After describ-

ing the architecture of modern computers and the principles of neuromorphic computing, I

review artificial neural networks from their introduction to their recent breakthroughs. I go

on to review two characteristics of artificial neural networks that limit the design of efficient

hardware, and the existing solutions in the literature. The first one is the non-locality of error-

backpropagation to perform credit assignment, which prevents efficient on-chip learning. The

second one is the catastrophic forgetting property: when a network has already been trained

to perform a task, learning a new task makes the network forget rapidly the first task. Finally, I

review the state-of-the-art of current dedicated hardware for artificial intelligence.

In chapter 2, I present a work bridging computational neuroscience and deep learning that

reduces catastrophic forgetting in binarized neural networks, a low precision version of artifi-

cial neural networks promising for neuromorphic applications. I show that the hidden variable

associated with each binarized parameter during the training process is a relevant quantity for

performing synaptic consolidation and reducing catastrophic forgetting. I study mathemati-

cally a toy problem of binarized optimization to provide insight as to why the hidden variables

are correlated to the importance of the binarized weights. Based on this finding, I propose a

simple consolidation mechanism to perform continual learning of several tasks. The method

can do almost as well as elastic weight consolidation on the permuted MNIST continual learn-

ing benchmark, but without resorting to extra compute in-between tasks. The fact that this

method does not need task boundaries allows me to explore a new learning setting where one

task is learned by sequentially learning several sub-sets of the data, a relevant setting for edge

applications. This work was published in Nature Communications [1] and presented as a poster

contribution to Cosyne 2021 and a CVPR 2021 workshop on binarized networks.

In chapter 3, I present a work done in collaboration with the MILA on Equilibrium Propaga-

tion (EP), a more biologically plausible and hardware-friendly alternative to back-propagation

through time with theoretical guarantees. We show that the gradient estimator of EP in its orig-

inal formulation contains a bias that prevents EP from scaling to deeper networks. We propose

a new unbiased gradient estimator and show that EP can successfully train deep architectures

on challenging vision tasks, closely matching back-propagation through time. In addition, we

show how to optimize the cross entropy loss function with EP. Finally, we study the setting

where forward connections are distinct from backward connections and show that adding an

alignment mechanism allows performance to be recovered. This work was published in Fron-

tiers in Neuroscience [2] and presented as a poster contribution to a NeurIPS 2020 workshop.

In chapter 4, I present a work done in collaboration with CEA-Leti and Aix-Marseille Uni-
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versity. We propose a method to implement ternarized weights using emerging resistive mem-

ories. To do so, we build on a design introduced in previous work to encode binarized weights

and show that we can implement a third weight value when operating the circuit in the low

supply voltage regime. We present simulations and experiments on a hybrid CMOS/RRAM

chip using a 130 nm process. We show on a vision task that ternarized neural networks consis-

tently outperform binarized neural networks. More importantly, we show that ternarized neu-

ral networks are resilient to the new type of read errors introduced by the third weight value,

keeping their advantage over binarized neural networks. This work is in the proceedings of

the IEEE International Conference on Artificial Intelligence Circuits And Systems 2020 (AICAS

2020) [3], and an extended version is published in the IEEE Transactions on Circuits And Sys-

tems I (TCAS I) [4].



Chapter 1

Neuromorphic Computing and Deep

Learning

“At the conceptual level, they take their overall strategy

from the nervous systems of animals. On the

implementation level, however, they are still a brute-force

strategy, using little of the cleverness of nature.”

Carver MEAD on current commercial neural networks [5]
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OVER the last decade, computer programs have been able to perform well at complex cog-

nitive tasks for the first time in human history [6]. These programs can compete with

and even outperform humans at very specific tasks. However, they consume orders of magni-

tude more energy than living agents to do so. In this first chapter, we review the fundamental

reasons for this energy gap and introduce neuromorphic computing as a major route towards

low-energy implementation of artificial intelligence. We review how this great challenge is tack-

led from both the hardware and algorithmic points of view, and how the right path will most

likely be reached by acting on both aspects, calling for hardware and algorithmic co-design.

1.1 Principles of Computation by Computers and the Brain

In this section, we briefly describe how computation is performed by conventional process-

ing units found in computers, and how their architectures is not adapted to efficiently imple-

ment deep neural network algorithms. The field of neuromorphic engineering is introduced as

a path toward efficient neural processing.

1.1.1 How Computers Work

The conceptual ancestor behind modern computers is the Turing machine [7]. A Turing

machine works with a tape of memory containing input data and a head moving on the tape

according to a separated set of fixed instructions. Turing machines can perform almost any

computation, provided the right set of instruction and enough memory. The universal Tur-

ing machine is a unique machine that can simulate any regular Turing machine by adding the

instruction set into the memory along with input data [7].

This seminal concept paved the way for modern stored-programs computers. The hard-

ware substrate that enabled the realisation of such machines at large-scale is the transistor,

together with the digital encoding of the data with binary values. The architecture of com-

puters follows the so-called von Neumann architecture, which is characterized by the physical

separation of the processing unit and the memory unit. There exist two main types of process-

ing units in modern computers whose simplified architectures are depicted in Fig. 1.1. While

they both rely on evolutions of the von Neumann architecture, they are designed for different

purposes.

1.1.1.1 The Central Processing Unit

The central processing unit (CPU) is the main processing unit of modern computers. Its ar-

chitecture is optimized to excel at executing sequences of complex operations called threads.

One major challenge for CPUs is to reduce the latency associated with memory accesses. This

is done by devoting many transistors to flow control as well as dividing the memory into sev-

eral layers trading off read speed, density and volatility. The memory in a computer can be
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Figure 1.1: Comparison between simplified CPU and a GPU architectures, adapted from the
NVIDIA documentation.

separated into three main groups. Non volatile memories such as magnetic hard drive and

solid-state drives based on FLASH memory are used for static storage of programs and data

when the power is off. They feature cheap storage but long read times, of 20µs for FLASH and

1 ms for magnetic hard drives. The second group of memory is the so-called main memory or

DRAM (dynamic random access memory) depicted in orange in Fig. 1.1. It is volatile and dense,

because each memory cell is made of one transistor and one capacitor, and the reading time

is 50 ns. The third group comprises the different levels of cache made of static random access

memory (SRAM). They are less dense than DRAM, but the access times of the different caches

are less than 5 ns. The CPU manages the data on these different memory groups in order to

optimize the overall performance.

1.1.1.2 The Graphical Processing Unit

While an upscale multicore CPU can execute tens of threads in parallel, state-of-the-art

graphical processing units (GPU), originally designed to render the pixel intensities on the

screen, can execute thousands of slower threads in parallel. Far more resources are allocated for

data processing rather than flow control and data caching, as we can see from Fig. 1.1. There-

fore, the GPU takes advantage of parallelization and larger memory throughput at the cost of

more latency for data access. The choice of using the CPU or a GPU to perform a computing

task will thus depend on how much data is fed to the same instruction, which can then be ex-

ecuted in parallel. The Amdahl law describes the total computing time of an algorithm given
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Figure 1.2: Biological neuron and synapse, adapted from wikipedia.

the amount of serial and parallel operations.

A new application for GPU appeared during the last decade in the name of deep learning

[6]. This new use case is so important that the stock of the NVIDIA company went from USD 20

in April 2011 to USD 613 as of April 2021, and deep learning is now driving the development of

dedicated GPUs like the Tesla V100, and even upscale servers like the NVIDIA DGX A100. How-

ever, while the state-of-the-art performance of AI models increases year after year, so does the

energy required to train and deploy those models [8]. We can understand this energy issue by

looking back at Fig. 1.1. The huge datasets (>>100GB) used in deep learning cannot possibly fit

into the RAM of an upscale GPU (º 20GB); sometimes even deep learning models themselves

cannot fit. Large-scale applications will typically use FLASH storage for the dataset and opti-

mized batch scheduling to reduce latency between training iterations, but this does not reduce

the energy cost of moving data back and forth. The model parameters also induce data move-

ments as they need to be read from memory to compute the gradient of the metric one wish

to optimize, and written back to memory afterward for each iteration. This data bottleneck is

known as the von Neumann bottleneck and is the reason for the high energy consumption of

modern deep learning.

However, artificial neural networks are merely simulated by computers, and could be more

energy-efficient if emulated on dedicated physical substrates. This observation is at the root of

neuromorphic engineering.

1.1.2 The Birth of Neuromorphic Engineering

Neuromorphic engineering was created in the 1980s by Carver Mead [5]. Mead had under-

stood the limits of digital CMOS technology in terms of scaling for very large scale computing

systems [9] and was looking for other computing approaches. The path he took was to use

analog sub-threshold CMOS to replicate how biological tissues such as biological neurons and

synapses process sensory inputs and information.

Neurons use action potentials or spikes to communicate with each other and process infor-

mation. The majority of neurons act as integrators, and their main behavior can be described
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in the following way: incoming spikes arrive to the dendrites of a given neuron (see Fig. 1.2)

and are integrated by the soma. If the voltage reaches a certain threshold, the neuron will emit

a spike through its axon. When the spike reaches the synapses at the axon terminal, the synap-

tic vesicles will release the neurotransmitters toward the synaptic cleft. The neurotransmitters

will then be received into the receptors of subsequent neurons dendrites, causing the opening

of ion channels and the propagation of the signal. There are many kinds of neurotransmit-

ters and receptors, and they are not only responsible for the inhibition or excitation of the post

synaptic neuron, but they also trigger changes on longer timescales. The simplistic view is that

the tunable synaptic connections between neurons encode for our long-term memories.

Neuroscientists have developed theoretical models to describe how neurons work. A model

already described by Louis Lapicque in 1907 is the ‘leaky, integrate and fire’ neuron [10]. How-

ever, biological neurons are more complex than this simple model and involve many biochem-

ical processes. The resting membrane is the result of a difference in sodium and potassium

ions concentrations between the intra and extra cellular mediums. This differences in concen-

tration evolve thanks to ion channels who let specific ions flow in or out of the neuron. In 1952,

Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley described a model [11] for the evolution of the neuronal

current as well as the ion channels and received the Nobel prize in Physiology or Medecine in

1963.

Although spikes are inherently digital, the neural information is believed, by many researchers,

to be encoded by the relative timing between them in the analog domain, and the complex

chemical reactions involved in neural circuits are also fully analog and noisy. Analog CMOS

was thus a good candidate to implement processing systems inspired by biology. Mead and

his team successfully designed a silicon retina and a cochlea for processing visual and audio

inputs [12, 13]. Remarkably, they managed to design an artificial neuron in silicon [14] closely

emulating the behavior of a real cat neocortex neuron.

While these implementations are event-driven and energy efficient, building higher-level

processing systems requires off-chip communication, which are orders of magnitude more

costly in energy consumption. Another challenge when emulating biological functions in sil-

icon is how to decide how information should be processed and which algorithm should be

implemented to perform meaningful computation.

Finding the algorithms performed by real neural networks remains an open problem. By

contrast, researchers have designed more formal non-spiking models for neuronal computa-

tion as well as algorithms to adjust the synaptic connections between neurons. These algo-

rithms have been developed in the context of artificial neural networks. In the next section, we

review how these highly conceptual models of neurons and neural networks led to the recent

breakthroughs in pattern recognition.
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Figure 1.3: a) Schematic of the formal neuron or ‘perceptron’ [15]. b) Schematic of a Hopfield
Network [16].

1.2 Artificial Neural Networks and Machine Learning

In this section, we review artificial neural networks from their inception in the 1950s to their

recent breakthroughs for solving cognitive tasks. The framework of machine learning is intro-

duced with a focus on neural network models. The mainstream pipeline of neural network

training is detailed. We also describe the implementation of back-propagation for computing

error gradients in modern deep learning frameworks.

1.2.1 Early Networks

1.2.1.1 The Perceptron

The first study of formal neurons dates back to 1943 with the work of Warren McCulloch and

Walter Pitts [17]. They showed how a formal neuron receiving multiple inputs, summing them

and producing an output by comparing the sum of inputs to a threshold could perform logical

operations such as OR, AND, and NOT. However, their model did not include artificial synapses

modulating incoming inputs. The formal neuron, or ‘perceptron’, introduced by Frank Rosen-

blatt [15] in 1958 included artificial synapses (see Fig. 1.3 a)). In this model, x1, x2, ..., xn repre-

sent the inputs of the neuron j as if coming from its dendrites, and w1 j , w2 j , ..., wn j account

for the synaptic strengths, they are also referred to as ‘synaptic weights’ or simply ‘weights’. The

output of neuron j is given by the formula :

y j =æ

√
nX

i=1
wi j xi +b j

!
=

8
<
:

1 if
Pn

i=1 wi j xi +b j > 0

0 otherwise,
(1.1)

where b j is the threshold of the neuron, or ‘bias’, and can also be viewed as a synaptic weight

connecting an input clamped to 1. A negative synaptic weight can be viewed as a connection
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with an inhibitory neuron.

This model, although simple, captures a main feature of a real neuron, which is integrating

the inputs and producing a binary output. More importantly, Rosenblatt described a learning

algorithm, that is a procedure to adjust the synaptic strengths in order to make the neuron per-

form a classification task. Taking a two-dimensional input space as an example, and noting x1

and x2 the coordinate of a point in the 2-D plane, the perceptron can perform binary classifi-

cation, which means producing one of two outputs (0 or 1) for any given point. The boundary

between the two possible outputs is given by the equation
Pn

i=1 wi j xi + b j = 0, which is the

equation of a straight line, or more generally a hyperplane in the input space. For this reason,

the perceptron belongs to the class of linear classifiers. Thus, if we wish to classify two sets of

points that can be separated by a hyperplane and have the perceptron output 0 for one set, and

output 1 for the other set, the perceptron algorithm gives a way to adjust the synaptic strengths

so as to make each set of points separated by a hyperplane.

More specifically, the learning rule for the weight wi j is:

¢wi j = ¥(t° y j )xi , (1.2)

where ¥ is the ‘learning rate’, and t is the target associated with the input vector x = (x1, ..., xn).

Provided that the data points are linearly separable, the perceptron algorithm is guaranteed to

converge to a set of weights that effectively separate the data.

Therefore, the perceptron algorithm already contained powerful ideas such as learning un-

der supervision from labeled data, with a theoretically-tractable training procedure inspired

from the mechanisms of actual neurons. This algorithm was also implemented on a custom

hardware called the ‘Mark 1 perceptron’ for image recognition [18]. It was made of an array of

400 photocells randomly connected to the neurons. Synaptic weights were encoded in poten-

tiometers while weight updates during learning were carried out by electric motors.

However, the condition of linear separability of the data prevents the perceptron from clas-

sifying data produced by a non linear simple function such as XOR [19]. This limitation caused

the field of AI to stagnate for about two decades.

1.2.1.2 Hopfield networks

Another type of artificial neural network, called Hopfield networks, was introduced by John

Hopfield in 1982 [16]. This class of neural networks is also made of formal neurons similar to

perceptrons (Eq. 1.1), but they are interconnected in an arbitrary fashion instead of a forward

fashion (see Fig. 1.3 b)), and the dynamics is asynchronous, meaning that not all neurons are

updated at every time step. Hopfield showed that these networks have the emerging property

of content addressable memory. Given a set of specific patterns ª1, ...,ªµ for activation values,
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made of ones and zeroes, Hopfield proposed to write the weights with the following formula:

wi j =
µX

p=1
(2ªp

i °1)(2ªp
j °1). (1.3)

This rule is reminiscent of ‘Hebbian’ learning [20], because it only depends on neural activa-

tion directly adjacent to the synapse. This formula also implies that synapses are bidirectional,

meaning that the synaptic weight of the synapse going from neuron i to neuron j is the same

as the synaptic weight going from j to i : wi j = w j i . With this condition of symmetric weights,

one can define the following energy function, analogous to the Ising model in physics:

E =°1
2

X

i 6= j
wi jæiæ j , (1.4)

where one step of dynamics (Eq. 1.1) leads to a decrease in the energy. The patterns, or ‘mem-

ories’ can thus be stored in the network as local minima of the energy function. If the neurons

are set to a corrupted pattern eª, the dynamics will lead the neurons to converge to the associ-

ated correct pattern. A network with N neurons can store º 0.15N independent patterns [16].

Storing more patterns causes the local minima to merge into ‘spurious patterns’. One striking

feature about the Hopfield network is that the memory property emerges as a result of the high

number of interacting neurons, and is quite independent from the specific details of each neu-

ron. Indeed, Hopfield networks were subsequently adapted to neurons with graded outputs

[21].

Modern Hopfield networks or ‘Dense associative memories’ [22] were introduced in 2016.

They employ generalized energy functions that dramatically increase the capacity of the net-

work to an exponential number of patterns as a function of the neuron number. While these

new energy functions correspond to many-body interaction between neurons, the same prop-

erties can be recovered with two-body interaction with additional neurons [23]. These new

Hopfield networks have been shown to have similar properties with the computation performed

by the attention mechanism in transformers [24, 25], which are the current state-of-the-art

models in natural language processing.

1.2.2 The Machine Learning Approach to AI

One of the reason that caused the study of artificial neural networks to be left aside during

the 1970s was the lack of an algorithm to train neural networks with more than one layer. David

Rumelhart, Geoffrey Hinton and Ronald Williams introduced the back-propagation algorithm

in 1986 [26] to systematically compute the gradient of a difference measure between the out-

put of the multi-layer network and a desired target. The idea of back-propagation is to apply

the chain rule of differentiation to the composition of the neural networks layers. Rumelhart

et al. showed that back-propagation could successfully train a multi-layer neural network, and
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that doing so leads the hidden units to extract meaningful features of the input. Networks with

hidden units, also called multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) were shown to be capable of approxi-

mating any function arbitrarily well in 1989 [27], as soon as they have one hidden layer and a

sufficient number of hidden units. However, this theoretical guarantee is not satisfied with the

number of neurons used in practice, and inductive biases need to be added in the architecture,

as well as more layers. For image processing, a relevant inductive bias takes the form of convo-

lutions [28], which are characterized by sparse connections and weight sharing so as to make

the result invariant for a translated input. In 1989, LeCun et al. used back-propagation to train

a convolutional neural neural network [29] on digit recognition.

Training an artificial neural network to perform digit recognition is an example of super-

vised learning application. The training process of an artificial neural network is the following:

a dataset Dtrain = {(x1, t1), (x2, t2), ..., (xn , tn)} of labelled data is provided where each x i is as-

sociated with a label, the target ti . We note f : (µ, x) 7! f (µ, x) the function implemented by

the artificial neural network where µ stands for the parameters of the neural network (synaptic

weights and neuron biases) and x is a data point. At each training iteration, a small random

subset of data points called a ‘mini-batch’ is sampled from Dtrain without replacement and an

‘epoch’ is completed when all the data points of Dtrain have been sampled. The function f

is evaluated for all the data points of the mini-batch and the outputs yi are compared against

the targets ti to compute a ‘loss’ denoted by L . When the network has to predict a contin-

uous target (regression task), the loss is usually the squared error, whereas when the target is

a discrete label (classification task) the loss is the cross entropy [18]. The back-propagation

algorithm is then used to compute @L
@µ . The parameters are updated by taking a step in the op-

posite direction to the gradient in order to reduce the error measure. Because the error gradient

is only estimated on the mini-batch and not on the whole dataset, this optimization procedure

is called ‘stochastic gradient descent’.

Other optimization procedures exist and consist in applying a function to the error gradi-

ent in order to accelerate or stabilize optimization. For instance, adding momentum consists in

computing the parameter update as a linear combination of the gradient and the previous up-

date to avoid oscillations in the parameter trajectory [26]. Adaptive moment estimation (Adam)

[30] is another popular optimization algorithm for neural networks. The training process usu-

ally goes on for several epochs.

However, the goal of training a neural network is not only to perform well on training data,

but also to generalize to unseen data. In order to verify that the network learns meaningful

representations of the data, another dataset called the validation set and noted Dval is used

to measure how the network performs on unseen data. When the neural network performs

well on Dtrain but poorly on Dval, it is said to ‘overfit’ to Dtrain. Overfitting can be reduced by

using a larger dataset. When obtaining more data is impossible, regularization techniques such

as weight decay [18], dropout [31], or data augmentation can effectively reduce overfitting.
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The training process also involves ‘hyperparameters’ such as the parameters of the opti-

mization algorithm (learning rate, momentum...) or other regularization parameters. Hyper-

parameters are not optimized during a training loop but they are ‘tuned’ by the practitioner at

the scale of the training process itself by comparing how they affect the performance on Dval.

This outer optimization loop can cause overfitting to Dval. For this reason, a third set Dtest
should be used to evaluate the network before deploying it for real-world applications or de-

ciding the winning model of a machine learning competition.

The training procedure described above was used at the 2012 edition of the ImageNet Large

Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [32] (ILSVRC) when a convolutional neural network with 5

convolution layers followed by 3 fully connected layers won the competition by a large margin

[33]. The ILSVRC consists in classifying real high definition images into 1,000 different classes.

The training set contains 1.2 million images and is a subset of the ImageNet dataset which

contains 14 million images belonging to 21,000 classes. The winning neural network, called

AlexNet, achieved a top-51 test error rate of 15.4% while the runner up achieved 26.2% top-5

test error rate. To achieve such a feat, the authors used an efficient implementation of the con-

volution operation using GPUs. This milestone sparked the widespread interest in ‘deep learn-

ing’ [6] where many-layers neural networks trained in an end-to-end fashion on large datasets

achieve state-of-the-art results.

The back-propagation algorithm for computing gradients of errors has been the workhorse

of this revolution, and several software libraries (Tensorflow [34] from Google, PyTorch [35]

from Facebook, and more recently Jax [36]) have been built to efficiently implement automatic

differentiation. Figure 1.4 shows the main idea behind the implementation of automatic differ-

entiation in PyTorch via the construction of a computational graph. In PyTorch, computation

can be performed on data containers called ‘tensors’. The graph of Fig. 1.4 takes the tensors

xT = (x1, x2) and W as inputs and computes

L = 1
2

((y1 ° t1)2 + (y2 ° t2)2) (1.5)

= 1
2

((ReLU(w11x1 +w12x1)° t1)2 + (ReLU(w21x1 +w22x2)° t2)2) (1.6)

as an output, where ReLU is the rectified linear unit defined by ReLU(x) = max(x,0). For each

mathematical operation implemented in PyTorch, there is a corresponding backward opera-

tion (in blue in Fig. 1.4), which implements the partial derivative of the output with respect

to the inputs, also called ‘Jacobian’. These backward operations need the inputs to be cached

during the forward computation. A computational graph in a typical training iteration ends

with the computation of a single-valued tensor, such as the mean squared error (MSE) over the

batch. When calling the ‘backward’ method on the tensor y , an initial gradient ±0 = @y
@y = 1 is

1Top-5 means that the correct label belongs to the 5 most likely labels predicted by the neural network.
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Figure 1.4: Toy example of how automatic differentiation is implemented in PyTorch. Adapted
from a tutorial by Elliot Waite.
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fed as an input to the backward graph. Gradients are then automatically accumulated in the

‘grad’ field of the leaf tensors of the graph and can be used to optimize the parameters. A direct

computation shows for instance that, in the situation of Fig. 1.4:

@L

@w21
= (y2 ° t2)£ReLU0(h2)£x1 = (4°2)£1£1 = 2. (1.7)

The backward method can in fact be called from any intermediary tensor by passing the right

initial gradient vector. This is possible because each tensor contains a pointer to the backward

version of the operation that produced it. However, gradients of intermediary tensors (brown

rectangles in Fig. 1.4) are not stored by default. In more complicated graphs, tensors can be

used through several paths, and, in this case, the backward graph accumulates gradients over

all the paths.

Overall, automatic differentiation provides a way to compute derivatives of an arbitrary

computational graph and gives researchers the possibility to explore the space of computa-

tional graphs to improve performance. In the next section, we review how deep neural archi-

tectures have evolved since 2012 to improve the state of the art.

1.2.3 Modern Deep Networks

After 2012 and AlexNet, new architectures have been designed to improve the classification

accuracy on ImageNet, which remains the canonical benchmark for image recognition. The

VGG architecture [37] builds on the fact that two consecutive convolutional layers with kernel

size 3 have the same receptive field as one convolutional layer with a kernel size of 5, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1.5 a). By doing so, more layers can be stacked to achieve greater depth. The VGG

architectures presented in [37] contained between 16 and 19 layers.

The inception architecture [38] introduced modules (or subnetworks) such as the one de-

picted in Fig. 1.5 c). The idea is to further factorize the 3£ 3 convolution into the composi-

tion of a 3£1 and a 1£3 convolution to keep the memory footprint constant while increasing

the size of the network (Fig. 1.5 b)). The 1£1 convolution keeps the spatial dimensions con-

stant but changes the number of channels. One instance of such inception architecture, named

GoogLeNet, had 22 layers and won the ILSVRC14 challenge. 1£1 convolutions have also been

used in other architectures to reduce the number of operations required by usual convolutions.

The SqueezeNet [39] architecture uses a stack of specific modules where 1£1 convolutions re-

duce the channel width, before applying 3£3 and 1£1 convolutions to increase the channel

width. This topology reduces the computation because costly convolutions are performed on a

reduced channel width. When combined with deep compression [40], a compression pipeline

for reducing the memory footprint of the network, SqueezeNet can perform the same accuracy

as AlexNet on ImageNet while being 500£ lighter, taking up only 0.5MB of memory [39]. Mo-

bileNet [41] architectures use a combination of depth-wise convolutions where each channel is

convolved with one kernel of depth 1, before applying 1£1 convolutions, also called point-wise
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Figure 1.5: a) A 5£5 convolution has the same receptive field as two successive 3£3 convolu-
tion. b) A 3£3 conv can be simplified into a composition of 1£3 convolution and
3£1 convolution. c) An inception module [46], a 1£1 convolution only changes the
channel dimension.

convolutions, to change the channel dimensions to the desired width.

Skip connections between layers of same dimensions were introduced in the ResNet ar-

chitecture [42], with the idea to give the network the possibility to learn the residual trans-

formation differing from the identity. Crucially, ResNets showed that deep architectures with

skip connections outperformed the same architectures without skip connections. The bene-

fit of skip connections is interpreted as providing an implicit ensemble of more shallow net-

works [43]. Recent state-of-the-art architectures include Efficient Nets [44, 45], which achieve

increased performance by finding empirically how to properly scale the dimensions of the net-

works in terms of depth, width and resolution.

Deep networks have also revolutionized other data modalities such as speech recognition

[47], games with reinforcement learning [48–51] and natural language processing with the long

short term memory architecture [52], and more recently with the transformer architecture [53]

based on attention [24]. A common pattern in deep learning research is the performance im-

provement when training bigger networks on bigger datasets. While AlexNet from 2012 had 16

million parameters and was trained on the 1.2 million images ILSVRC dataset, modern state-

of-the-art networks for vision such as Efficient Net have 480 million parameters and involve

around 30 million training images from the entire ImageNet dataset (14 million images) and 13

million images from the JFT-300M dataset. The current second biggest vision model has 829

million parameters and was trained on 3.5 billion Instagram images using the users hashtags

as weak targets [54].

The scaling in the number of parameters is even more dramatic for natural language pro-

cessing models for which parameters are counted in billions. One recent example is the Ope-
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nAI GPT-3 language model [55] with 175 billion parameters trained on a dataset with 500 billion

words, while the previous state of the art model GPT-2 from the year before had ‘only’ 1.5 billion

parameters and was trained on 40 billion words [56]. A model like GPT-3 would have taken 355

years to train on a single V100 GPU and cost $4.6M in cloud computing time 2. Perhaps sur-

prisingly, the performance obtained by scaling up the dataset and number of parameters does

not appear to plateau, which means that yet bigger models are likely to appear in the future.

However, upscaling will soon hit the barrier of unaffordable and unsustainable energy con-

sumption. In their extensive study of more than 1,000 deep learning papers, Thompson et al.

show that the relation between computation and performance when scaling up will not allow

the top-1 test error rate of ImageNet, as well as other benchmarks, to be arbitrarily improved,

given the current state of algorithms and hardware [8]. The scaling problem of deep learning

thus calls for the co-design of new algorithms and hardware.

1.3 Major Differences Between Artificial Neural Networks

and the Brain can Inspire Research in Deep Learning

Artificial neural networks were initially designed by taking inspiration from the brain and

can now perform tasks similar to biological neural networks. However, some features of ar-

tificial neural networks are still very different from the brain, such as credit assignment by

back-propagation and catastrophic forgetting, which we cover in this section. These biolog-

ically implausible features are obstacles for neuromorphic applications. Here, we review some

features of the brain and the main approaches in the literature for solving the aforementioned

limitations.

1.3.1 Does the Brain use Back-propagation?

While supercomputers achieve impressive results and even superhuman performance for

specific cognitive tasks, the human brain can learn and perform many tasks with a far lower

energy budget. The brain is composed of approximately 1015 synapses, 1011 neurons, and also

non-neuronal cells called glial cells, which are responsible for many maintenance tasks such

as recycling neurotransmitters, insulating neurons, providing them with energy, etc. Glial cells

comes in many types, and are estimated to be as numerous as neurons [57], and are also sus-

pected to play an active role in computation. The brain only consumes 20 W [58], which makes

it extremely energy efficient, although making up 20% of the body power consumption when

at rest. It is thus natural to study the brain in order to reproduce the key features responsible

for its success [59]. However, the challenge is to tell apart the relevant features for information

2https://web.archive.org/web/20210413021003/https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3/

https://web.archive.org/web/20210413021003/https://lambdalabs.com/blog/demystifying-gpt-3/
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processing from the irrelevant ones, which is all the more difficult as the mechanisms of the

brain are far from being fully understood.

Perhaps the most striking differences between state-of-the-art feed forward deep networks

and the brain are the use of spikes and dynamics. In fact, the real value of neural activation in

deep networks can be thought of as a rate of spikes. The use of a real activation is convenient for

automatic differentiation. Before the deep learning era, spiking neural networks where studied

by neuroscientists with the sole goal of modeling the functions of biological neural networks. At

that time, the brain was not believed to perform anything close to error back-propagation. Af-

ter the success of rate-based deep networks at solving cognitive tasks with human-comparable

performance [6], a new area of research has been dedicated to adapting spiking artificial neural

networks for deep learning. The first works going in this direction aimed at translating deep

neural networks into spiking networks by converting the activation into a constant spiking

rates. By contrast, recent works have explored ways to train spiking networks where the la-

tency between spikes is variable and computationally useful [60], similarly to the brain. These

works adapt gradient-based techniques which have proven successful in training rate-based

deep networks to spiking neural networks. They fall into two main categories [60]. In the spike-

timing based representation, the actual real-valued spiking times of neurons are optimized by

gradient descent. In the activity-based representation, the time step of the network is discrete,

similar to recurrent neural networks, which makes the spiking times non differentiable. In this

case, surrogate gradients are used to perform optimization [61, 62]. Interestingly, surrogate

gradients methods can also optimize the parameters of the neurons such as the time constants

and the connectivity [63], which could help to understand the different neuron types in the

brain.

While gradient descent over an objective function successfully enables networks to perform

complex tasks, the algorithm for computing gradients is equally important as far as brain un-

derstanding and hardware design are concerned. Some recent works in neuroscience suggest

that deep networks trained with back-propagation account for the inferior temporal cortex

representations found in real neural tissues better than models trained with other methods

[64–66], which at least does not rule out the fact that the brain could do some sort of gradient

based learning. However, it is not clear how the brain would perform this optimization. This

main difficulty is known as the ‘credit assignment’ problem. Given a network with input units,

output units and hidden units, how should hidden units be changed so as to drive the output

units in the desired direction? This is a difficult problem, because each hidden unit influences

the output in a very complex way. Back-propagation solves this problem, but in a highly non

biologically-plausible way, for two main reasons:

• Firstly, we can see in Fig. 1.4 that an artificial neural network trained with back-propagation

has to perform two types of computation: the forward pass which propagates neural ac-
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tivation, and the backward pass which propagates error vectors. This is problematic be-

cause the ± quantities propagated during the backward pass are signed and potentially

extreme-valued: either very small or very large. Furthermore, the computing graph of

the backward pass does not fit the usual model of neural computation, as the non-linear

activation function is replaced by a linear element-wise product of point-wise derivatives

of forward activations. It thus requires information about the forward pass to be stored.

• Secondly, back-propagation of error gradients needs to be performed with the trans-

posed version of the forward synaptic weights (see ‘MatMulBack’ in Fig. 1.4). This issue

is known as the ‘weight transport’ problem. For this reason, an efficient hardware imple-

mentation of back-propagation would require to use the same physical devices to encode

the weights in both phases, but it shifts the problem to using the same circuit to perform

the two different computations mentioned earlier [67, 68].

The counterpart of back-propagation for recurrent neural networks is back-propagation

through time, which consists in unfolding the recurrent computational graph in time, hence

creating ‘copies’ of neurons across time, and using back-propagation on the resulting forward

graph. Back-propagation through time thus possesses the same biological implausibility.

Biologically plausible learning rules have been developed for recurrent spiking neural net-

works. Eligibility propagation [69] is a biologically plausible learning rule, which proved suc-

cessful in approximating back-propagation through time for challenging tasks such as rein-

forcement learning of Atari games [48]. More recently, Payeur et al. [70] introduced ‘burst

propagation’, a biologically plausible learning rule for deep spiking neural networks based on

multiplexing simple spikes and burst of spikes to carry credit assignment. A coarse-grained

ensemble version of burst propagation can achieve a top-5 test error rate of 56% on ImageNet,

which nicely bridges the gap between neuroscience and machine learning neural networks.

1.3.2 Beyond back-propagation in Rate-based Neural Networks

We now describe learning strategies, which can achieve learning similarly to back-propagation,

but using purely local computation. These theories, which use rate-base coding, may provide

an alternative point of view to understand how the brain learns, and provide a path toward

energy-efficient learning hardware.

1.3.2.1 Equilibrium Propagation

Equilibrium Propagation (EP), introduced in 2017 by Scellier and Bengio [71] provides a way

to compute and propagate error gradients only with neural activities [71] in energy-based neu-

ral networks.

Before describing EP, it is useful to cover another training algorithm called ‘contrastive

Hebbian learning’, introduced in 1985 to train Boltzmann machines [72], which are stochastic
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counterparts to Hopfield networks. ‘Hebbian learning’ refers to the fundamental principle in-

troduced by Hebb in 1949 [20], where repeated and persistent stimulation of the postsynaptic

neuron from the presynaptic neuron leads to an increase in the synaptic strength. The con-

trastive Hebbian learning rule updates a synaptic weight according to the difference between

the product of adjacent neural activation:

¢wi j = ¥(æ+
i æ

+
j °æ

°
i æ

°
j ), (1.8)

where the superscripts ° and + respectively denote the activation in the negative and posi-

tive phases. In the negative phase, the network freely evolves according to its dynamics and

some inputs, until it reaches an equilibrium. In the positive phase, the network also settles to

an equilibrium but the output units are fully clamped to the targets. The update can then be

separated into a ‘negative update’ increasing the energy of the pattern one wants to unlearn,

and a ‘positive update’ decreasing the energy of the pattern one wants to learn, as illustrated in

Fig. 1.6.

Contrastive Hebbian learning was adapted to deterministic networks [73–75] and became

a more biologically plausible alternative to back-propagation as the update is computed only

with one type of neural computation. From then on, several algorithms related to contrastive

Hebbian learning have been introduced to compute weight updates based on neural activa-

tions, such as Recirculation [76] and General Recirculation [77]. Xie et al. showed that back-

propagation and contrastive Hebbian learning were equivalent in the case of feedback connec-

tions scaled by a small factor [78].

In 2015, Bengio and Fischer showed that when the output is slightly nudged in the second

phase, the early change in neural activation correspond to the propagation of error derivatives.

This idea was then taken further by Scellier and Bengio, when they introduced Equilibrium

Propagation [71]. In Equilibrium Propagation, the free phase is the same as in contrastive Heb-

bian learning: the input x is clamped and the neurons evolve toward a low energy configuration

that ‘explains the data’ given the synaptic weights of the network. By noting u = {x ,h, y} the set

of all units and s = {h, y} the set of neural units without the clamped input x , the continuous

Hopfield energy is defined over all units and is given by

E = 1
2

X

i
u2

i °
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2

X
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i
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and the neural dynamics follow the leaky integrator formula:

dsi

dt
=° @E

@si
=°si +æ0(si )(

X

j 6=i
wi jæ(u j )+bi ). (1.10)

The equilibrium state reached by this process is noted s0
?.

The second phase differs from constrastive Hebbian learning because the outputs are only
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Figure 1.6: Effect of contrastive Hebbian learning on the energy landscape of the model. In the
free phase, the model relaxes to an energy minimum that corresponds to a wrong
prediction. In the clamped phase, the output units are clamped to the right target
values, causing the model to relax in an new energy minimum corresponding to the
desired behavior. The constrative Hebbian update can be viewed as updating the
weights to increase the energy of the wrong neural configuration while decreasing
the energy of the correct configuration.

weakly clamped to the target, similarly to a spring nudging the output y toward the target t (see

Fig. 1.7 a)). This is done by adding a quadratic cost C scaled by a small ‘nudging’ factor Ø to the

Hopfield energy function E , yielding a total energy F :

C = ky ° tk2
2,

F = E +ØC .

The perturbation implicitly propagates from the output layer to the hidden layers by follow-

ing the same dynamics. The second equilibrium in EP provably remains in the same energy

mode thanks to the implicit function theorem, while in contrastive Hebbian learning, the sec-

ond equilibrium can be in another mode, which leads to unstable training [74]. The second

equilibrium is noted sØ?. Given the two equilibrium states, the parameters are updated accord-

ing to:

¢wi j = ¥
sØ?,i sØ?, j ° s0

?,i s0
?, j

Ø
, (1.11)

¢bi = ¥
sØ?,i ° s0

?,i

Ø
. (1.12)

Scellier and Bengio show that this update performs gradient descent over the cost C when Ø!
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and achieve 0.00% training error and test error between 2% and 3% [71] on the MNIST dataset

[79]. Moreover, Ernoult et al. [80] showed that the neurons dynamics updates in the second

phase are step-by-step equivalent to the cost gradients with respect to neurons that can be

computed by back-propagation through time.

EP thus provides a solution for propagating error gradients with one type of computation

(the neural dynamics), while also having theoretical guarantees regarding optimization. It only

requires one type of neural computation, and the weight update can be expressed with local

neural variables only. Owing to these strong features, EP is especially promising for designing

physical systems which perform computation out of their own dynamics.

1.3.2.2 The Issue of Weight Transport

The issue of weight transport refers to the need for the exact transpose of forward weights

in order to back-propagate the error gradients (see ‘MatMulBack’ in Fig. 1.4). In an architec-

ture with weight transport, the weights are said to be ‘symmetric’. EP also requires the synaptic

strengths to be symmetric (see Fig. 1.7 a)) in order to be framed as an energy-based model.

Scellier et al. have proposed a generalized version of EP called ‘vector field’ for which the sym-

metric weight condition is relaxed [81]. This generalization of EP can train MLPs on MNIST,

however the theoretical guarantee to optimize the cost function does not hold in this case.

Recent works have shown that the symmetric weight condition for back-propagation can

be relaxed to some extent. Lillicrap et al. showed that using fixed random backward weights

instead of the weights transposed for credit assignment enables training a multi layer architec-

ture on MNIST [82]. Feedback weights can also be set to link the output layer to each hidden

layer directly [83] without degrading the performance on MNIST. However, these approaches

do not appear to scale to more complex tasks [84].

Several approaches relax the constraint of symmetric weights while maintaining some sim-

ilarity between forward and backward weights. Liao et al. show that having the same sign be-

tween forward and backward connections, but not the same magnitude, is enough for approx-

imating back-propagation [85], but they require normalization mechanisms such as batch-

normalization [86]. This sign symmetry between forward and backward weights was shown

to match back-propagation performance on ImageNet [87, 88]. Akrout et al. [89] introduced

the algorithms ‘weight mirrors’ and ‘Kolen-Pollack’ for solving the weight transport problem

based on the fact that the covariance between the output and input of a given layer involves the

transpose of the weight matrix. Specifically, if y = W x and the activation function is omitted,

E
£

x y T §
= E

£
x xT §

W T =æ2W T with the last equality holding if the input are independent and

identically distributed with variance æ2. They thus design a local learning rule for feedback

connections that make them become approximately proportional to the transposed forward
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connections throughout learning and thereby closely match back-propagation. Their algo-

rithms both outperform the sign symmetry algorithm [87, 88] on ResNets architecture trained

on ImageNet. These approaches, although providing solutions for the problem of weight trans-

port, still require signed errors to be linearly propagated by the feedback connections.

1.3.2.3 Target propagation and variants

Target propagation [90] is another biologically plausible algorithm, which updates the weights

based on local neural activation, and does not require symmetry between forward and back-

ward connections (see Fig. 1.7 b)). Although those features are desirable, Target propagation

crucially relies on being able to invert the operation performed by one layer, which can be diffi-

cult when the dimension changes from one layer to the next. The idea of Target propagation is

the following: if one could have inverse operations capable of inverting each layer of the neural

networks, one could compute the inverse of the target at the output layer and also subsequent

inverses until the first layer. If the network had obtained these inverted activation values in the

forward pass, then it would have obtained the right output. If we have such target activations,

we can update the forward weights to make the layer’s output closer to its target activation. The

learning procedure of target propagation is to learn the inverse functions by introducing train-

able feedback weights. In the initial formulation of target propagation [90], the target of the

penultimate layer is obtained by back-propagation of the global loss while subsequent targets

are obtained by applying the approximated inverses to the already computed targets. Once all

the targets are computed, the forward and backward parameters are updated by optimizing

layer-wise, local, respectively forward and backward losses.

However, this formulation of target propagation does not perform well because the imper-

fection in the approximated inverse operations generate poor targets. This issue was mitigated

by Lee et al. [91] who introduced ‘difference target propagation’. They add a linear correction

term to the targets to make up for the imperfect inversion, depicted as the orange arrows in

Fig. 1.7 b), and obtain a more accurate target activation eh (see Fig. 1.7 b)). With this correction

term, difference target propagation can successfully train MLPs on MNIST and closely match

back-propagation. In terms of theoretical guarantees to optimize the global loss, Lee et al.

[91] show that provided that the inverse operation are perfect, the angle between the updates

provided by back-propagation and difference target propagation do not exceed 90°, which en-

sures that the global loss decreases. However, the issue of imperfect inverses is particularly

pronounced in the last layer for classification problems with a low number of classes such as

10 for MNIST [79] and CIFAR-10 [93].

Bartunov et al. compared biologically plausible algorithms based on feedback alignment

and target propagation [84] and introduced a simplified version of difference target propaga-

tion where backward weights are used even for the last layer such as in Fig. 1.7 b). They show

that doing so decreases the performance of difference target propagation. Overall, Bartunov

et al. show that feedback alignment and difference target propagation closely match back-
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Figure 1.7: Grey ellipsoids denote the spaces of neuron layers, and circles denote specific vec-
tor values for each layer. Arrows denote synaptic connections. a) Description of
Equilibrium Propagation [71]. In the first phase, neurons evolve by following the dy-
namics given by the gradient of the energy function, and settle to an equilibrium in
blue. In the second phase, the target t is revealed and pulls the output unit towards
itself, causing all the units to reach a second equilibrium. The weight update is com-
puted based on the two equilibria. The input x is clamped throughout both phases.
b) Difference Target Propagation [91], adapted from [92]. In the first phase, activa-
tion are propagated (blue) and approximate inverses are reconstructed (purple) by
the backward weights. In the second phase, targets are generated by using the back-
ward weights, and a correction term obtained obtained during the first phase, which
corrects the imperfect inversion. Forward weights are updated to produce targets,
and backward weights are updated to better approximate the inverse operation.
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propagation on MNIST and CIFAR-10 on MLPs and ‘locally connected’ architectures, which

are biologically more plausible convolutional layers without sharing the kernel weights across

space. However, they show that these algorithms do not match back-propagation on ImageNet.

Despite the biological implausibility of back-propagation, it remains the best algorithm for

training artificial neural networks on challenging real-world tasks. While the algorithms pre-

sented in this section provide ways to estimate error gradients in function of neural activation

from simple artificial neurons, another line of research based on predictive coding [94–96] ex-

plore more complex neurons with compartments dedicated to encoding errors. These more

complex architectures also possess theoretical guarantees with respect the computed gradi-

ents [97], but are less straightforward to implement in hardware.

Overall, a biologically plausible and/or hardware-friendly algorithm capable of matching

back-propagation on real-world tasks has yet to be designed, but we argue that Equilibrium

Propagation is the most promising of algorithm to reach this goal.

1.3.3 Memory and Forgetting in Artificial Neural Networks

Another biologically problematic feature of artificial neural networks is the interference be-

tween new and old representations when trained on a new task, which is very unlike the brain.

This issue has been reported early on as ‘catastrophic forgetting’ or ‘catastrophic inference’

[98] and affects both content-addressable memories such as Hopfield networks [99–101] and

deep networks [102–104]. The reason for catastrophic forgetting is sometimes referred to as

the ‘plasticity-stability dilemma’ [105]: the network needs to update its synaptic connections

in order to learn a task, but the connections should be stable when learning a second task,

otherwise the connections will be erased by the new task. In the next subsections, we review

how this common issue has been addressed in the literature for both Hopfield networks in the

online learning regime and deep networks.

1.3.3.1 Forgetting in Hopfield networks

Hopfield networks have been introduced to store a number of pattern activation in the synap-

tic connections of a network. A pattern can be retrieved by the neural dynamics when a cor-

rupted version is presented to the network. Although the metric of interest is initially the stor-

age capacity, another concern is the biological plausibility of the writing rule 1.3:

wi j =
µX

p=1
(2ªp

i °1)(2ªp
j °1),

because the higher the number of patterns µ stored in the network, the higher the magnitude

of the weights. Normalizing the weights shifts the problem to having arbitrary precision to

describe the synapse, which is biologically implausible. This limitation motivated a line of re-
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Figure 1.8: a) Continual learning in Hopfield network (top) and multilayer perceptron (bottom,
generated with the software NN-SVG [106]). b) Metaplastic transitions introduced in
[107] to alleviate forgetting in Hopfield networks. c) Regularization based methods
for alleviating forgetting in deep networks pioneered by [104]
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search studying the online learning setting of Hopfield network where patterns are presented

sequentially and synapses are binarized as depicted at the top of Fig. 1.8 a) with binarized

synapses in blue and orange. Each synapse has some probability to be written when a pat-

tern is presented. The two metrics of interest in this setting are the time during which a pattern

can be remembered, and the strength of the initial memory signal. Amit et al. [108] showed

that if the number of states per synapse is bounded, then the time under which a pattern can

be retrieved, or the number of retrievable patterns at a given time, is as low as log(N ), where N

is the number of neurons. This scaling property is very implausible with respect to the brain.

Given the fact that the brain has 1011 neurons and biological synapses must have finite preci-

sion, it would mean that only tens of patterns can be stored and that forgetting is exponentially

fast [107].

However, biological synapses are more complex than a mere scalar value and involve many

molecular processes [109, 110]. Biological synapses have been found to be more complex in

vertebrates than in invertebrates [111], which hints at the fact that synapse complexity is bene-

ficial in large biological neural networks. Experiments on human subjects show that forgetting

in the brain follows a power-law decay instead of an exponential one [112, 113]. Biological

synapses are not only plastic, but also metaplastic [114, 115], which means that the plasticity

of the synapse itself can change according to complex molecular machinery.

This concept was successfully adapted to Hopfield networks by the pioneering work of Fusi

et al. [107]. The metaplastic synapse introduced in [107] is reproduced in Fig. 1.8 b). In this

‘cascade’ model, synaptic weights can have two states, +1 or -1, used for running the attractor

dynamics of the network, but they are also equipped with a hidden metaplastic state denoted

by m. The probability transitions between different (w,m) states depend on m in an expo-

nential fashion. Higher m states correspond to consolidated synapses that are less likely to

switch to the opposite w value. With this synaptic model, Fusi et al. showed that the initial

memory signal and the memory lifetime scale as
q

Nsyn with Nsyn the number of synapses

in the network. In subsequent work building upon [107], Benna et al. [116] showed that a

slightly more complex synapse model involving more hidden variables interacting in a bidirec-

tional diffusion process can bring the memory lifetime to scale almost linearly with the num-

ber of synapses while maintaining the same scaling for the initial memory signal. In addition

to metaplasticity, their model can also account for other phenomena found in real synapses

such as delayed expression of long term potentiation and depression, and spacing effects for

knowledge consolidation (optimal rehearsal interval).

Catastrophic forgetting is also an issue for deep neural networks introduced in section 1.2.3.

Although connections with computational neuroscience models have been made to address

catastrophic forgetting in deep networks [59], the mechanisms are quite different in practice.
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1.3.3.2 Forgetting in deep networks

Catastrophic forgetting in deep networks is a major issue with consequences on model de-

ployment to production. When a deep network has been trained on a dataset to perform a task,

and we wish to use the same network to learn new data without keeping the initial dataset, the

typical behavior is that the network forgets its knowledge on the initial task it was trained on.

This is harmful in a variety of settings. Catastrophic forgetting prevents the network from learn-

ing several tasks in a row, but it can also be undesirable for transfer learning. Transfer learning

consists in training the network on a large dataset to obtain a strong and general feature extrac-

tor before fine-tuning the network on a smaller dataset, on which the feature extractor could

not have been obtained. However, catastrophic forgetting will cause the network to lose its

performance on the initial dataset, even if the new dataset shares similarities with the first one

[117, 118].

The continual learning literature aims at alleviating catastrophic forgetting in deep net-

works. Several reviews about this recent sub-field have already been written [119–121]. The

complexity of continual learning lies in the wide variety of subtly different problem settings,

several groups of very different approaches to achieving continual learning, and the variety of

metrics to measure the performance of the models [122]. In this section, we give a general

introduction to these aspects of continual learning.

Training a deep network to perform a classification task involves a training set as explained

in section 1.2. Naturally, performing continual learning of successive classification tasks in-

volve a sequence of training sets (D1, ...,Dn). The setting is depicted in Fig. 1.8 a) below the

time axis, the color and intensity of the synaptic connections account for their values. The

general rule of continual learning is that when the model is learning task i , it cannot access

the datasets D j for j < i . However, the validation accuracy over previous datasets should be

maintained or even improve (a phenomenon called backward transfer). When the model has

learned the whole sequence, it can be used to infer data on any dataset of the sequence.

Van de Ven et al. [121] point out a subtlety when testing the continually learned model:

does it need the task index to infer the data at test time? If the model needs to be told somehow

the task index, for example if it needs to use task specific parameters, then it belongs to the ‘task

incremental learning’. This setting is the easiest one because the model did not learn all the task

in absolute, but relative to each other. The ‘domain incremental learning’, according to [121],

corresponds to the case where the model does not need to know the task index to give the right

output, but still cannot tell the task which the input belongs to. This setting is more difficult

than the first one, but has limitation if common output units are shared between the tasks. The

third and most difficult setting is the ‘class incremental setting’ and corresponds to the case

where the model can give the right answer and tell the task from which the input comes from.

If this third setting is solved, then learning the classes of a classification problem sequentially

becomes possible. Other settings of continual learning include for example the absence of task

boundaries where the model does not know when a task ends and a new task begins, or the
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distribution of the training data being not independent and identically distributed as it is usu-

ally the case in machine learning. In the next paragraphs, we only review the main approaches

to alleviate catastrophic forgetting in deep networks and refer the reader to existing reviews for

further details [119–121].

Regularization-based methods. This type of continual learning algorithms aims at finding

which synaptic weights are important for previous tasks, and adding a regularization term to

the loss function in order to penalize the change of important parameters when subsequent

tasks are learned. Suppose task A and task B are to be learned sequentially, then the loss opti-

mized for task B is:
fLB (µ) =LB (µ)+ c

X

i
∏i

≥
µi °µ?i ,A

¥2
, (1.14)

where µ?i ,A are the parameters obtained after learning task A, and c is a hyperparameter trading

off between rigidity and plasticity. The principle is depicted in Fig. 1.8 c). Although this class

of method is often inspired by computational neuroscience models [107] (Fig. 1.8 b)), their

concrete implementations are at odds with the principles of online learning and locality (see

sub-section 1.3.3.1) that motivated [107].

The first work to have proposed such a method is Kirkpatrick et al. [104] with ‘elastic weight

consolidation’. The theoretical motivation for elastic weight consolidation is Bayesian. The idea

is to use the posterior distribution of parameters after learning task A as a prior for learning task

B. Because the posterior distribution over the parameters is intractable, it is approximated by a

Gaussian distribution centered in the optimal parameters for Task A and with a diagonal preci-

sion matrix whose elements are determined by the Fisher information matrix. The negative log

likelihood of the data for task B then takes the form of Eq. 1.14. Near the optimum for task A,

the Fisher information matrix is equivalent to the second order derivative of the loss [123], and

is in practice approximated by the squared parameter gradients averaged over the data:

∏i = EDA

∑µ
@LA

@µi

∂2∏
. (1.15)

∏i is an approximation of the loss landscape curvature and parameters corresponding to high

curvature dimensions must stay the same while parameters corresponding to flat dimensions

can be used for learning subsequent tasks. Kirkpatrick et al. show that their algorithm enables

learning sequentially pixel-permuted versions of the MNIST dataset, a benchmark introduced

by Goodfellow et al. [117], as well as Atari Games in a reinforcement learning context [49].

When more tasks are learned, more terms are added to the loss, or it can be made online in or-

der to keep the number of terms bounded [124]. A limitation is that a separate phase is needed

between tasks in order to compute the parameters importance factors ∏i .

This restriction is relaxed by ‘Synaptic intelligence’ introduced by Zenke, Poole et al. [125].

Synaptic intelligence computes its importance factor in an online fashion during learning Task

A. The theoretical insight for synaptic intelligence is the following: ideally one would like the
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final model to be optimized over the total loss LA +LB . However, one cannot compute LA

during task B because the data is not available. LA is thus replaced by a surrogate quadratic

loss that will capture important aspects about the original loss: the optimum is the same and

the net loss increase given the total parameter change is the same. This yields the following

formula for ∏i :

∏i =
!i ,A≥

µ?i ,A °µ0
i

¥2
+≤

, (1.16)

where !i ,A is the loss variation induced by the trajectory of the parameter µi computed during

the training of task A. µ0
i is the parameter before training task A and ≤ a damping factor to avoid

division by zero. We this definition of ∏i , we see that if µ was to go back to its initialization

value while learning task B, it would increase accordingly the loss of task A. When learning

more tasks, ∏i becomes the sum of several terms related to each task. Interestingly, on a toy

problem with a quadratic loss landscape, they show that !i is linked to the curvature of the

loss, but it is not guaranteed in general. They show that synaptic intelligence performs similarly

to elastic weight consolidation on the permuted MNIST benchmark and they also investigate

learning digit classes two by two with one binary output layer for each task. They do a similar

experiment on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [93]. This setting is sometimes referred to as ‘multi-

head’ setting and requires knowing the task label to read the classification from the right output

head at test time. Finally, although the computation of! is carried online, task boundaries are

still need to update∏.

Aljundi et al. [126] propose another way of computing the importance of the parameters

called ‘Memory aware synapse’. If we call f the function learned by the neural network which

outputs the last layer as a vector, a parameter is important for previous tasks if the squared

norm of f has a high gradient with respect to it:

∏i = ED

"
@k f (x ,µ)k2

2

@µi

#
, (1.17)

where D can be a held out dataset without labels, contrary to the two previous approaches.

They test this method over a wide range of complex vision tasks, but still in the multi-head

setting with task oracle at test time.

Methods using (pseudo) data rehearsal. Another family of continual learning methods use

data to alleviate catastrophic forgetting instead of consolidating parameters. However, the data

used to rehearse while learning a new task is not necessary coming from previous training

datasets. Li and Hoiem have introduced ‘Learning without forgetting’ [118]. They consider

the setting where a convolutional neural network is used to learn several tasks sequentially. All

the layers except the last one are common to all tasks, but a new linear classifier is introduced

for each task. Before learning a new task, they use the new training dataset to generate soft

targets (given by the predictions) with the classifiers of old tasks. When learning the new task,
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convolutional layers and the new classifier are optimized for the current task, but convolutional

layers and old classifiers are also optimized to preserve the predictions made before starting the

new task. It is interesting that this technique works at all, because the old classifiers were not

trained on the current dataset. Although Learning without forgetting is sometimes categorized

as a regularization based method (see e.g. in [119]), the added loss depends on the generated

data and not only on the parameters. The authors run experiments with AlexNet and VGG ar-

chitectures on real world-visual tasks and report only slight degradation of performance with

respect to joint-training of all tasks at the same time. However, it has been shown that Learning

without forgetting is not robust to sequences of tasks with very different data distributions.

Rebuffi et al. have introduced ‘Incremental Classifier and Representation Learning’ (iCaRL)

[127], which is specifically designed for class incremental learning with a minimum of two

classes by tasks. The authors use a convolutional architecture which is trained incrementally.

After learning a task, they store ‘exemplars’ based on the following principle: they compute

the mean representation of training examples in the feature space (last convolutional layer),

and choose a given amount of examples closest to the mean (for example 20). This amount of

exemplars can be reduced in the future by popping the exemplars from the end of the list in

order to meet a constant memory budget. When training a subsequent task, they merge the

current data with the previous exemplars and their task label. The loss optimized is the sum of

the cross entropy loss over the current task and a distillation loss. iCarl outperforms learning

without forgetting on the incremental CIFAR-100 task.

Other approaches aim at training a generative model in order to generate previous tasks

data and merge it to currently available data. This approach was introduced by Shin et al. [128]

with ‘Deep generative replay’. Their model consists of two neural networks: a generator and a

solver. When a new task is learned, the training process requires the current and the previous

generator-solver pair in order to produce the next generator-solver pair. Their method is shown

to work well on the MNIST, Street View House Number (SVHN) task sequence. However, train-

ing a generator can become prohibitively complex for more difficult visual tasks. That is why

Kemker et al. design their generative method FearNet [129] on embeddings obtained from a

pre-trained ConvNet rather than raw inputs. They show better performance than iCaRL for the

CIFAR-100 class incremental setting. Using one invertible neural network for each new class

showed competitive performance with iCaRL and FearNet [130].

Interestingly, replay-based systems have a biological justification [131, 132]. In the brain,

the hyppocampus is responsible for storing recent memories which are later consolidated in

the neo cortex during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. This is the complementary learning

systems theory. Overall, current state-of-the-art methods rely on such complementary systems

[121]. However, it should be noted that those methods can sometimes be combined with regu-

larization based methods to improve performance.
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1.4 Current Dedicated Hardware for AI

In the final section of this Chapter, we review the existing architectures for hardware dedi-

cated to inference and learning. It will also appear that the bio-inspired algorithms presented

in the previous section provide useful guiding principles for the design of energy efficient hard-

ware using emergent technologies. When it comes to hardware dedicated to neural networks,

it is important to distinguish between neuroscience-based hardware which aims at mimicking

real neurons and synapses to study the similarity with the brain, and top-down approaches

where the architecture design is driven by the physical implementation of an existing artificial

intelligence algorithm [133].

1.4.1 Neuroscience-based Hardware

A wide range of neuromorphic hardware consists in simulating networks of complex neu-

rons similar to biological neurons. Although the Hodgkin & Huxley model [11] mentioned in

section 1.1 accurately describes biological neurons, simpler models like the Izhikevitch [134]

or adaptive-exponential [135] models can still describe the complexity of biological neurons

and are often chosen for the design of neuromorphic hardware. Another simple neuron model

found in neuromorphic hardware is the Leaky-Integrate and Fire model (LIF). As far as synapses

are concerned, different designs allow more or fewer bits to encode the synaptic weights and do

not necessarily allow plasticity. When synaptic plasticity is implemented, it often takes the form

of short term plasticity or long term plasticity rules such as spike-timing dependent plasticity

[136] or spike-driven synaptic plasticity [137], which are inspired by experimental observation

of specific types of synaptic plasticity in the brain. Another important distinction between ap-

proaches is the use of digital or mixed-signal analog-digital for the circuit architecture. In the

following, we review only the main designs for this kind of neuromorphic hardware and refer

the reader to [133] for a more complete review.

Mixed-signal approaches Among approaches using analog CMOS, a further distinction has

to be made depending on the operating regime of the CMOS transistors. In the sub-threshold

regime, the MOS transistors channels let the electrons flow in a diffusion process which is rem-

iniscent of the ion channels of real neurons. Several approaches adopt this architecture princi-

ple. The Neurogrid chip [138] has 16 cores of 64k neurons with off-chip synapses. The ROLLS

chip [139] employs a 180 nm process and contains a core with 256 adaptive-exponential neu-

rons and 128k synapses implemented with capacitors. Half of synapses can implement short

term plasticity and the other half implements spike-driven synaptic plasticity [137]. The ROLLS

chip was up-scaled in the DYNAPs chip [140], although without plasticity.

Other analog approaches using the CMOS in the above-threshold regime can accelerate

neuroscience simulations. The BrainScaleS wafer [141] consists of HICANN chips with 512

adaptive-exponential neurons and 112k 4-bit spike-timing dependent plastic synapses. The
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wafer has 352 such chips and thus adds up to 180k neurons and 40 million synapses.

Digital approaches This line of neuromorphic hardware aims at simulating spiking neural

networks more efficiently than conventional von-Neumann processing units. The SpiNNaker

node developed by the university of Manchester [142] follows a distributed von-Neumann ar-

chitecture with 18 ARM968 cores able to simulate few hundreds of LIF or Izhikevitch neurons

in a time-multiplexed fashion, with up to 1,000 synaptic connections. The first version of SpiN-

Naker uses a 130 nm process. Nodes can be combined to simulate up to one billion neurons

in the SpiNNaker project [143]. The communication between the micro-processors is asyn-

chronous and relies on the transmission of data packets to simulate spikes.

Other approaches rely on full-custom designs. IBM developed the TrueNorth chip [144]

using a 28 nm process, which consists of 4,096 cores each simulating 256 linear-leak integrate

and fire neurons, a simplified version of the LIF neurons, for a total of approximately 1 million

neurons. The synapses are binarized, non-plastic, and encoded in volatile SRAM.

On the other hand, Intel developed the Loihi chip [145] using a 14 nm process, consisting

of 128 cores capable of simulating 1,024 LIF neurons with synapses encoded with SRAM of 1 up

to 9 bits and capable of a programmable spike-based plasticity rule. The number of synapses

per core ranges from 1 million to 114k depending on the encoding.

Because they are designed from neuroscience models, and credit assignment in the brain re-

mains an open question, most chips can only learn simple classification tasks of small patterns

or MNIST digits, using spike timing dependent plasticity or similar biologically derived learn-

ing rules. On a single layer architecture however, surrogate gradient based transfer learning

can be implemented and solve more challenging tasks such as gesture recognition, as shown

by [146] with the Loihi chip. They are also of great interest to run accelerated experiments on

spiking neural networks. However, challenging AI benchmarks described in section 1.2 remain

currently out of reach for this kind of chips.

1.4.2 Deep learning-based Hardware

This sub-section reviews dedicated hardware whose designs are based on existing deep learn-

ing algorithms and aim at the reducing the energy consumption of GPUs and CPUs. Those

approaches are thus mostly based on non-spiking neural networks.

1.4.2.1 Dedicated hardware for inference

According to NVIDIA, 80% to 90% of the total energy cost in the lifetime of a neural network is

taken by the inference phase when the model is deployed in production (as of 2019)3. It is thus

important to design power efficient solution for inference. Although GPUs are more adapted

3http://web.archive.org/web/20210225104156/https://www.forbes.com/sites/moorinsights/2019/05/09/
google-cloud-doubles-down-on-nvidia-gpus-for-inference/

http://web.archive.org/web/20210225104156/https://www.forbes.com/sites/moorinsights/2019/05/09/google-cloud-doubles-down-on-nvidia-gpus-for-inference/
http://web.archive.org/web/20210225104156/https://www.forbes.com/sites/moorinsights/2019/05/09/google-cloud-doubles-down-on-nvidia-gpus-for-inference/
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to AI than CPUs, they are still general purpose in terms of the parallelizable tasks they can

perform. To meet the computing needs of its new voice recognition service, Google designed

its own digital Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) called the Tensor Processing Unit

or TPU [147]. The solution provided by the TPU is to perform the tensor multiplication op-

erations underpinning deep learning in a more efficient way using systolic arrays. A systolic

array is a network of tightly coupled data processing units each independently computing a

partial result from upstream inputs and passing it to downstream units. The data flow in a

systolic array has a wave-like propagation, which is the reason for the medical term ‘systolic’.

The first generation of TPU introduced in 2016 used a 28 nm CMOS process and consisted in

a 8-bit matrix multiplication engine using a systolic array, limiting the memory accesses of the

traditional von-Neumann architecture. The TPU v1 could perform 23 TOPS for 28-40 W. How-

ever, it was only designed for inference. Learning in half precision (16-bit floating point) was

enabled starting from the second generation of TPUs. More recently, Google introduced the

Edge TPU, a system on chip (SoC) capable of 4 TOPS with only 2 W. (By comparison, IBM has

reported a power consumption of 70 mW for the TrueNorth chip described in the previous sec-

tion.) The Edge TPU only supports 8-bit precision, so it must either be used for inference or for

basic training of a readout layer using the recently introduced Tensorflow quantization-aware

training library. Overall, the impact of TPUs in terms of energy consumption has been to save

Google from building a dozen more data centers4.

Another path for low-power inference is using microcontrollers (MCU), which are purpose-

specific computers with tiny memory budgets. Recent works have shown that high-end MCUs,

can run compressed networks and achieve more than 70% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet [148],

for a power consumption of the order of the watt and thus one order of magnitude better than

an edge TPU. The MCU used in [148] has 512kB of SRAM for data and 2MB of flash memory for

storing the parameters weights. While these results are impressive, analog/CMOS hybrid archi-

tectures described in the next paragraph have the potential to reduce the power consumption

further.

More advanced designs make use of memristors, which are non volatile programmable mem-

ories that can be tightly integrated in the CMOS process. The resistance of a memristor can be

programmed with the application of an external voltage and changed in a non-volatile way.

The main types of memristors are depicted in Fig. 1.9 with the top row showing the states of

low resistance and the bottom row showing the states of high resistance. The resistive random

access memory (RRAM) in Fig. 1.9 a) relies on the electric-field induced creation and control

of conductive filaments between two metallic electrodes separated by an insulating oxide such

as hafnium or tantalum oxide [149]. Phase change memories, or PCMs (Fig. 1.9 b)), rely on

the phase transition of the middle material. The spin-transfer torque magnetic RAM or STT-

MRAM (Fig. 1.9 c)) consists of one magnetic layer with fixed magnetization and one magnetic

4https://web.archive.org/web/20210225125431/https://www.wired.com/2017/04/building-ai-chip-saved-
google-building-dozen-new-data-centers/

https://web.archive.org/web/20210225125431/https://www.wired.com/2017/04/building-ai-chip-saved-google-building-dozen-new-data-centers/
https://web.archive.org/web/20210225125431/https://www.wired.com/2017/04/building-ai-chip-saved-google-building-dozen-new-data-centers/
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Figure 1.9: Different kinds of memristors, in each case the high resistance state is at the bottom
and the low resistance state is on top. a) Resistive RAM based on the formation of
oxygen vacancies upon voltage application. b) Phase change memory, based on a
phase transition. c) Two magnets are separated by an insulator layer, the magneti-
zation of the bottom magnet is fixed while the magnetization of the top magnet can
be programmed by the spin transfer torque of a spin-polarized current tunneling
through the junction.

layer with a switchable magnetization on top. Both layers are separated by an insulator forming

a magnetic tunnel junction. A spin-polarized current tunneling through the junction applies

a torque on the top magnetic layer and can switch the magnetization between both states in a

non volatile way.

Memristors are promising for neuromorphic hardware because they can encode model

parameters in a physically static and non volatile way. When arranged into crossbars like in

Fig. 1.10 a), it is possible to implement the matrix multiplication operation out of Kirchhoff’s

laws. This is appealing because the data corresponding to the parameters, which are encoded

as the conductances of the memristors, do not need to be moved from a cache memory to

a computing unit, thereby saving energy. This principle has been demonstrated in 2015 by

Prezioso et al. [150] for the classification of 3£3 black-and-white pixel images. A multi layer

perceptron with one hidden layer was demonstrated on a simple task by Bayat et al. [151] by

using one crossbar array for each layer. Ambrogio et al. [152] demonstrated a crossbar ar-

chitecture capable of equivalent accuracy with software implementation on MNIST [79] and

features extracted from CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [93] by a pre-trained ResNet. They report a

power consumption of 50 mW, which is a 100 fold power reduction with respect to GPUs.

That being said, crossbars of memristors come with new challenges. One challenge is the

non-linear I-V characteristic of memristors which prevent weight updates from being accu-

rately applied. Ref [152] addressed this issue by applying weight updates computed in software
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Figure 1.10: Crossbar of memristors for a) forward propagation, b) back-propagation, c) pa-
rameter update.

to capacitors with linear but volatile behaviors before transferring the weights to the PCMs.

Another challenge is the need for a selection device together with the memristor to prevent the

current from leaking in other branches of the crossbar. Finally, memristors operating in the

analog domain are subject to device imprecision and variability. Binarized neural networks,

a low precision counterpart of regular deep neural network [153] are outstanding candidates

for crossbar implementation because the parameters assume binarized value. The memristors

can thus be programmed to encode binarized weights, thereby reducing the device variability

issue [154–156].

Overall, memristor crossbars are good candidates for low power implementation of infer-

ence, although challenges inherent to memristors remain to be coped with in order to scale

to big architectures. This will require designing error-tolerant algorithms and improving the

technology. However, on-chip training calls for radical shifts in training algorithms and possi-

bly hardware.

1.4.2.2 Dedicated hardware for learning

We can see from sections 1.2 and 1.3.2 that successful training of deep networks requires

training algorithms that compute gradients or approximate gradients of a well-defined cost

function. Local learning rules based on biological observations such as STDP, although already

implemented in some hardware designs, have not been shown to scale in task complexity.

However, local learning rules can emerge as the result of well designed training algorithm as

we saw in section 1.3, though most of these algorithms have yet to be fully competitive with

back-propagation. Crossbar challenges mentioned in the previous section also apply to on-

chip learning, but implementing back-propagation in a crossbar brings a new set of challenges.

Fig. 1.10 b) depicts how a crossbar can be used to perform the backward phase and propagate

error gradients. While the weight transport problem mentioned in section 1.3 is not the major
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issue here because the transpose of the weight is naturally implemented by the same devices,

the quantities ± are challenging to propagate because they do not have the same magnitude as

the neural activation of the forward propagation [67], and require a different set of operations.

The imprecision on the errors is likely to worsen as more layers are added. However, in prin-

ciple, the weight update could be implemented by programming the memristors as shown in

Fig. 1.10 c). Transferring data between layers still require costly analog to digital conversions.

A promising way toward on-chip learning is to implement algorithms which only require

one type of computation like Equilibrium Propagation described in section 1.3.2.1. EP has the

potential to be implemented on a physical substrate comprising of several layers with a pa-

rameterized energy function in an end-to-end fashion. A circuit implementing EP based on

pseudo-power was simulated and shown to solve MNIST [157] with accuracy equivalent to a

network trained in software.

Another attractive path for reducing the power consumption of deep learning is the Opti-

cal Processing Unit (OPU) introduced by the LightOn startup [158]. The OPU is a photonics

co-processor which employs light scattering to perform fixed random projections in high di-

mension very efficiently. For specific applications, it can significantly speed up the computa-

tion compared to a von Neumann architecture. In particular, direct feedback alignment [83]

mentioned in section 1.3 consists exactly in applying a random matrix multiplication to the

loss gradient at the output of the network in order to obtain the errors of all layers in parallel.

For such specific use cases, LightOn claims a power efficiency two to three orders of magnitude

better than TPUs.

Overall, on-chip training will require algorithms and hardware co-design. Learning algo-

rithms with strong theoretical guarantees with respect to optimization are paramount to scale

to challenging tasks, and they need to be designed with potential hardware substrates in mind

in order to be robust to, and ideally harness, device imperfections. On the other hand, emer-

gent technologies such as non-volatile memories need to be as accurate as possible to allow

coherent credit assignment of large network architectures.

New materials are also giving opportunities for novel hardware designs. Fig. 1.11 a) shows
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an example of spintronics device consisting of a bi-layer structure with a heavy metal such as

platinum for strong spin-orbit coupling, and a ferromagnetic metal such as cobalt on top. Ap-

plying an electric current in the heavy metal produces a pure spin current in the perpendicular

direction due to spin Hall effect [161]. The spin current reaches the ferromagnetic layer and can

move a magnetic domain wall separating two regions of opposite magnetization. The domain

wall motion is also dependent on the magnetic anisotropy of the ferromagnet, which has been

shown to be programmable in a non volatile and reversible way by the application of a voltage

[159, 160, 162], as shown in Fig. 1.11 b). Such examples demonstrate that nanodevices can offer

complex behaviors and functionalities for the implementation of learning algorithms.

The work presented in this thesis is a step toward bridging the gap between algorithms and

hardware by taking the brain as a conceptual inspiration. In Chapter 2, we propose a continual

learning method that bridges the gap between continual learning developed in deep learning

[104, 125, 126] and computational neuroscience [107, 116]. More specifically, a local synaptic

consolidation rule is found for binarized neural networks [153]. The method does not require

boundaries between tasks and is thus promising for neuromorphic applications.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to credit assignment and more specifically to Equilibrium Propaga-

tion. We show that the original gradient estimate of EP contains a bias inherent in finite differ-

entiation and propose a new estimate which cancels this bias. The gradient is estimated with

three phases instead of two and we show that it unlocks the training of deeper neural architec-

tures with EP. We also show how to adapt the training procedure to optimize the cross-entropy

loss instead of the squared error loss. Finally, we study the impact of replacing the weight sym-

metry condition by an alignment mechanism throughout learning.

Finally, in Chapter 4 of this thesis, we build on the device used by Hirtzlin et al. [154–156]

and show that the same device can be used to encode ternarized weights instead of binarized

weights when operated in the near-threshold regime, leading to an increase in model perfor-

mance without overhead. The errors inherent to the devices are incorporated into network

simulations and shown to have little impact on the overall performance.
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Chapter 2

Synaptic Metaplasticity in Binarized

Neural Networks

“For example, a synapse that is repeatedly potentiated to

the point where it is not becoming any stronger should

become more resistant to subsequent depotentiation

protocols than a synapse that is potentiated to the same

degree by a single tetanization.”

Stefano FUSI, Patrick DREW, and L.F. ABBOTT [107]
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WHILE deep neural networks have surpassed human performance in multiple situations,

they are prone to catastrophic forgetting: upon training a new task, they rapidly forget

previously learned ones. Neuroscience studies, based on idealized tasks, suggest that in the

brain, synapses overcome this issue by adjusting their plasticity depending on their past his-

tory. However, such ‘metaplastic’ behaviours do not transfer directly to mitigate catastrophic

forgetting in deep neural networks. In this Chapter, adapted from an article published in Nature

Communications [163], we interpret the hidden weights used by binarized neural networks,

a low-precision version of deep neural networks, as metaplastic variables, and modify their

training technique to alleviate forgetting. Building on this idea, we propose and demonstrate

experimentally, in situations of multitask and stream learning, a training technique that re-

duces catastrophic forgetting without needing previously presented data, nor formal bound-

aries between datasets and with performance approaching more mainstream techniques with

task boundaries. We support our approach with a theoretical analysis on a tractable task based

on quadratic optimization. Finally, we present a more complex synaptic model that enables a

stationary distribution of parameters, as well as graceful forgetting.

This Chapter bridges computational neuroscience and deep learning, and presents signifi-

cant assets for future embedded and neuromorphic systems, especially when using novel nan-

odevices featuring physics analogous to metaplasticity.

2.1 Background

In recent years, deep neural networks have experienced incredible developments, outper-

forming the state-of-the-art, and sometimes human performance, for tasks ranging from im-

age classification to natural language processing [6]. Nonetheless, these models suffer from

catastrophic forgetting [104, 117] when learning new tasks: synaptic weights optimized during

former tasks are not protected against further weight updates and are overwritten, causing the

accuracy of the neural network on these former tasks to plummet [98, 132] (see Fig. 2.1 (a) and

section 1.3.3). Balancing between learning new tasks and remembering old ones is sometimes

thought of as a trade-off between plasticity and rigidity: synaptic weights need to be modified

in order to learn, but also to remain stable in order to remember. This issue is particularly criti-

cal in embedded environments, where data is processed in real-time without the possibility of

storing past data. Given the rate of synaptic modifications, most artificial neural networks were

found to have exponentially fast forgetting [107]. This contrasts strongly with the capability of

the brain, whose forgetting process is typically described with a power law decay [112], and

which can naturally perform continual learning.

The neuroscience literature provides insights about underlying mechanisms in the brain

that enable task retention. In particular, it was suggested by Fusi et al.[107, 116] that mem-

ory storage requires, within each synapse, hidden states with multiple degrees of plasticity (see

section 1.3.3.1). For a given synapse, the higher the value of this hidden state, the less likely
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this synapse is to change: it is said to be consolidated. These hidden variables could account

for activity-dependent mechanisms regulated by intercellular signalling molecules occurring

in real synapses [114, 115]. The plasticity of the synapse itself being plastic, this behaviour is

named ‘metaplasticity’. The metaplastic state of a synapse can be viewed as a criterion of im-

portance with respect to the tasks that have been learned throughout and therefore constitutes

one possible approach to overcome catastrophic forgetting.

Until now, the models of metaplasticity have been used for idealized situations in neuro-

science studies, or for elementary machine learning tasks such as the Cart-Pole problem [164].

However, intriguingly, in the field of deep learning, binarized neural networks [153] (or the

closely related XNOR-NETs [165]) have a remote connection with the concept of metaplastic-

ity, also reminiscent, in neuroscience, of the multi state models with binary readout [166]. This

connection has never been explored to perform continual learning in multi-layer networks. Bi-

narized neural networks are neural networks whose weights and activations are constrained

to the values +1 and °1. These networks were developed for performing inference with low

computational and memory cost [154, 167, 168], and surprisingly, can achieve excellent accu-

racy on multiple vision [165, 169] and signal processing [170] tasks. The training procedure of

binarized neural networks involves a real value associated to each synapse which accumulates

the gradients of the loss computed with binary weights. This real value is said to be ‘hidden’,

as during inference, we only use its sign to get the binary weight. In this Chapter, we interpret

the hidden weight in binarized neural networks as a metaplastic variable that can be lever-

aged to achieve multitask learning. Based on this insight, we develop a learning strategy using

binarized neural networks to alleviate catastrophic forgetting with strong biological-type con-

straints: previously-presented data can not be stored, nor generated, and the loss function is

not task-dependent with weight penalties.

An important benefit of our synapse-centric approach is that it does not require a formal

separation between datasets, which also allows the possibility to learn a single task in a more

continuous fashion. Traditionally, if new data appears, the network needs to relearn incor-

porating the new data into the old data: otherwise the network will just learn the new data

and forget what it had already learned. Through the example of the progressive learning of

datasets, we show that our metaplastic binarized neural network, by contrast, can continue to

learn a task when new data becomes available, without seeing the previously presented data

of the dataset. This feature makes our approach particularly attractive for embedded contexts.

The spatially and temporally local nature of the consolidation mechanism makes it also highly

attractive for hardware implementations, in particular using neuromorphic approaches.

Our approach takes a remarkably different direction than the considerable research in deep

learning that is now addressing the question of catastrophic forgetting (see section 1.3.3.2).

Many proposals consist in keeping or retrieving information about the data or the model at

previous tasks: using data generation [128], the storing of exemplars [127], or in preserving the

initial model response in some components of the network [118]. These strategies do not seem
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connected to how the brain avoids catastrophic forgetting, need a very formal separation of

the tasks, and are not very appropriate for embedded contexts. A solution to solve the trade-off

between plasticity and rigidity more connected to ours is to protect synaptic weights from fur-

ther changes according to their ‘importance’ for the previous task. For example, elastic weight

consolidation [104] uses an estimate of the diagonal elements of the Fisher information matrix

of the model distribution with respect to its parameters to identify synaptic weights qualifying

as important for a given task. Another work[126] uses the sensitivity of the network with re-

spect to small changes in synaptic weights. Finally, in [125], the consolidation strategy consists

in computing an importance factor based on path integral. This last approach is the closest

to the biological models of metaplasticity, as all computations can be performed at the level

of the synapse, and the importance factor is therefore reminiscent of a metaplasticity param-

eter. However, in all these techniques, the desired memory effect is enforced by optimizing

a loss function with a penalty term which depends on the previous optimum, and does not

emerge from the synaptic behaviour itself. This aspect requires a very formal separation of

the tasks – the weight values at the end of task training need to be stored – and makes these

models still largely incompatible with the constraints of biology and embedded contexts. The

highly non-local nature of the consolidation mechanism also makes it difficult to implement

in neuromorphic-type hardware. Specifically, the contributions of the present Chapter are the

following:

• We interpret the hidden real value associated to each weight (or hidden weight) in bina-

rized neural networks as a metaplastic variable, we propose a new training algorithm for

these networks adapted to learning different tasks sequentially (Alg. 1).

• We show that our algorithm allows a binarized neural network to learn permuted MNIST

tasks sequentially with an accuracy equivalent to elastic weight consolidation, but with-

out any change to the loss function or the explicit computation of a task-specific impor-

tance factor. More complex sequences such as MNIST - Fashion-MNIST, MNIST - USPS

and CIFAR-10/100 features can also be learned sequentially.

• We show that our algorithm enables to learn the Fashion-MNIST and the CIFAR-10 datasets

by learning sequentially each subset of these datasets, which we call the stream-type set-

ting.

• We show that our approach has a mathematical justification in the case of a tractable

quadratic binary task where the trajectory of hidden weights can be derived explicitly.

• We adapt our approach to a more complex metaplasticity rule inspired by [116] and show

that it can achieve steady-state continual learning. This allows us to discuss the merits

and drawbacks of complex and simpler approaches to metaplasticity, especially for hard-

ware implementations of deep learning.
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Figure 2.1: Problem setting and illustration of our approach. a Problem setting: two training
sets (here MNIST and Fashion-MNIST) are presented sequentially to a fully con-
nected neural network. When learning MNIST (epochs 0 to 50), the MNIST test ac-
curacy reaches 97%, while the Fashion-MNIST accuracy stays around 10%. When
learning Fashion-MNIST (epochs 50 to 100), the associated test accuracy reaches
85% while the MNIST test accuracy collapses to ª 20% in 25 epochs: this phe-
nomenon is known as ‘catastrophic forgetting’. b Illustration of our approach: in a
binarized neural network, each synapse incorporates a hidden weight W h used for
learning and a binary weight W b = sign(W h) used for inference. Our method, in-
spired by neuroscience works in the literature [107], amounts to regarding hidden
weights as metaplastic states that can encode memory across tasks and thereby al-
leviate forgetting. With regards to the conventional training technique of binarized
neural network, it consists in modulating some hidden weight updates by a function
fmeta(W h) whose shape is indicated in c. This modulation is applied to negative up-
dates of positive hidden weights, and to positive updates of negative hidden weights.
fmeta(|W h|) being a decreasing function, this modulation makes the hidden weights
signs less likely to switch back when they grow in absolute value.
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2.2 Interpreting the hidden weights of binarized neural

networks as metaplasticity states

Synapses in binarized neural networks consist of binary switches that can take either +1 or

°1 weights. Learning a task consists in finding a set of binary synaptic values that optimize an

objective function related to the task at hand. All synapses share the same plasticity rule and are

free to switch back and forth between the two weight values. When learning a second task after

the first task, new synaptic transitions between +1 and °1 will overwrite the set of transitions

found for the first task, leading to the fast forgetting of previous knowledge (Fig. 2.1 (a)). This

scenario is reminiscent of the neural networks studied in [171] where all synapses are equally

plastic and their probability to remain unchanged over a given period of time decreases expo-

nentially for increasing time periods, leading to memory lifetimes scaling logarithmically with

the size of the network. Synaptic metaplasticity models were introduced by Fusi et al[107] to

provide long memory lifetimes, by endowing synapses with the ability to adjust their plasticity

throughout time – making the plasticity itself plastic. In particular, in this vision, a synapse that

is repeatedly potentiated should not increase its weight but rather become more resistant to

further depression. In the cascade model [107], plasticity levels are discrete and the probability

for a synapse to switch to the opposite strength value decreases exponentially with the depth of

the plasticity level. This exponential scaling is introduced to obtain a large range of transition

rates, ranging from fast synapses at the top of the cascade where the transition probability is

unaffected, to slow synapses that are less likely to switch. Because the metaplastic state only

controls the transition probability and not the synaptic strength (i.e., the weight value), it con-

stitutes a ‘hidden’ state as far as synaptic currents are concerned.

The training process of conventional binarized neural networks relies on updating hidden

real weights associated with each synapse, using loss gradients computed with binary weights.

The binary weights are the signs of the hidden real weights, and are used in the equations of

both the forward and backward passes. By contrast, the hidden weights are updated as a result

of the learning rule, which therefore affects the binary weights only when the hidden weight

changes sign – the detailed training algorithms are presented in Algorithms 2 and 3 of Appendix

A.1. Once the hidden real weight is positive (respectively negative), the binary weight (synaptic

strength) is set to +1 (respectively °1), but the synaptic strength will not change if the hid-

den weight continues to increase towards greater positive (respectively negative) values as a

result of the training process. This feature means that hidden weights may be interpreted as

analogues to the metaplastic states of the metaplasticity cascade model[107]. However, in con-

ventional binarized neural networks, no mechanism guarantees that when the hidden weight

gets updated farther away from zero, the transition to the opposite weight value gets less and

less likely. Here, following the insight of [107], we show that introducing such a mechanism

yields memory effects.
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The mechanism that we propose is illustrated in Fig. 2.1 (b), where W h is the hidden weight

and ¢W h is the update provided by the learning algorithm, and detailed in Algorithm 1. We

introduce a set of functions fmeta, parameterized by a scalar m and depending on the hidden

weight to modulate the strength of updates in the inverse direction to the sign of the hidden

weights. The specific choice of this set of functions is motivated by the conceptual properties

that we want our model to share with the cascade model[107]. First, the functions fmeta should

be chosen so that the switching strength of the binary weight decreases exponentially with

the amplitude of the hidden weight. On the other hand, the switching ability should remain

unaffected when the hidden weight is close to zero, making the learning process of such weights

analogous to the training of a conventional binarized neural network. We therefore choose a

set of functions plotted in Fig. 2.1 (c) that decrease exponentially to zero as the hidden weight

|W h| approaches infinity, while being flat and equal to one around zero values of W h:

fmeta(m,W h) = 1° tanh2(m ·W h). (2.1)

The parameter m controls the speed at which the decay occurs and constitutes the only hyper-

parameter introduced in our approach. More details about the choice of the fmeta function, as

well as more implementation details are provided in the Methods section 2.8. All experiments

in this Chapter use adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [30]. Momentum-based training and

root mean square propagation showed equivalent results. However, pure stochastic gradient

descent leads to lower accuracy, as usually observed in binarized neural networks, where mo-

mentum is an important element to stabilize training [153, 154, 165].
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Algorithm 1 Our modification of the BNN training procedure to implement metaplasticity. Wh

is the vector of hidden weights and W h denotes one component (the same rule is applied for
other vectors), µBN are Batch Normalization parameters, UW and Uµ are the parameter updates
prescribed by the Adam algorithm [30], (x,y) is a batch of labelled training data, m is the meta-
plasticity parameter, and ¥ is the learning rate. ‘ · ’ denotes the element-wise product of two
tensors with compatible shapes. The difference between our implementation and the non-
metaplastic implementation (recovered for m = 0) lies in the condition lines 6 to 9. fmeta is
applied element-wise with respect to Wh. ‘cache’ denotes all the intermediate layers compu-
tations needed to be stored for the backward pass. The details of the Forward and Backward
functions are provided in Appendix A.1.

Input: Wh, µBN, UW, Uµ, (x,y), m, ¥.
Output: Wh, µBN, UW, Uµ.

1: Wb √ Sign(Wh) . Computing binary weights
2: ŷ,cache √ Forward(x,Wb,µBN) . Perform inference
3: C √ Cost(ŷ,y) . Compute mean loss over the batch
4: (@WC ,@µC ) √ Backward(C , ŷ,Wb,µBN,cache) . Cost gradients
5: (UW,Uµ) √ Adam(@WC ,@µC ,UW,Uµ)
6: for W h in Wh do
7: if UW ·W b > 0 then . If UW prescribes to decrease |W b|
8: W h √W h °¥UW · fmeta(m,W h) .Metaplastic update
9: else

10: W h √W h °¥UW

11: end if
12: end for
13: µBN √ µBN °¥Uµ

14: return Wh, µBN, UW, Uµ

2.3 Multitask learning with metaplastic binarized neural

networks

We first test the validity of our approach by learning sequentially multiple versions of the

MNIST dataset where the pixels have been permuted, which constitutes a canonical bench-

mark for continual learning [117]. We train a binarized neural network with two hidden layers

of 4,096 units using Algorithm 1 with several metaplasticity m values and 40 epochs per task

(see section 2.8). Fig. 2.2 shows this process of learning six tasks. The conventional binarized

neural network (m = 0.0) is subject to catastrophic forgetting: after learning a given task, the

test accuracy quickly drops upon learning a new task. Increasing the parameter m gradually

prevents the test accuracy on previous tasks from decreasing with eventually the m = 1.35 bina-

rized neural network (Fig. 2.2 (d) managing to learn all six tasks with test accuracies comparable

with the 97.4% test accuracy achieved by the BNN trained on one task only (see Table. 2.1).

Fig. 2.2 (g,h) show the distribution of the metaplastic hidden weights after learning Task 1

and Task 2 in the second layer. The consolidated weights of the first task correspond to hidden
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weights between zero and five in magnitude. We observe in Fig. 2.2 (g) that around 107 of binary

weights still have hidden weights near zero after learning one task. These weights correspond

to synapses that repeatedly switched between +1 and °1 binary weights during the training of

the first task, and are thus of little importance for the first task. These synapses were therefore

not consolidated, and are then available for learning another task. After learning the second

task, we can distinguish between hidden weights of synapses consolidated for Task 1 and for

Task 2.

No consolidation Random Learning Rate Elastic Weight Metaplasticity
(m = 0.0) Consolidation Decay Consolidation (m = 1.35)

Task 1 9.2±2.2 29.0±2.9 71.1±6.5 96.8±0.7 96.9±0.6
Task 2 7.8±1.3 29.0±4.2 87.2±2.6 97.2±0.2 97.2±0.3
Task 3 9.3±2.0 32.7±4.7 86.1±2.9 96.9±0.2 96.9±0.2
Task 4 9.0±1.7 35.1±4.1 63.7±5.6 96.6±0.2 96.4±0.4
Task 5 13.2±3.7 47.7±8.8 75.1±2.5 96.8±0.3 96.7±0.8
Task 6 97.4±0.2 96.8±0.2 93.9±0.2 96.8±0.3 97.3±0.1

Table 2.1: Binarized neural network test accuracies on six permuted MNISTs at the end of train-
ing for different settings. We indicate mean and standard deviation over five trials,
for a conventional (non-metaplastic) BNN (m = 0.0), a task-dependent learning rate
decay scheduler, consolidation of synapses with random importance factors, elastic
weight consolidation (EWC) [104] computed with parameter ∏EWC = 5 ·103, and our
metaplastic binarized neural network approach with parameter m = 1.35.

Table 2.1 presents a comparison of the results obtained using our technique with a ran-

dom consolidation of weights, and with elastic weight consolidation [104], implemented on

the same binarized neural network architecture (see section 2.8 for the details of EWC adap-

tation to BNNs). We see that the random consolidation approach does not allow multitask

learning. On the other hand, our approach achieves a performance similar to elastic weight

consolidation for learning six permuted MNISTs with the given architecture, although unlike

elastic weight consolidation the consolidation does not require changing the loss function and

thus does not require task boundaries.

We also perform a control experiment by decreasing the learning rate between each task.

The initial learning rate is divided by ten for each new task, as this schedule provided the best

results (see Appendix A.6). This technique achieves some memory effects but is not as effective

as other consolidation methods: uniformly scaling down the learning rate for all synapses at

once does not provide a wide range of synaptic plasticity where important synapses are con-

solidated and less important ones are more plastic.

Figure 2.3 shows a more detailed analysis of the performance of our approach when learn-

ing up to ten MNIST permutations, and for varying sizes of the binarized neural network, high-

lighting the connection between network size and its capacity in terms of number of tasks. We
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Figure 2.2: Permuted MNIST learning task. a-d Binarized neural network learning six tasks se-
quentially for several values of the metaplastic parameter m. (a) m = 0 corresponds
to a conventional binarized neural network (b) m = 0.5 (c) m = 1.0 (d) m = 1.35.
Curves are averaged over five runs and shadows correspond to one standard devi-
ation. e,f Final test accuracy on each task after the last task has been learned. The
dots indicate the mean values over five runs, and the shaded zone one standard de-
viation. (e) corresponds to a binarized neural network and (f) corresponds to our
method applied to a real valued weights deep neural network with the same archi-
tecture. g,h Hidden weights distribution of a m = 1.35, two hidden layers of 4,096
units binarized neural network after learning for 40 epochs one permuted MNIST
(g) and two permuted MNISTs (h).
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c d

Metaplasticity Elastic weight consolidation

Interleaved training without metaplasticity Interleaved training with metaplasticity

Figure 2.3: Influence of the network size on the number of tasks learned. a, b Mean test ac-
curacy over tasks learned so far for up to ten tasks. Each task is a permuted version
of MNIST learned for 40 epochs. The binarized neural network architecture con-
sists of two hidden layers of a variable number of hidden units ranging from 512 to
4096. (a) uses metaplasticity with parameter m = 1.35 and (b) uses elastic weight
consolidation with ∏EWC = 5,000. The decrease in mean test accuracy comes from
the impossibility to learn new tasks because too many weights are consolidated.
c,d Results for non-sequential (interleaved) training for (c) a non metaplastic and
(d) a metaplastic binarized neural network. In this situation, each point is an inde-
pendent training experiment performed on the corresponding number of tasks. All
curves are averaged over five runs and shadow areas denote one standard deviation.
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see that in this harder situation, elastic weight consolidation is more efficient with respect to

the network size, especially for smaller networks. Figs. 2.3 c,d show the accuracy obtained when

all tasks are learned at once, for a non-metaplastic and metaplastic binarized neural network.

This result quantifies the capacity reduction induced by sequential learning. We also com-

pare our approach with ‘synaptic intelligence’ introduced in [125] in Fig. A.1 in Appendix A.3.

This approach features task boundaries as in the case of elastic weight consolidation, but can

perform most operations locally, bringing it closer to biology, while retaining near-equivalent

accuracy to elastic weight consolidation[125]. Contrary to elastic weight consolidation, synap-

tic intelligence does not adapt well to a binarized neural network: the importance factor in-

volving a path integral cannot be computed in a natural manner using binarized weights (see

Appendix A.3), leading to poor performance (Fig. A.1 (b) in Appendix A.3). On the other hand,

synaptic intelligence applied to full precision neural networks requires less synapses than our

binarized approach for equivalent accuracy (Fig. A.1 (a) in Appendix A.3), as binarized neural

networks always require more synapses than full precision ones to reach equivalent accuracy

[154, 172]. Our technique, therefore, approaches but does not match the accuracy of task-

separated approaches. The major motivation of our approach are the possibilities allowed by

the absence of task boundaries, such as the stream learning situation investigated in the next

section.

Finally, as a control experiment, we also applied Algorithm 1 to a full precision network,

except for the weight binarization step described in line one. Fig. 2.2 (e) and Fig. 2.2 (f) show

the final accuracy of each task at the end of learning for a binarized neural network and a real

valued weights deep neural network respectively, with the same architecture. The full precision

network final test accuracy of each task for the same range of m values cannot retain more

than three tasks with accuracy above 90%. This result highlights that our weight consolidation

strategy is tied specifically to the use of hidden weights.

Hidden weights in a binarized neural network and real weights in a full precision neural

network respectively possess fundamentally different meanings. In full precision networks, the

inference is carried out using the real weights, in particular the loss function is also computed

using these weights. Conversely in binarized neural networks, the inference is done with the

binary weights and the loss function is also evaluated with these binary weights, which has

two major consequences. First, the hidden weights do not undergo the same updates as the

weights of a full precision network. Second, a change on a synapse whose hidden weight is

positive and which is prescribed a positive update consequently will not affect the loss, nor

its gradient at the next learning iteration since the loss only takes into account the sign of the

hidden weights. Hidden weights in binarized neural networks consequently have a natural

tendency to spread over time (Fig. 2.2 (g,h), and they are not weights properly speaking. Fig. 2.6

illustrates this difference visually. In a full precision neural network, ‘important’ weights for a

task converge to an optimum value minimizing the loss. By contrast, in a binarized neural

network, when a binarized weight has stabilized to its optimum value, its hidden weight keeps
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increasing, thereby clearly indicating that the synapse should be consolidated. At the end of

the paper, we provide a deeper mathematical interpretation of this intuition.

We also tested the capability of our binarized neural network to learn sequentially differ-

ent datasets, in several situations. We first investigated the sequential training of the MNIST

and the Fashion-MNIST dataset, presenting apparel items [173]. While a non-metaplastic net-

work rapidly forgets the first dataset when the second one is trained (Fig. 2.4 (a), an opti-

mized metaplastic network learns both tasks with accuracies near the ones achieved when

the tasks are learned independently (Fig. 2.4 (b). More details and more results are presented

in Appendix A.7. Fig. 2.4 (c) presents the sequential training of two closely related datasets:

MNIST, and of a second handwritten digits dataset (United States Postal Services). A small

amount of data is used in this experiment to keep the balance between the two datasets (see

Appendix A.8). The baselines are non-metaplastic networks obtained by partitioning the meta-

plastic network into two equal parts (each featuring half the number of hidden neurons), and

trained independently on each task. We see that the metaplastic network learns sequentially

both datasets successfully with accuracies above the baselines, suggesting that for a fixed num-

ber of hidden neurons, metaplasticity can provide an increase in capacity. Fig. 2.4 (d) presents

a variation of this situation with the same baselines, and where the metaplastic network is this

time designed with a number of parameters doubled with regards to the baselines (see Ap-

pendix A.8). In that case, the accuracy of the sequentially trained metaplastic network still

succeeds at matching, but does not exceed the non-sequentially trained baselines. Finally,

we investigated a situation of class incremental learning of the CIFAR-10 (Figs. 2.4(e-f)) and

CIFAR-100 (Figs. 2.4(g-h)) datasets. We use a convolutional neural network with convolutional

layers pretrained on ImageNet, and a metaplastic classifier (see Appendix A.9). The classes

of these datasets are divided into two subsets and trained sequentially. While in the non-

metaplastic network (Figs. 2.4(e-g)), the first subset of classes is forgotten rapidly when the

second is trained, in the metaplastic one (Figs. 2.4(f-h)), good accuracy is achieved, which re-

mains below the one obtained with non sequentially trained classes. Better performance can

be achieved if we allow the neurons to have independent thresholds for the two subsets (see

Appendix A.9).
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c d

e f

g h

MNIST - FMNIST MNIST - FMNIST

m=0.0
m=1.5

MNIST - USPS MNIST - USPS

m=1.2 m=1.2

CIFAR-10 features CIFAR-10 features

m=0.0 m=1.8

CIFAR-100 features CIFAR-100 features

m=0.0

m=1.3

Figure 2.4: Sequential learning on various datasets. a, b Binarized neural network learning
MNIST and Fashion-MNIST sequentially (a) without metaplasticity and (b) with
metaplasticity. c Sequential training of the MNIST and USPS datasets of handwrit-
ten digits. The baselines correspond to the accuracy reached by non-metaplastic
networks with half the number of neurons trained independently on each task. d
presents the same experiment as c, with a metasplastic network featuring a dou-
bled number of parameters with regards to the baselines. e, f Test accuracy when
learning sequentially two subsets of CIFAR-10 classes from features extracted by
a pretrained ResNet on ImageNet (see Appendix A.9). g, h Same experiment with
CIFAR-100 features. All curves except c, d are averaged over five runs. c and d are
averaged over fifty runs due to the small amount of data (see Appendix A.8). Shad-
ows correspond to one standard deviation.
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2.4 Stream learning: learning one task from subsets of

data

We have shown that the hidden weights of binarized neural networks can be used as im-

portance factors for synaptic consolidation. Therefore, in our approach, it is not required to

compute an explicit importance factor for each synaptic weight: our consolidation strategy is

carried out simultaneously with the weight update as consolidation only involves the hidden

weights. The absence of formal dataset boundaries in our approach is important to tackle an-

other aspect of catastrophic forgetting where all the training data of a given task is not available

at the same time. In this section, we use our method to address this situation, which we call

‘stream learning’: the network learns one task but can only access one subset of the full dataset

at a given time. Subsets of the full dataset are learned sequentially and the data of previous

subsets cannot be accessed in the future.

We first consider the Fashion-MNIST dataset, split into 60 subsets presented sequentially

during training (see section 2.8). The learning curves for regular and metaplastic binarized neu-

ral networks are shown in Fig. 2.5 (a), the dashed lines corresponding to the accuracy reached

by the same architecture trained on the full dataset after full convergence. We observe that the

metaplastic binarized neural network trained sequentially on subsets of data performs as well

as the non-metaplastic binarized neural network trained on the full dataset. The difference

in accuracy between the baselines can be explained by our consolidation strategy gradually

reducing the number of weights able to switch, therefore acting as a learning rate decay (the

mean accuracy achieved by a binarized neural network with m = 0 trained with a learning rate

decay on all the data is 88.8%, equivalent to the metaplastic baseline in Fig. 2.5 (a).

In order to see if the advantage provided by metaplastic synapses holds for convolutional

networks and harder tasks, we then consider the CIFAR-10 dataset, with a binarized version of a

Visual Geometry Group (VGG) convolutional neural network (see section 2.8). CIFAR-10 is split

into 20 sub datasets of 2,500 examples. The test accuracy curve of the metaplastic binarized

neural network exhibits a gap with baseline accuracies smaller than the non-metaplastic one.

Our metaplastic binarized neural network can thus gain new knowledge from new data without

forgetting previously learned unavailable data. Because our consolidation strategy does not

involve changing the loss function and the batch normalization settings are common across

all subsets of data, the metaplastic binarized neural network gains new knowledge with each

subset of data without any information about subsets boundaries. This feature is especially

useful for embedded applications, and is not currently possible in alternative approaches of

the literature to address catastrophic forgetting.
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a bFashion-MNIST CIFAR-10

Figure 2.5: Stream learning experiments. a Progressive learning of the Fashion-MNIST
dataset. The dataset is split into 60 parts consisting of only 1,000 examples, and
containing all ten classes. Each sub dataset is learned for 20 epochs. The dashed
lines represent the accuracies reached when the training is done on the full dataset
for 20 epochs so that all curves are obtained with the same number of optimization
steps. b Progressive learning of the CIFAR-10 dataset. The dataset is split into 20
parts, consisting of only 2,500 examples. Each sub dataset is learned for 200 epochs.
The dashed lines represent the accuracies reached when the training is done on the
full dataset for 200 epochs. Shadows correspond to one standard deviation around
the mean over five runs.

2.5 Mathematical interpretation

We now provide a mathematical interpretation for the hidden weights of binarized neural net-

works, illustrated graphically in Fig 2.6. We show in archetypal situations that the larger a hid-

den weight gets while learning a given task, the bigger the loss increase upon flipping the sign

of the associated binary weight, and consequently the more important they are with respect

to this task. For this purpose, we define a quadratic binary task, an analytically tractable and

convex counterpart of a binarized neural network optimization task.

Definition 1 (Quadratic Binary Task): Consider the loss function:

L (W) = 1
2

(W°W?)T ·H · (W°W?) (2.2)

with a symmetric definite positive matrix H 2Rd£d . Gradients are given by g(W) = H ·(W°W?).

We assume the following optimization scheme:

Wh
t+1 = Wh

t °¥H · (sign(Wh
t )°W?), (2.3)

where sign returns the sign of a vector component-wise.

This task consists in finding the global optimum on a landscape featuring a uniform (Hessian)

curvature. The gradient used for the optimization is evaluated using only the signs of the pa-
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a b

Hidden parameter
Loss gradient

Loss global minimum
Unit ball for
infinite norm

Loss level Parameter used to compute loss
Loss gradient computed 
at binarized parameters

Figure 2.6: Difference between standard and binarized optimization. a Example of standard
optimization in a two-dimensional quadratic binary task. The parameters con-
verge to the global minimum. b Example of hidden weights trajectory in a two-
dimensional quadratic binary task. One hidden weight W h

x diverges because the
optimal hidden weight vector W? has uniform norm greater than one (Lemma 1).

rameters Wh (Fig. 2.6 (b), in the same way that binarized neural networks employ only the sign

of hidden weights for computing gradients during training. We demonstrate theoretically that

throughout optimization on the quadratic binary task, if the uniform norm of the weight opti-

mum vector is greater than one, the hidden weights vector diverges.

Lemma 1 (Condition for hidden Weight confinement ): Let Wh optimize a quadratic binary task

according to the dynamics Wh
t+1 = Wh

t °¥H(sign(Wh
t )°W?). Let B1 be the unit ball for the

infinite norm and B1 its closure. Then:

W? 2B1 ) 9C > 0, 8t 2N, kWh
tk1 <C (2.4)

W? ›B1 ) lim
t!1

kWh
tk1 =1 (2.5)

Fig. 2.6 (b) shows an example in two dimensions where such a divergence is seen. The full proof

is given in Appendix A.5. The idea of the proof for 2.4 is that if i is a dimension index for which

W ?
i > 1, and ei is the canonical basis vector along dimension i , then the hidden weight update
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projected on H°1ei can only take two values that have the same sign and are non zero. The idea

of the proof for 2.5 is to show that when the norm of Wh
t is large enough, then the kWh

tkH°1

can only decrease. However, this idea does not work when W? is on the closure of B1, but we

conjecture that the hidden weights also remain bounded in this case, possibly in an area that

depend on the initialisation value.

In the particular case of a diagonal Hessian curvature, a correspondence exists between

diverging hidden weights and components of the weight optimum greater than one in absolute

value. We can derive an explicit form for the asymptotic evolution of the diverging hidden

weights while optimizing (proof in Appendix A.5).

Lemma 2 (hidden Weight Trajectory): Let Wh optimize a quadratic binary task according to the

dynamics Wh
t+1 = Wh

t °¥H(sign(Wh
t )°W?) and assume H = diag(∏1, . . .∏d ). Then:

|W ?
i | > 1 =) W h

i ,t ªt!+1 sign(W ?
i )¥∏i (|W ?

i |°1)
| {z }

=gW h
i

t (2.6)

The hidden weights diverge linearly: W h
i ,t ª fW h

i t with a speed proportional to the curvature and

the absolute magnitude of the global optimum. Given this result, we can prove the following

theorem (proof in Appendix A.5):

Theorem 1: Let W optimize the quadratic binary task with optimum weight W? and curvature

matrix H, using the optimization scheme: Wh
t+1 = Wh

t °¥H · (sign(Wh
t )°W?). We assume H

equal to diag(∏1, . . .∏d ) with ∏i > 0, 8i 2 J1,dK . Then, if |W ?
i | > 1, the variation of loss resulting

from flipping the sign of W b
i ,t is:

¢i L (Wt ) ª 2∏i +2
|fW h

i |
¥

as t !+1. (2.7)

This theorem states that the increase in the loss induced by flipping the sign of a diverging

hidden weight is asymptotically proportional to the sum of the curvature and a term propor-

tional to the hidden weight. Hence the correlation between high valued hidden weights and

important binary weights.

Interestingly, this interpretation, established rigorously in the case of a diagonal Hessian

curvature, may generalize to non-diagonal Hessian cases. Fig. 2.7 (a), for example, illustrates

the correspondence between hidden weights and high impact on the loss by sign change on a

quadratic binary task with a 500-dimensional non-diagonal Hessian matrix (see section 2.8 for

the generation procedure). Fig. 2.7 (b,c,d) finally show that this correspondence extends to a

practical binarized neural network situation, trained on MNIST. In this case, the cost variation

Edata(¢L ) upon switching binary weights signs increases monotonically with the magnitudes

of the hidden weights (see section 2.8 for implementation details). These results provide an

interpretation as to why hidden weights can be thought of as local importance factors useful

for continual learning applications.
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d

Quadratic Binary Task

Metaplastic BNN Layer 1

Metaplastic BNN Layer 2

Metaplastic BNN Layer 3

Figure 2.7: High hidden weights correspond to important parameters. a Mean increase in
the loss occurred by switching the sign of a hidden weight as a function of the nor-
malized value of the hidden weight, for a 500-dimensional quadratic binary task.
The mean is taken by assigning hidden weights to bins of increasing absolute value
and the error bars denote one standard deviation around the mean. The leftmost
point corresponds to hidden weights staying bounded. b, c, d Increase in the loss
occurred by switching the sign of hidden weights as a function of the normalized ab-
solute value of the hidden weight in a binarized neural network trained on MNIST.
Each dot is the mean increase over 100 realizations of weights to be switched and the
error bars denote one standard deviation. The scales differ because the layers have
different numbers of weights and thus different relative importance. See section 2.8
for implementation details.

2.6 Increasing Synapse Complexity for Steady-State

Continual Learning

In this section, we show that one limitation of the metaplasticity model presented in section

2.2 can be alleviated by considering a more complex synaptic model inspired by the metaplas-

ticity model of Benna and Fusi [116]. The metaplasticity model presented in section 2.2 has an

aging property that prevents it from learning new tasks after learning a finite number of tasks

(depending on the capacity of the network). For instance, Figure 2.8(b) shows the accuracies
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of ten tasks learned by the metaplasticity model introduced in section 2.2. While the network

successfully learns up to seven tasks, the last three tasks are not properly learned because all

the weights have been consolidated. The type of continual learning achieved by this network is

therefore non steady-state, consistently with much of the machine learning literature on con-

tinual learning[121], but unlike the brain.

The metaplasticity model introduced in [116] describes synapses with several hidden vari-

ables interacting over a wide range of timescales through diffusion processes. The slowest vari-

able features a leakage term, allowing the possibility to reach a steady-state type of consoli-

dated learning, where the newest memories can replace the firstly trained ones. Here, we pro-

pose training binarized neural networks with synapses featuring not a simple hidden weight,

but a collection of them interacting over a wide range of timescales in a way inspired by [116].

This approach can have several benefits. First, the hidden weights tend to evolve stochasti-

cally in conventional binarized neural networks due to the stochastic nature of data batches.

This means that in our original metaplasticity approach, if a hidden weight gets carried too far

away from zero because of the noise, it will be consolidated. The more complicated synapses

inspired by [116] can provide a cleaner signal to perform weight consolidation and constitute

promising candidates to solve the issue of noise-induced consolidation. Second, and more im-

portantly, thanks to the leakage on the slower variable, we hope to provide the binarized neural

network with a truly steady-state form of continual learning.

In our model, each synapse features four hidden variables (W h
1 , W h

2 , W h
3 , and W h

4 ), which

evolve according to :

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

W h
1 (t +1) =W h

1 (t )°¥ @L
@Wb

+ g1,2(W h
2 (t )°W h

1 (t )) if (W h
1 (t )°W h

4 (t )) · sign(W h
4 (t )) > 0

W h
1 (t +1) =W h

1 (t )°¥ @L
@Wb

+ g1,2(W h
2 (t )°W h

1 (t ))+Æ(W h
4 (t )°W h

1 (t )) otherwise

W h
2 (t +1) =W h

2 (t )+ g1,2(W h
1 (t )°W h

2 (t ))+ g2,3(W h
3 (t )°W h

2 (t ))

W h
3 (t +1) =W h

3 (t )+ g2,3(W h
2 (t )°W h

3 (t ))+ g3,4(W h
4 (t )°W h

3 (t ))

W h
4 (t +1) =W h

4 (t )+ g3,4(W h
3 (t )°W h

4 (t ))°≤W h
4 (t ) if |W h

3 (t )| > |W h
4 (t )|

W h
4 (t +1) =W h

4 (t )+ g3,4 · fmeta(W h
4 )(W h

3 (t )°W h
4 (t ))°≤W h

4 (t ) otherwise

(2.8)

The typical evolution of those hidden variables is described in Figure 2.8(a) and is plotted in

Figure 2.8(d). The hidden variables evolve over a wide range of timescales through a diffusion

chain process. The deepest variable W h
4 is a slower and smoother version of W h

1 , which is thus

relevant for consolidation. These equations are analogous to the ones used in[116], with two

additions. The addition of a fmeta factor in the last equation consolidates further the slowest

variable W h
4 . Additionally, we introduce a direct feedback from W h

4 to W h
1 when W h

1 is smaller

than W h
4 in absolute value or opposite sign, because we found that feedback through the path

involving the intermediary variables was too slow to induce proper memory effects. The effect
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of the direct feedback is shown in Figure 2.8(d) after 105 iterations. It forces a consolidated

weight to be unconsolidated on a timescale governed by the ≤ decay term on W h
4 . We use ¥ =

5 · 10°3, g1,2 = 10°2, g2,3 = 10°3, g3,4 = 10°4, ≤ = 3 · 10°5, Æ = 5 · 10°3 and the same fmeta as in

section 2.2 with m = 10.0.

These two additions are necessary as the dynamics of the synapses differ substantially

when training binarized neural networks from the situation of [116]. In [116], synaptic updates

occur following randomly presented patterns, in an independent and identically distributed

fashion. Our continual learning situation is different, because there are two distinct timescales

at play: a short timescale constituted by the training iterations within one task, and a long

timescale constituted by the different tasks. The slowest variable evolves slowly at the intra-task

timescale but rapidly with respect to the long timescale. We introduce fmeta to accommodate

for this timescale asymmetry. Another difference comes from the sequential synaptic updates,

which follow the gradient of a loss function and are therefore highly correlated on shorter time

scales. For this reason, the influence of the slowest variable on W h
1 through the diffusion chain

cannot effectively protect from the correlated gradients of the new task. We thus add a unidi-

rectional feedback connection parameterized by Æ (Fig. 2.8 (a)) between the slowest variable

and W h
1 to provide better consolidation. The two modifications of the model allow W h

4 to be

more stable on the longer timescales of our setup, while allowing to W h
1 react on its shorter

ones.

Our results, presented in Fig. 2.8 (c), show that binarized neural networks featuring such

complex synapses can learn tasks sequentially similarly to our simpler synapse model, and in

addition, new tasks can be learned while older tasks are gradually forgotten. The histograms of

hidden variables (Fig. 2.8 (e)) also evidence that weights do not accumulate to high values.

We then show in Fig. 2.8 (c) how the model performs when a sequence of 20 tasks is learned.

In this situation, the system reaches a ‘true’ steady state. This is observed by plotting the distri-

butions of the hidden variables in Fig. 2.8 (b), superimposed over the three most recent tasks.

We find that the capacity of the model in this true steady state regime is reduced compared

to the more transient regime observed during the first ten tasks in Fig. 2.8, as the accuracy of

the last learned tasks drops more rapidly in Fig. 2.8(a) than in Fig. 2.8 (c). This result is in

accordance with the literature on this type of truly steady-state learning [107, 116, 174].
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Figure 2.8: Complex synapse model. (a) Schematic of a more complex synapse model. (b)
Test accuracies of ten tasks for a metaplastic BNN as introduced in section 2.2 with
m = 1.35 and two hidden layers of 4,096 units. The tasks are learned until no further
learning can be done (task #8 to #10 are not properly learned). (c) Same architec-
ture but with our new algorithm with four hidden variables. The model is still able
to learn several tasks sequentially but older tasks are gradually forgotten and new
tasks can always be learned. The curves are averaged over five runs and shadows
stand for one standard deviation. (d) Trajectories of the hidden variables as a func-
tion of training iterations. The deeper the hidden variable, the slower and smoother
it behaves, providing a cleaner signal for consolidation. (e) Distribution of the hid-
den variables after learning 20 tasks. Unlike the distribution presented in section
2.3, hidden weights do not accumulate to ever increasing values and new tasks can
always be learned. See Fig. A.6 of Appendix A.10 for more histograms.

2.7 Discussion

Addressing catastrophic forgetting with ideas from both neuroscience and machine learn-

ing has led us to find an artificial neural network with richer synapses behaviours that can

perform continual learning without requiring an overhead computation of task-related im-

portance factors. The continual learning capability of metaplastic binarized neural networks

emerges from its intrinsic design, which is in stark contrast with other consolidation strategies
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[104, 125, 126]. The resulting model is more autonomous because the optimized loss function

is the same across all tasks. Metaplastic synapses enable binarized neural networks to learn

several tasks sequentially similarly to related works, but more importantly, our approach takes

the first steps beyond a more fundamental limitation of deep learning, namely the need for a

full dataset to learn a given task. A single autonomous model able to learn a task from small

amounts of data while still gaining knowledge, approaching to some extent the way the brain

acquires new information, paves the way for widespread use of embedded hardware for which

it is impossible to store large datasets. Other methods have been introduced to train binarized

neural networks such as [175] or [176] and provide valuable insights to understand the speci-

ficity of binarized networks with respect to continual learning. Helwegen et al. [175] interpret

the hidden weight as inertia, which is coherent with the fact that high inertia might correspond

to important weights, while Meng et al. [176] link the hidden weight to the natural parameter

of a probability distribution over binarized weights which can be used as a relevant prior to

perform continual learning.

A distinctive aspect of continual learning approaches is their behaviour when the neural

network reaches its capacity in terms of number of tasks. The behaviour in the case of our ap-

proach can be anticipated from the mathematical interpretation in the previous section: when

all hidden weights have started to diverge, i.e., are consolidated for a given task, no weights

should be able to learn new tasks. The consequence of this situation is well seen in Fig. 2.8 (b):

when learning ten permuted MNIST tasks, the last task has reduced accuracy, while the first

trained tasks retain their original accuracy. This behaviour fits well with a large section of the

literature on continual learning, multitask learning, where the goal is to learn a given number

of tasks [121]. Fig. A.2 in Appendix A.4 also highlights the relative definitive nature of synaptic

consolidation in our approach. We implemented a variation, where the metaplasticity function

reaches a hard zero after a given threshold. We see that the performance on the ten permuted

MNIST tasks is only modestly reduced by this change.

This behaviour also differentiates our approach from the brain, where a more natural be-

haviour for most networks would be to forget the earliest trained tasks, and replace them with

the newly trained ones. In recent years, the literature about metaplasticity has aimed at re-

producing this behaviour, i.e., a type of ‘steady-state’ continual learning [116, 164]. This recent

literature can therefore provide leads to implement such behaviour in our network. In particu-

lar Benna et al. proposed a metaplasticity model where synapses feature a network of different

elements, which all evolve at different time scales [116]. This model can feature a sophisti-

cated memory effect, and one work successfully used this type of synapses in the context of an

elementary continual reinforcement learning task related to the Cart-Pole problem [164].

We found that directly applying the metaplasticity rule of [116] in our context does not yield

proper memory effects. The explanation stems from the specificity of deep networks: in [116],

synaptic updates occur following randomly presented patterns, in an independent and identi-

cally distributed fashion. In our continual learning situation, sequential synaptic updates are
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highly correlated. However, the rule of [116] can still be used as an inspiration to allow steady-

state continual learning in our approach. In section 2.6 and the associated Fig. 2.8, we provided

a learning rule where synapses also feature a network of elements evolving at different time

scale adapted for the training of binarized neural networks, leading to a natural forgetting of

tasks trained a long time ago when new tasks are trained. Our adaptation consists in modu-

lating the flow between hidden variables, an idea suggested as a perspective in [164] as a way

to bridge the gap between conventional continual learning methods and neuroscience based

approaches. We can see in Fig. 2.8 (c) that in this case, when training ten permuted MNIST

tasks, the last trained task features the highest accuracy, while the accuracy of the first trained

tasks starts to decrease.

This discussion highlights an interplay between the level of continual learning feature and

of synaptic complexity. Highly complicated synapses, featuring many equations and hyper-

parameters, as the ones of [116, 164] or the one that we just introduced, can achieve advanced

continual learning behaviours. For an artificial system, the richness of highly complex synapses

needs to be counterbalanced with their implementation cost. Biology might have experienced

a similar dilemma. Evolution seems to have favored synapses exhibiting highly complex meta-

plastic behaviours[115], although simpler synapses might have been more efficient to imple-

ment, suggesting the high computational benefits of complex synapses.

This discussion is natural for software implementations of metaplasticity, and also exists

for hardware. In particular, the fact that metaplastic approaches build on synapses with rich

behaviour resonates with the progress of nanotechnologies, which can provide compact and

energy-efficient electronic devices able to mimic neuroscience-inspired models, employing

‘memristive’ technologies [152, 177–179]. Many works in nanotechnologies have shown that

a single nanometer-scale device can provide metaplastic behaviour [180–184]. The metaplas-

ticity features of these nanodevices vary greatly depending on their underlying physics and

technology, but their complexity is analogous to our proposal here. Typically, metaplasticity

occurs by transforming the shape of a conductive filament in a continuous fashion. These

changes make the device harder to program, and therefore provide a feature that can be analo-

gous to our continuous metaplasticity function fmeta. On the other hand, the complicated ver-

sion of section 2.6 would be highly challenging to implement with a single nanodevice, based

on the current state of nanotechnologies, as these metaplasticity models require many differ-

ent states with different time dynamics. Our proposal, as other proposals of complex synapses

with multiple variables [174] or stochastic behaviours [185], could therefore be an outstanding

candidate for nanotechnological implementations, as it provides rich features at the network

level, while remaining compatible with the constraints of technology.

Additionally, taking inspiration from the metaplastic behaviour of actual synapses of the

brain resulted in a strategy where the consolidation is local in space and time. This makes this

approach particularly suited for artificial intelligence dedicated hardware and neuromorphic

computing approaches, which can save considerable energy by employing circuit architectures
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optimized for the topology of neural network models, and therefore limiting data movements

[186]. The fact that our metaplasticity approach is entirely local should be put into perspec-

tive into the non-local aspects of the overall learning algorithms. First, all our simulations use

batch-normalization, as it is known to efficiently stabilize the training of binarized neural net-

works [153, 165]. Batch-normalization is not, however, a fundamental element of the scheme.

Normalization technique that do not involve batches, such as instance normalization [187],

layer normalization [188], or online normalization [189] provide more hardware-friendly alter-

natives. More profoundly, error backpropagation itself is of course non-local. Currently, multi-

ple efforts aim at developing more local alternatives to backpropagation [66, 69, 71], or at rely-

ing on directly bioinspired learning rules [139, 190]. We have seen that alternative approaches

of the literature to overcome catastrophic forgetting typically rely on the use of additional terms

in the loss, are therefore strongly tied to the use of error backpropagation. On the other hand,

as our metaplasticity approach is entirely synaptic-centric, it is largely agnostic to the learning

rule, and should be adaptable to all these emerging learning approaches. This discussion also

evidences the benefit of taking inspiration from biology with regards to purely mathematically-

motivated approaches: they tend to be naturally compatible with the constraints of hardware

developments and can be amenable for the development of energy-efficient artificial intelli-

gence.

In conclusion, we have shown that the hidden weights involved in the training of binarized

neural networks are excellent candidates as metaplastic variables that can be efficiently lever-

aged for continual learning. We have implemented long term memory into binarized neural

networks by modifying the hidden weight update of synapses. Our work highlights that bina-

rized neural networks can be more than a low precision version of deep neural networks, as

well as the potential benefits of the synergy between neurosciences and machine learning re-

search, which for instance aims to convey long term memory to artificial neural networks. We

have also mathematically justified our technique in a tractable quadratic binary problem. Our

method allows for online synaptic consolidation directly from model behaviour, which is im-

portant for neuromorphic dedicated hardware, and is also useful for a variety of settings subject

to catastrophic forgetting.

2.8 Methods

Metaplasticity-inspired training of binarized neural networks. The binarized neural net-

works studied in this Chapter are designed and trained following the principles introduced in

[191] - specific implementation details are provided in Appendix A.2. These networks consist of

binarized layers where both weight values and neuron activations assume binary values mean-

ing {+1,°1}. Binarized neural networks can achieve high accuracy on vision tasks [165, 169],

provided that the number of neurons is increased with regards to real neural networks. Bina-

rized neural networks are especially promising for AI hardware because unlike conventional
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deep networks which rely on costly matrix-vector multiplications, these operations for bina-

rized neural networks can be done in hardware with XNOR logic gates and pop-count opera-

tions, reducing the power consumption by several orders of magnitude [154].

In this Chapter, we propose an adaptation of the conventional binarized neural network

training technique to provide binarized neural networks with metaplastic synapses. We intro-

duce the function fmeta :R+£R!R to provide an asymmetry, at equivalent gradient value and

for a given weight, between updates towards zero hidden value and away from zero. Alg. 1 de-

scribes our optimization update rule and the unmodified version of the update rule is recovered

when m = 0.0 due to condition (2.9) satisfied by fmeta. fmeta is defined such that:

8x 2R, fmeta(0, x) = 1, (2.9)

8m 2R+, fmeta(m,0) = 1, (2.10)

8m 2R+, @x fmeta(m,0) = 0, (2.11)

8m 2R+, lim
|x|!+1

fmeta(m, x) = 0. (2.12)

Conditions (2.10) and (2.11) ensure that near-zero real values, the weights are free to switch

in order to learn. Condition (2.12) ensures that the farther from zero a real value is, the more

difficult it is to make the corresponding weight switch back. In all the experiments of this paper,

we use :

fmeta(m, x) = 1° tanh2(m · x). (2.13)

The parameter m controls how fast binary weights are consolidated (Fig. 2.1 (c). The specific

choice of fmeta is made to have a variety of plasticity over large ranges of time steps (iteration

steps) with an exponential dependence as in [107]. Specific values of the hyperparameters can

be found in Appendix A.2.

Multitask training experiments. A permuted version of the MNIST dataset consists of a fixed

spatial permutation of pixels applied to each example of the dataset. We also train a full preci-

sion (32-bits floating point) version of our network with the same architecture for comparison,

but with tanh activation function instead of sign. The learned parameters in batch normaliza-

tion are not binary and therefore cannot be consolidated by our metaplastic strategy. Therefore,

in our experiments, the binarized and full precision neural networks have task-specific batch

normalization parameters in order to isolate the effect of weight consolidation on previous

tasks test accuracies.

For the control, elastic weight consolidation is applied to binarized neural networks by con-

solidating the binary weights (and not the hidden weights as the response of the network is

determined by the binary weights): both the surrogate loss term, and the Fisher information

estimates are computed using the binary weight values. The EWC regularization strength pa-
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rameter is ∏EWC = 5 ·103. The random consolidation presented in Tab. 2.1 consists in comput-

ing the same importance factors as elastic weight consolidation but then randomly shuffling

the importance factors of the synapses.

Stream learning experiments. For Fashion-MNIST experiments, we use a metaplastic bina-

rized neural network of two 1,024 units hidden layers. The dataset is split into 60 subsets of

1,000 examples each, and each subset is learned for 20 epochs. (All classes are represented in

each subset.)

For CIFAR-10 experiments, we use a binary version of VGG-7 similarly to [191], with six con-

volution layers of 128-128-256-256-512-512 filters and kernel sizes of 3. Dropout with proba-

bility 0.5 is used in the last two fully connected layers of 2,048 units. Data augmentation is used

within each subset with random crop and random rotation.

Sign Switch in a binarized neural network. Two major differences between the quadratic

binary task and the binarized neural network are the dependence on the training data and

the relative contribution of each parameter which is lower in the case of the BNN than in the

quadratic binary task. The procedure for generating Fig.2.7 (b,c,d) have to be adapted accord-

ingly. Bins of increasing normalised hidden weights are created, but instead of computing the

cost variation for a single sign switch, a fixed amount of weights are switched within each bin

so as to increase the contribution of the sign switch on the cost variation. The resulting cost

variation is then normalised with respect to the number of switched weights. An average is

done over several realizations of the hidden weights to be switched. Given the different sizes of

the three layers, the amounts of switched weights per bins for each layer are respectively 1,000,

2,000, and 100.

Positive symmetric definite matrix generation. To generate random positive symmetric def-

inite matrices we first generate the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues D = diag(∏1, ...,∏d ) with a

uniform or normal distribution of mean µ and variance æ and ensure that all eigen values are

positive. We then use the subgroup algorithm described in [192] to generate a random rota-

tion R in dimension d . This is done by first generating a random rotation R2 in 2D and it-

eratively increasing the dimension by sampling a random unitary vector v, then computing

x = (e1°v)/ke1°vk with e1 = (1,0, ...,0)T , and finally computing Rn+1 = (I°2xT x) ·R̂n , where R̂n

is a n +1£n +1 matrix where R̂n,0,0 = 1, R̂n,1:,1: = Rn and R̂n,0, j = R̂n,i ,0 = 0. We then compute

H = RT ·D ·R.
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Chapter 3

Scaling Equilibrium Propagation to

Deep ConvNets by Drastically Reducing

its Gradient Estimator Bias

“Rather than search for machine-independent algorithms,

one should search for just the opposite - dynamical

algorithms that can fully exploit the collective behavior of

physical hardware.”

Fernando J. PINEDA [193]
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WHILE Chapter 2 presented a local consolidation rule for continual learning in binarized

neural networks, the learning algorithm itself still relied on the highly biologically im-

plausible back-propagation presented in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. In this Chapter, we make a

contribution to Equilibrium Propagation, introduced in Section 1.3.2.1, which provides a way

to perform credit assignment locally in space. In practice, however, the standard implemen-

tation of Equilibrium Propagation does not scale to visual tasks harder than MNIST. In this

Chapter, we show that a bias in the gradient estimate of equilibrium propagation, inherent

in the use of finite nudging, is responsible for this phenomenon and that cancelling it allows

training deep convolutional neural networks. We show that this bias can be greatly reduced by

using symmetric nudging (a positive nudging and a negative one). We also generalize Equilib-

rium Propagation to the case of cross-entropy loss (by opposition to squared error). As a result

of these advances, we are able to achieve a test error of 11.7% on CIFAR-10, which approaches

the one achieved by BPTT and provides a major improvement with respect to the standard

Equilibrium Propagation that gives 86% test error. We also apply these techniques to train an

architecture with unidirectional forward and backward connections, yielding a 13.2% test er-

ror. These results highlight equilibrium propagation as a compelling biologically-plausible ap-

proach to compute error gradients in deep neuromorphic systems. The networks studied here

are not quantized, but can be extended to quantized networks [194]. This Chapter is adapted

from an article published in Frontiers in Neuroscience [2], done in collaboration with the Mila.

3.1 Introduction

How synapses in hierarchical neural circuits are adjusted throughout learning a task re-

mains a challenging question called the credit assignment problem [66]. Equilibrium Prop-

agation (EP) [71] provides a biologically plausible solution to this problem in artificial neural

networks (see section 1.3.2.1). EP is an algorithm for convergent recurrent neural networks

(RNNs) which, by definition, are given a static input and whose recurrent dynamics converge

to a steady state corresponding to the prediction of the network. EP proceeds in two phases,

bringing the network to a first steady state, then nudging the output layer of the network to-

wards a ground-truth target until reaching a second steady state. During the second phase of

EP, the perturbation originating from the output layer propagates forward in time to upstream

layers, creating local error signals that match exactly those that are computed by Backpropaga-

tion Through Time (BPTT), the canonical approach for training RNNs [80]. We refer to Scellier

et al. [195] for a comparison between EP and recurrent backpropagation [196, 197]. Owing to

this strong theoretical guarantee, EP can provide leads for understanding biological learning

[92]. Moreover, the spatial locality of the learning rule prescribed by EP and the possibility to

make it also local in time [198] is highly attractive for designing energy-efficient neuromorphic

hardware implementations of gradient-based learning algorithms [157, 198–202].

To meet these expectations, however, EP should be able to scale to complex tasks. Until
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now, works on EP [71, 80, 198, 203, 204] limited their experiments to the MNIST classification

task and shallow network architectures. Despite the theoretical guarantees of EP, the literature

suggests that no implementation of EP has thus far succeeded to match the performance of

standard deep learning approaches to train deep networks on hard visual tasks. This problem

is even more challenging when using a more bio-plausible topology where the synaptic con-

nections of the network are unidirectional: existing proposals of EP in this situation [81, 198]

lead to a degradation of accuracy on MNIST compared to standard EP. In this Chapter, we show

that performing the second phase of EP with nudging strength of constant sign induces a sys-

tematic first order bias in the EP gradient estimate which, once cancelled, unlocks the training

of deep convolutional neural networks (ConvNets), with bidirectional or unidirectional con-

nections and with performance closely matching that of BPTT on CIFAR-10. We also propose

to implement the neural network predictor as an external softmax readout. This modification

preserves the local nature of EP and allows us to use the cross-entropy loss, contrary to pre-

vious approaches using the squared error loss and where the predictor takes part in the free

dynamics of the system.

Other biologically plausible alternatives to backpropagation (BP) have attempted to scale

to hard vision tasks. Bartunov et al. [84] investigated the use of feedback alignment [82] and

variants of target propagation [90, 205] on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet, showing that they perform

significantly worse than backpropagation. When the alignment between forward and back-

ward weights is enhanced with extra mechanisms [89], feedback alignment performs better on

ImageNet than sign-symmetry [87], where feedback weights are taken to be the sign of the for-

ward weights, and almost as well as backpropagation. However, in feedback alignment and

target propagation, the error feedback does not affect the forward neural activity and is instead

routed through a distinct backward pathway, an issue that EP avoids. Payeur et al. [70] pro-

posed a burst-dependent learning rule that also addresses this problem and whose rate-based

equivalent, relying on the use of specialized synapses and complex network topology, has been

benchmarked against CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Related works on implicit models [206] have

shown that training deep networks can be framed as solving a fixed point (steady state) equa-

tion, leading to an analytical backward pass. This framework was shown to solve challenging

vision tasks [207]. While the use of a steady state is common with EP, the process to reach the

steady state as well as the learning rule are different. In comparison with these approaches, EP

offers a minimalistic circuit requirement to handle both inference and gradient computation,

which makes it an outstanding candidate for energy-efficient neuromorphic learning hardware

design.

More specifically, the contributions of this Chapter are the following:

• We introduce a new method to estimate the gradient of the loss based on three steady

states instead of two (section 3.3.1). This approach enables us to achieve 11.68% test error

on CIFAR-10, with 0.6 % performance degradation only with respect to BPTT. Conversely,

we show that using a nudging strength of constant sign yields 86.64% test error.
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• We propose to implement the output layer of the neural network as a softmax readout,

which subsequently allows us to optimize the cross-entropy loss function with EP. This

method improves the classification performance on CIFAR-10 with respect to the use of

the squared error loss and is also closer to the one achieved with BPTT (section 3.3.2).

• Finally, based on ideas of Scellier et al. [81] and Kolen and Pollack [208], we adapt the

learning rule of EP for architectures with distinct (unidirectional) forward and backward

connections, yielding only 1.5% performance degradation on CIFAR-10 compared to bidi-

rectional connections (section 3.2.4).

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Convergent RNNs With Static Input

We consider the setting of supervised learning where we are given an input x (e.g., an image)

and want to predict a target y (e.g., the class label of that image). To solve this type of task,

Equilibrium Propagation (EP) relies on convergent RNNs, where the input of the RNN at each

time step is static and equal to x, and the state s of the neural network converges to a steady-

state s?. EP applies to a wide class of convergent RNNs, where the transition function derives

from a scalar primitive1 © [80]. In this situation, the dynamics of a network with parameters µ,

usually synaptic weights, is given by

st+1 =
@©

@s
(x, st ,µ), (3.1)

where st is the state of the RNN at time step t . After the dynamics have converged at some time

step T , the network reaches the steady state sT = s?, which, by definition, satisfies:

s? = @©

@s
(x, s?,µ). (3.2)

Formally, the goal of learning is to optimize µ to minimize the loss at the steady state

L
? = `(s?, y), where ` is a differentiable cost function. While we did not investigate theo-

retical guarantees ensuring the convergence of the dynamics, we refer the reader to Scarselli et

al. [209] for sufficient conditions on the transition function to ensure convergence. In practice,

we always observe the convergence to a steady-state.

3.2.2 Training Procedures For Convergent RNNs

1In the original version of EP for real-time dynamical systems [71], the dynamics derive from an energy function
E , which plays a similar role to the primitive function© in the discrete-time setting studied here.
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3.2.2.1 Equilibrium Propagation (EP)

Scellier and Bengio [71] introduced Equilibrium Propagation in the case of real time dynam-

ics, as presented in section 1.3.2.1. Subsequent work adapted it to discrete-time dynamics,

bringing it closer to conventional deep learning [80]. EP consists of two distinct phases. During

the first (‘free’) phase, the RNN evolves according to Eq. (3.1) for T time steps to ensure conver-

gence to a first steady state s?. During the second (‘nudged’) phase of EP, a nudging term °Ø@`
@s

is added to the dynamics, with Ø a small scaling factor. Denoting sØ0 , sØ1 , sØ2 ... the states during

the second phase, the dynamics reads

sØ0 = s?, and 8t > 0, sØt+1 =
@©

@s
(x, sØt ,µ)°Ø@`

@s
(sØt , y). (3.3)

The RNN then reaches a new steady state denoted sØ?. Scellier and Bengio [71] proposed

the EP learning rule, denoting ¥ the learning rate applied:

¢µ = ¥brEP(Ø), where brEP(Ø)
¢= 1
Ø

µ
@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ
(x, s?,µ)

∂
. (3.4)

They proved that this learning rule performs stochastic gradient descent in the limit Ø! 0:

lim
Ø!0

brEP(Ø) =°@L
?

@µ
. (3.5)

3.2.2.2 Equivalence of Equilibrium Propagation and Backpropagation Through Time

(BPTT)

The convergent RNNs considered by EP can also be trained by Backpropagation Through

Time (BPTT). At each BPTT training iteration, the first phase is performed for T time steps

until the network reaches the steady state sT = s?. The loss at the final time step is computed

and the gradients are subsequently backpropagated through the computational graph of the

first phase, backward in time.

Let us denote rBPTT(t ) the gradient computed by BPTT truncated to the last t time steps

(T ° t , . . . ,T ), which we define formally in Appendix B.1.

A theorem derived by Ernoutl et al. [80], inspired from Scellier et al. [195], shows that,

provided convergence in the first phase has been reached after T °K time steps (i.e., sT°K =
sT°K+1 = . . . = sT = s?), the gradients of EP match those computed by BPTT in the limit Ø! 0,

in the first K time steps of the second phase for fully connected and convolutional architectures

including pooling operations:

8t = 1,2, . . . ,K , brEP(Ø, t )
¢= 1
Ø

µ
@©

@µ
(x, sØt ,µ)° @©

@µ
(x, s?,µ)

∂
°°°!
Ø!0

rBPTT(t ). (3.6)
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3.2.3 Convolutional Architectures for Convergent RNNs

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the architecture used. We use Equilibrium Propagation (EP) to train a
recurrent ConvNet receiving a static input. Red (resp. green) arrows depict forward
(resp. backward) operations, with convolutions and transpose convolutions hap-
pening through time. At the final time step, the class prediction is carried out. The
use of RNNs is inherent in the credit assignment of EP which uses of the temporal
variations of the system as error signals for the gradient computation.

A convolutional architecture for convergent RNNs with static input was introduced by Ernoult

et al. [80] and successfully trained with EP on the MNIST dataset. In this architecture, pre-

sented in Fig. 3.1, we define N conv and N fc the number of convolutional and fully connected

layers respectively, and N tot ¢= N conv + N fc. wn+1 denotes the weights connecting sn to sn+1,

with s0 = x. To simplify notations, we use distinct operators to differentiate whether wn is a

convolutional layer or a fully connected layer: respectively ? for convolutions and · for linear

layers. The primitive function can therefore be defined as:

©(x, {sn}) =
N conv°1X

n=0
sn+1 •P

°
wn+1? sn¢

+
N tot°1X

n=N conv
sn+1> ·wn+1 · sn , (3.7)

where • is the Euclidean scalar product generalized to pairs of tensors with same arbitrary di-

mension, and P is a pooling operation. Combining Eqs. (3.1) and (3.7), and restricting the

space of the state variables to [0,1], yield the dynamics:

(
sn

t+1 =æ
°
P

°
wn ? sn°1

t

¢
+ w̃n+1?P

°1 °
sn+1

t

¢¢
, 1 ∑ n ∑ N conv

sn
t+1 =æ

°
wn · sn°1

t +w>
n+1 · sn+1

t

¢
, N conv < n < N tot

(3.8)

whereæ is an activation function bounded between 0 and 1. Transpose convolution and inverse

pooling are respectively defined through the convolution by the flipped kernel w̃ and P
°1.

Plugging Eq. (3.7) into Eq. (3.4) yields the local learning rule mentioned in Section 1.3.2.1¢µi j =
¥(sØi ,?sØj ,?° si ,?s j ,?)/Ø for a parameter µi j linking neurons i and j . Appendix B.4 provides the
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implementation details of this model.

3.2.4 Equilibrium Propagation with unidirectional synaptic connec-

tions

We have seen that in the standard formulation of EP, the dynamics of the neural network de-

rive from a function © (Eq. (3.1)) called the primitive function. This formulation implies the

existence of bidirectional synaptic connections between neurons. For better biological plausi-

bility, a more general formulation of EP circumvents this requirement and allows training net-

works with distinct (unidirectional) forward and backward connections [81, 198]. This feature

is also desirable for hardware implementations of EP. Although some analog implementations

of EP naturally lead to symmetric weights [157], neural networks with unidirectional weights

are in general easier to implement in neuromorphic hardware.

In this setting, the dynamics of Eq. (3.1) is changed into the more general form:

st+1 = F (x, st ,µ), (3.9)

and the conventionally proposed learning rule reads:

¢µ = ¥brVF(Ø), where brVF(Ø)
¢= 1
Ø

@F
@µ

(x, s?,µ)> ·
≥
sØ?° s?

¥
, (3.10)

where VF stands for Vector Field [81]. If the transition function F derives from a primitive func-

tion © (i.e., if F = @©
@s ), then brVF(Ø) is equal to brEP(Ø) in the limit Ø! 0 ( i.e. limØ!0 brVF(Ø) =

limØ!0 brEP(Ø)).

3.3 Improving EP Training

We have seen in Eq. (3.6) that the temporal variations of the network over the second phase of

EP exactly compute BPTT gradients in the limit Ø! 0. This result appears to underpin the use

of two phases as a fundamental element of EP, but is it really the case? In this section, we revisit

EP as a gradient estimation procedure and propose an implementation in three phases instead

of two. Moreover, we show how to optimize the cross-entropy loss function with EP. Combining

these two new techniques enabled us to achieve the best performance on CIFAR-10 by EP, on

architectures with bidirectional and unidirectional forward and backward connections (sec-

tion 3.4).
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Figure 3.2: One-sided EP gradient estimate for opposite values ofØ= 0.1 (black dashed curves),
symmetric EP gradient estimate (green curve) and reference gradients computed by
BPTT (red curve) computed over the second phase, for a single weight chosen at
random. The time step t is defined for BPTT and EP according to Eq. (3.6). More
instances can be found in Appendix B.6.

3.3.1 Reducing bias and variance in the gradient estimate of the loss

function

In the foundational work on EP, Scellier and Bengio [71] demonstrate that:

d
dØ

ØØØØ
Ø=0

@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ) =°@L

?

@µ
. (3.11)

The traditional implementation of EP evaluates the left-hand side of Eq. (3.11) using the

estimate brEP(Ø) with two pointsØ= 0 andØ> 0, thereby calling for the need of two phases – the

free phase and the nudged phase. However, the use of Ø > 0 in practice induces a systematic

first order bias in the gradient estimation provided by EP. In order to eliminate this bias, we

propose to perform a third phase with °Ø as the nudging factor, keeping the first and second

phases unchanged. We then estimate the gradient of the loss using the following symmetric

difference estimate:
brEP

sym(Ø)
¢= 1

2Ø

µ
@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ
(x, s°Ø? ,µ)

∂
. (3.12)

Indeed, under mild assumptions on the function Ø 7! @©
@µ (x, sØ?,µ), we can show that, as

Ø! 0:

brEP(Ø)+ brEP(°Ø)
2

=°@L
?

@µ
+O(Ø2), (3.13)

brEP
sym(Ø) =°@L

?

@µ
+O(Ø2). (3.14)

This result is proved in Lemma 3 of Appendix B.2. Eq. (3.13) shows that the estimate brEP(Ø)

possesses a first-order error term inØwhich the symmetric estimate brEP
sym(Ø) eliminates (Eq. (3.14)).
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Note that the first-order term of brEP(Ø) could also be cancelled out on average by choosing the

sign of Ø at random with even probability (so that E(Ø) = 0, see Alg. 4 of Appendix B.3.1). Al-

though not explicitly stated in this purpose, the use of such randomization has been reported

in some earlier publications on the MNIST task [71, 198]. However, in this work, we show that

this method exhibits high variance in the training procedure.

We call brEP(Ø) and brEP
sym(Ø) the one-sided and symmetric EP gradient estimates respec-

tively. The qualitative difference between these estimates is depicted in Fig. 3.2, and the full

training procedure is depicted in Alg. 5 of Appendix B.3.2.

Finally, this technique can also be applied to the Vector Field setting introduced in sec-

tion 3.2.4 and we denote brVF
sym(Ø) the resulting symmetric estimate — see Appendix B.4.3 for

details.

3.3.2 Changing the loss function

We also introduce a novel architecture to optimize the cross-entropy loss with EP, narrow-

ing the gap with conventional deep learning architectures for classification tasks. In the next

paragraph, we denote by the set of neurons that carries out the prediction of the neural network.

Figure 3.3: Free dynamics of the architectures used for the two loss functions where the blue
frame delimits the system. A Squared Error loss function. The usual setting where
the predictor ŷ (in red) takes part in the free dynamics of the neural network through
bidirectional synaptic connections. B Cross-Entropy loss function. The new ap-
proach proposed in this Chapter where the predictor ŷ (also in red) is no longer
involved in the system free dynamics and is implemented as a softmax readout.

3.3.2.1 Squared Error loss function.

Previous implementations of EP used the squared error loss. Using this loss function for EP is

natural, as in this setting, the output by is viewed as a part of s (the state variable of the network),

which can influence the state of the network through bidirectional synaptic connections (see

Fig. 3.3). Moreover, the nudging term in this case can be physically interpreted since it reads as

an elastic force. The state of the network is of the form s = (s1, . . . , sN , by) where h = (s1, . . . , sN )

represent the ‘hidden layers’, and the corresponding cost function is

`(by , y) = 1
2

∞∞by ° y
∞∞2 . (3.15)
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The second phase dynamics of the hidden state and output layer given by Eq. (3.3) read, in

this context:

hØ
t+1 =

@©

@h
(x,hØ

t , byØt ,µ), byØt+1 =
@©

@by (x,hØ
t , byØt ,µ)+Ø (y ° byØt ). (3.16)

3.3.2.2 Softmax readout, Cross-Entropy loss function.

In this paper, we propose an alternative approach, where the output by is not a part of the state

variable s but is instead implemented as a read-out (see Fig. 3.3), which is a function of s and of

a weight matrix wout of size dim(y)£dim(s). In practice, wout reads out the last convolutional

layer. At each time step t we define:

byt = softmax(wout · st ). (3.17)

The cross-entropy cost function associated with the softmax readout is then:

`(s, y, wout) =°
CX

c=1
yc log(softmaxc (wout · s)). (3.18)

Using @`
@s (s, y, wout) = w>

out·
°
softmax(wout · s)° y

¢
, the second phase dynamics given by Eq. (3.3)

read in this context:

sØt+1 =
@©

@s
(x, sØt ,µ)+Øw>

out ·
≥

y ° byØt
¥

. (3.19)

Note here that the loss L
? = `(s?, y, wout) also depends on the parameter wout. The Ap-

pendix B.4.2.2 provides the learning rule applied to wout.

3.3.3 Changing the learning rule of EP with unidirectional synaptic

connections

In the case of architectures with unidirectional connections, applying the traditional EP learn-

ing rule directly, as given by Eq. (3.10), prescribes different forward and backward weights up-

dates, resulting in significantly different forward and backward weights throughout learning.

However, the theoretical equivalence between EP and BPTT only holds for bidirectional con-

nections. Until now, training experiments of unidirectional weights EP have performed worse

than bidirectional weights EP [198]. In this work, therefore, we tailor a new learning rule for

unidirectional weights, described in detail Appendix B.4.3, where the forward and backward

weights undergo the same weight updates, incorporating an equal leakage term. This way, for-

ward and backward weights, although they are independently initialized, naturally converge to

identical values throughout the learning process. A similar methodology, adapted from Kolen

and Pollack [208], has been shown to improve the performance of Feedback Alignment in Deep

ConvNets [89].
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Assuming general dynamics of the form of Eq. (3.9), we distinguish forward connections

µf from backward connections µb so that µ = {µf,µb}, with µf and µb having same dimension.

Assuming a first phase, a second phase with Ø> 0 and a third phase with °Ø, we define:

8i 2 {f,b}, rVF
µi

(Ø) = 1
2Ø

µ
@F
@µi

>
(x, sØ?,µ) · sØ?°

@F
@µi

>
(x, s°Ø? ,µ) · s°Ø?

∂
(3.20)

and we propose the following update rules:

8
<
:
¢µf = ¥

≥
brKP°VF

sym (Ø)°∏µf

¥

¢µb = ¥
≥
brKP°VF

sym (Ø)°∏µb

¥ , with brKP°VF
sym (Ø) = 1

2
(rVF

µf
(Ø)+rVF

µb
(Ø)) (3.21)

where ¥ is the learning rate and ∏ a leakage parameter. The estimate brKP°VF
sym (Ø) can be thought

of a generalization of Eq. (3.12), as highlighted in Appendix B.4.3 with an explicit application of

Eq. (3.21) to a ConvNet. In the case of a fully connected layer, both terms in the sum in the right

hand side of Eq. 3.21 are equal: @F /@µi only depends on the neuron activations and not on µi,

in the same way, as seen at the end of section 2.3, that Eq. (8) yields a fully local learning rule.

The case of convolutional layers is a little more subtle, due to presence of the maximum pool-

ing operations. The forward weights are involved in a pooling operation while the backward

weights are involved in an unpooling operation. However, for the parameter update to be the

same, the pooling and unpooling operations need to share information regarding the indices

of maxima. Therefore, there is indeed a need for information transfer between the backward

forward parameters, but this exchange is limited to the index of the maximum identified in the

maximum pooling operation (this can be seen from Eq. B.24)

3.4 Results

In this section, we implement EP with the modifications described in section 3.3 and suc-

cessfully train deep ConvNets on the CIFAR-10 vision task [210]. The convolutional architec-

ture used consists of four 3£3 convolutional layers of respective feature maps 128 - 256 - 512 -

512. We use a stride of one for each convolutional layer, and zero-padding of one for each layer

except for the last layer. Each layer is followed by a 2£2 Max Pooling operation with a stride of

two. The resulting flattened feature vector is of size 512. The weights are initialized using the

default initialization of PyTorch, which is the uniform Kaiming initialization of [211]. The data

is normalized and augmented with random horizontal flips and random crops. The training

is performed with stochastic gradient descent with momentum and weight decay. We use the

learning rate scheduler introduced by [212] to speed up convergence.

The hyper-parameters are reported in Tab. 3.2. All experiments are performed using Py-

Torch 1.4.0. [35]. The simulations were carried across several servers consisting of 14 Nvidia

GeForce RTX 2080 TI GPUs in total. Each run was performed on a single GPU for an average
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run time of 2 days.

3.4.1 ConvNets with bidirectional connections

A B

Figure 3.4: A Train (dashed) and test (solid) errors on CIFAR-10 with the Squared Error loss
function. B Train (dashed) and test (solid) errors on CIFAR-10 with the Cross-
Entropy loss function. The curves are averaged over 5 runs and shadows stand for
±1 £ standard deviation. The change in error rate around epochs 85-90 is due to the
end of the learning rate scheduler decay phase (Cosine annealing).

Table 3.1: Performance comparison on CIFAR-10 between BPTT and EP with several gradient
estimation schemes. Note that the different gradient estimates only apply to EP. We
indicate over five trials the mean and standard deviation in parenthesis for the test
error, and the mean train error.

Loss Function
EP Gradient EP Error (%) BPTT Error (%)

Estimate Test Train Test Train

Squared Error
2-Phase / r̂EP 86.64 (5.82) 84.90

11.10 (0.21) 3.69Random Sign 21.55 (20.00) 20.01
3-Phase / r̂EP

sym 12.45 (0.18) 7.83
Cross-Ent. 3-Phase / r̂EP

sym 11.68 (0.17) 4.98 11.12 (0.21) 2.19
Cross-Ent. (Dropout) 3-Phase / r̂EP

sym 11.87 (0.29) 6.46 10.72 (0.06) 2.99

Cross-Ent.
3-Phase / brVF

sym 75.47 (4.72) 78.04
9.46 (0.17) 0.80

3-Phase / brKP°VF
sym 13.15 (0.49) 8.87

We first consider the bidirectional weight setting of section 3.2.3. In Table 3.1, we com-

pare the performance achieved by the ConvNet for each EP gradient estimate introduced in

section 3.3.1 with the performance achieved by BPTT.

The one-sided gradient estimate leads to unstable training behavior where the network is

unable to fit the data, as shown by the purple curve of Fig. 3.4A, with 86.64% test error on CIFAR-

10. When the bias in the gradient estimate is averaged out by choosing at random the sign of

Ø during the second phase, the average test error over five runs goes down to 21.55% (see Ta-

ble 3.1). However, one run among the five yielded instability similar to the one-sided estimate,

whereas the four remaining runs lead to 12.61% test error and 8.64% train error. This method
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for estimating the loss gradient thus presents high variance — further experiments shown in

Appendix B.4.4 confirm this trend.

Conversely, the three-phase symmetric estimate enables EP to consistently reach 12.45%

test error, with only 1.35% degradation with respect to BPTT (see Fig. 3.4A). Therefore, removing

the first-order error term in the gradient estimate is critical for scaling to deeper architectures.

Proceeding to this end deterministically (with three phases) rather than stochastically (with a

randomized nudging sign) appears more reliable.

The results of Table 3.1 also show that the readout scheme introduced in section 3.3.2 to

optimize the cross-entropy loss function enables EP to narrow the performance gap with BPTT

down to 0.56% while outperforming the Squared Error setting by 0.77%. However, we observe

that the test errors reached by BPTT are similar for the squared error and the cross-entropy loss.

The fact that only EP benefits from the cross-entropy loss is due to the output not being part of

the dynamics, which reduces the number of layers following the dynamics by one.

We also adapted dropout [31] to convergent RNNs (see Appendix B.4.5 for implementation

details) to see if the performance could be improved further. However, we can observe from

Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.4B that contrary to BPTT, the EP test error is not improved by adding a 0.1

dropout probability in the neuron layer after the convolutions.

Table 3.2: Hyper-parameters used for the CIFAR-10 experiments.

Hyper-parameter Squared Error Cross-Entropy
T 250 250
K 30 25
Ø 0.5 1.0

Batch Size 128 128
Initial learning rates

(Layer-wise)
0.25 - 0.15 - 0.1 - 0.08 - 0.05 0.25 - 0.15 - 0.1 - 0.08 - 0.05

Final learning rates 10°5 10°5

Weight decay
(All layers)

3 ·10°4 3 ·10°4

Momentum 0.9 0.9
Epoch 120 120

Cosine Annealing
Decay time (epochs)

100 100

3.4.2 ConvNets with unidirectional connections

We now present the accuracy achieved by EP when the architecture uses distinct forward

and backward weights, using a softmax readout. For this architecture, the backward weights

are defined for all convolutional layers, except the first convolutional layer connected to the

static input. The forward and backward weights are initialized randomly and independently at

the beginning of training. The backward weights have no bias contrary to their forward coun-
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terparts. The hyper-parameters such as learning rate, weight decay and momentum are shared

between forward and backward weights.

As seen in Table 3.1, we find that the estimate brVF
sym(Ø) leads to a poor performance with

75.47% test-error. We concomitantly observed that forward and backward weight did not align

well, as shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 3.5. Conversely, when using our new estimate
brKP°VF

sym (Ø) defined in section 3.3.3, a good performance is recovered with only 1.5% perfor-

mance degradation with respect to the architecture with bidirectional connections, and a 3%

degradation with respect to BPTT (see Table 3.1). The discrepancy between the BPTT test error

achieved by the architecture with bidirectional (11.12%) and unidirectional (9.46%) connec-

tions comes from the increase in parameters provided by backward weights. As observed in the

weight alignment curves in Fig. 3.5, forward and backward weights are well aligned by epoch

50 when using the new estimate. These results suggest that enhancing forward and backward

weights alignment can help EP training in deep ConvNets.

Figure 3.5: Angle between forward and backward weights for the new estimate brKP°VF
sym intro-

duced (solid) and brVF
sym (dashed). The angle is not defined for the first layer because

the input layer is clamped.

3.5 Discussion

Our results unveil the necessity, in order to scale EP to deep convolutional neural networks

on hard visual tasks, to compute better gradient estimates than the conventional implemen-

tation of EP. This traditional implementation incorporates a first order gradient estimate bias,

which severely impedes the training of deep architectures. Conversely, we saw that the three-

phase EP proposed here removes this bias and brings EP performance on CIFAR-10 close to

the one achieved by BPTT. Additionally, our new technique to train EP with softmax readout

reduces the gap between EP and BPTT further down to 0.56%, while maintaining the locality of
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the learning rule of all parameters.

While the test accuracy of BPTT and our adapted EP are very close, we can notice in Ta-

ble 3.1 that BPTT fits the training data better than EP by at least 2.8%. Also, the introduction

of dropout improves BPTT performance, while it has no significant effect on the test accuracy

of EP. These two insights combined suggest that EP training may have a self-regularizing effect

applied throughout the network, similar to the effects of dropout. We hypothesize this effect

to be not only due to the residual estimation bias of the BPTT gradients by EP, but also to an

additional inherent error term due to the fact that in practice, the fixed point is approached

with a precision that depends on the number of time steps at inference. While the exactness of

the fixed point is crucial for EP, BPTT computes exact gradients regardless of whether the fixed

point is not exactly reached.

We also saw that employing a new training technique that still preserves the spatial local-

ity of EP computations – and therefore its suitability for neuromorphic implementations – our

results extend to the case of an architecture with distinct forward and backward synaptic con-

nections. We only observe a 1.5% performance degradation with respect to the bidirectional

architecture. This result demonstrates the scalability of EP without the biologically implausi-

ble requirement of a bidirectional connectivity pattern.

Our three steady states-based gradient estimate comes at a computational cost with regards

to the conventional EP implementation, as an additional phase is needed. Even though the

steady state of the free phase s? is not used to compute the gradient estimate in Eq. (3.12),

we experimentally found that s? is needed as a starting point for the second and third phases.

In terms of simulation time, EP is 20% slower than BPTT due to the dynamics performed in

second and third phases. However, the memory requirement to store the computational graph

unfolded in time in the case of BPTT far outweighs the memory needed by EP, which consists

only of the steady states reached by the neurons.

The full potential of EP will be best envisioned on neuromorphic hardware. Multiple works

have investigated the implementation of EP on such systems [80, 198, 199, 201, 202], in both

rate based [157] and spiking approaches [200]. Most of these approaches employ analog cir-

cuits that exploit device physics to implement the dynamics of EP intrinsically. The spatially

local nature of EP computations, on top of its connection with physical equations, make this

mapping between EP and neuromorphic hardware natural. Our prescription to run two nudg-

ing phases with opposite nudging strengths could be implemented naturally in neuromorphic

systems. In fact, the use of differential operation to cancel inherent biases is a technique widely

used in electronics, and in neuromorphic computing in particular [154]. Overall, our work pro-

vides evidence that EP is a compelling approach to scale neuromorphic on-chip training to

real-world tasks in a fully local fashion.
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Chapter 4

Implementation of Ternary Weights

with Resistive RAM Using a Single

Sense Operation per Synapse
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CHAPTERS 2 and 3 focused on designing algorithms mindful of hardware constraints for

neuromorphic applications. In this Chapter, adapted from an article published in IEEE

Transactions on Circuits And Systems I [4], we propose a hardware architecture to implement

a neural network inference algorithm, using emerging memories. This work is done in collab-

oration with CEA-Leti and Aix-Marseille University.

The design of systems implementing low precision neural networks with emerging mem-

ories such as resistive random access memory (RRAM) is a significant lead for reducing the

energy consumption of artificial intelligence (see section 1.4.2.1). To achieve maximum en-

ergy efficiency in such systems, logic and memory should be integrated as tightly as possible.

We propose a two-transistor/two-resistor memory architecture employing a precharge sense

amplifier, where the weight value can be extracted in a single sense operation. Based on exper-

imental measurements on a hybrid 130 nm CMOS/RRAM chip featuring this sense amplifier,

we show that this technique is particularly appropriate at low supply voltage, and that it is re-

silient to process, voltage, and temperature variations. We characterize the bit error rate in our

scheme. We show based on neural network simulation on the CIFAR-10 image recognition task

that the use of ternary neural networks significantly increases neural network performance,

with regards to binary ones, which are often preferred for inference hardware. We finally ev-

idence that the neural network is immune to the type of bit errors observed in our scheme,

which can therefore be used without error correction.

4.1 Background

Artificial Intelligence has made tremendous progress in recent years due to the development

of deep neural networks. Its deployment at the edge, however, is currently limited by the high

power consumption of the associated algorithms [213]. Low precision neural networks are

currently emerging as a solution, as they allow the development of low power consumption

hardware specialized in deep learning inference [214]. The most extreme case of low precision

neural networks, the Binarized Neural Network (BNN), also called XNOR-NET, is receiving par-

ticular attention as it is especially efficient for hardware implementation: both synaptic weights

and neuronal activations assume only binary values [153, 165]. Remarkably, this type of neural

network can achieve high accuracy on vision tasks [169]. One particularly investigated lead is to

fabricate hardware BNNs with emerging memories such as resistive RAM or memristors [215–

222]. The low memory requirements of BNNs, as well as their reliance on simple arithmetic

operations, make them indeed particularly adapted for ‘in-memory’ or ‘near-memory’ com-

puting approaches, which achieve superior energy-efficiency by avoiding the von Neumann

bottleneck entirely.

Ternary neural networks [223] (TNN, also called Gated XNOR-NET, or GXNOR-NET [224]),

which add the value 0 to synaptic weights and activations, are also considered for hardware im-

plementations [225–228]. They are comparatively receiving less attention than binarized neu-
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ral networks, however. In this Chapter, we highlight that implementing TNNs does not neces-

sarily imply considerable overhead with regards to BNNs. We introduce a two-transistor/two-

resistor memory architecture for TNN implementation. The array uses a precharge sense am-

plifier for reading weights, and the ternary weight value can be extracted in a single sense oper-

ation, by exploiting the fact that latency of the sense amplifier depends on the resistive states of

the memory devices. This work extends a hardware developed for the energy-efficient imple-

mentation of BNNs [215], where the synaptic weights are implemented in a differential fashion.

We, therefore, show that it can be extended to TNNs without overhead on the memory array.

The contribution of this work is as follows. After presenting the background of the work

(section 4.1):

• We demonstrate experimentally, on a fabricated 130 nm RRAM/CMOS hybrid chip, a

strategy for implementing ternary weights using a precharge sense amplifier, which is

particularly appropriate when the sense amplifier is operated at low supply voltage (sec-

tion 4.2).

• We analyze the bit errors of this scheme experimentally and their dependence on the

RRAM programming conditions (section 4.4).

• We verify the robustness of the approach to process, voltage, and temperature variations

(section 4.3).

• We carry simulations that show the superiority of TNNs over BNNs on the canonical

CIFAR-10 vision task, and evidence the error resilience of hardware TNNs (section 4.5).

• We discuss the results, and compare our approach with the idea of storing three resis-

tance levels per device.

The main equation in conventional neural networks is the computation of the neuronal ac-

tivation A j = f
°P

i Wj i Xi
¢

, where A j , the synaptic weights Wj i , and input neuronal activations

Xi assume real values, and f is a non-linear activation function. Binarized neural networks

(BNNs) are a considerable simplification of conventional neural networks, in which all neu-

ronal activations (A j , Xi ) and synaptic weights Wj i can only take binary values meaning +1

and °1. Neuronal activation then becomes:

A j = sign

√
X

i
X NOR

°
Wj i , Xi

¢
°T j

!
, (4.1)

where sign is the sign function, T j is a threshold associated with the neuron, and the X NOR

operation is defined in Table 4.1. Training BNNs is a relatively sophisticated operation, dur-

ing which each synapse needs to be associated with a real value in addition to its binary value

(see Appendix C). Once training is finished, these real values can be discarded, and the neu-

ral network is entirely binarized. Due to their reduced memory requirements, and reliance
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on simple arithmetic operations, BNNs are especially appropriate for in- or near- memory

implementations. In particular, multiple groups investigate the implementation of BNN in-

ference with resistive memory tightly integrated at the core of CMOS [215–222]. Usually, re-

sistive memory stores the synaptic weights Wj i . However, this comes with a significant chal-

lenge: resistive memory is prone to bit errors, and in digital applications, is typically used with

strong error-correcting codes (ECC). ECC, which requires large decoding circuits [229], goes

against the principles of in- or near- memory computing. For this reason, [215] proposes a

two-transistor/two-resistor (2T2R) structure, which reduces resistive memory bit errors, with-

out the need for ECC decoding circuit, by storing synaptic weights in a differential fashion.

This architecture allows the extremely efficient implementation of BNNs, and using the resis-

tive memory devices in very favorable programming conditions (low energy, high endurance).

It should be noted that systems using this architecture function with row-by-row read oper-

ations, and do not use the in-memory computing technique of using the Kirchhoff current

law to perform the sum operation of neural networks, while reading all devices at the same

time [150, 152]. This choice limits the parallelism of such architectures, while at the same time

avoiding the need of analog-to-digital conversion and analog circuits such as operational am-

plifiers, as discussed in detail in [154].

In this Chapter, we show that the same architecture can be used for a generalization of

BNNs – ternary neural networks (TNNs)1, where neuronal activations and synaptic weights A j ,

Xi , and Wj i can now assume three values: +1, °1, and 0. Equation (4.1) now becomes:

A j =¡

√
X

i
G X NOR

°
Wj i , Xi

¢
°T j

!
. (4.2)

G X NOR is the ‘gated’ XNOR operation that realizes the product between numbers with values

+1, °1 and 0 (Table 4.1). ¡ is an activation function that outputs +1 if its input is greater than

a threshold ¢, °1 if the input is lesser than °¢ and 0 otherwise. We show experimentally and

by circuit simulation in sec. 4.2 how the 2T2R BNN architecture can be extended to TNNs with

practically no overhead, in sec. 4.4 its bit errors, and in sec. 4.5 the corresponding benefits in

terms of neural network accuracy.

1In the literature, the name ‘Ternary Neural Networks’ is sometimes also used to refer to neural networks where
the synaptic weights are ternarized, but the neuronal activations remain real or integer [230, 231].
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Table 4.1: Truth Tables of the XNOR and GXNOR Gates.

Wj i Xi X NOR
°1 °1 1
°1 1 °1
1 °1 °1
1 1 1

Wj i Xi G X NOR
°1 °1 1
°1 1 °1
1 °1 °1
1 1 1
0 Xi 0

Xi 0 0
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Figure 4.1: (a) Electron microscopy image of a hafnium oxide resistive memory cell (RRAM)
integrated in the backend-of-line of a 130 nm CMOS process. (b) Photograph and
(c) simplified schematic of the hybrid CMOS/RRAM test chip characterized in this
work. The white rectangle in (b) materializes a single PCSA.
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4.2 The Operation of A Precharge Sense Amplifier Can

Provide Ternary Weights
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the precharge sense amplifier fabricated in the test chip.

In this Chapter, we use the architecture of [215], where synaptic weights are stored in a differ-

ential fashion. Each bit is implemented using two devices programmed either as low resistance

state (LRS) / high resistance state (HRS) to mean weight +1 or HRS/LRS to mean weight °1.

Fig. 4.1 presents the test chip used for the experiments. This chip cointegrates 130 nm CMOS

and resistive memory in the back-end-of-line, between levels four and five of metal. The re-

sistive memory cells are based on 10 nm thick hafnium oxide (Fig. 4.1(a)). All devices are inte-

grated with a series NMOS transistor. After an initial forming step (consisting in the application

of a voltage ramp from zero volts to 3.3 V at a rate of 1000 V · s°1, and with a current limited to

a compliance of 200µA), the devices can switch between high resistance state (HRS) and low

resistance state (LRS), through the dissolution or creation of conductive filaments of oxygen

vacancies. Programming into the HRS is obtained by the application of a negative RESET volt-

age pulse (typically between 1.5 V and 2.5 V during 1µs). Programming into the LRS is obtained

by the application of a positive SET pulse (also typically between 1.5 V and 2.5 V during 1µs),

with current limited to a compliance current through the choice of the voltage applied on the

transistor gate through the word line (WL). This test chip is designed with highly conservative

sizing, allowing the application of a wide range of voltages and electrical currents to the RRAM

cells. The area of each bit cell is 6.6µm£6.9µm. More details on the RRAM technology are

provided in [154].

Our experiments are based on a 2,048 devices array incorporating all sense and periph-
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Figure 4.3: Circuit simulation of the precharge sense amplifier of Fig. 4.2 with a supply voltage
of 1.2 V, using thick oxide transistors (nominal voltage of 5 V), if the two devices are
programmed in an (a) LRS / HRS (5 k≠/350 k≠) or (b) HRS/HRS (320 k≠/350 k≠)
configuration.
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ery circuitry, illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b-c). The ternary synaptic weights are read using on-chip

precharge sense amplifiers (PCSA), presented in Fig. 4.2, and initially proposed in [232] for

reading spin-transfer magnetoresistive random access memory. Fig. 4.3(a) shows an electrical

simulation of this circuit to explain its working principle, using the Mentor Graphics Eldo sim-

ulator. These first simulations are presented in the commercial 130 nm ultra-low leakage tech-

nology, used in our test chip, with a low supply voltage of 1.2 V [233], with thick oxide transistors

(the nominal voltage in this process for thick oxide transistor is 5 V). Since the technology tar-

gets ultra-low leakage applications the threshold voltages are significantly high (around 0.6 V),

thus a supply voltage of 1.2 V significantly reduces the overdrive of the transistors (VGS °VT H ).

In the first phase (SEN=0), the outputs Q and Qb are precharged to the supply voltage VDD .

In the second phase (SEN=VDD ), each branch starts to discharge to the ground. The branch

that has the resistive memory (BL or BLb) with the lowest electrical resistance discharges faster

and causes its associated inverter to drive the output of the other inverter to the supply voltage.

At the end of the process, the two outputs are therefore complementary and can be used to tell

which resistive memory has the highest resistance and therefore the synaptic weight. We ob-

served that the convergence speed of a PCSA depends heavily on the resistance state of the two

resistive memories. This effect is particularly magnified when the PCSA is used with a reduced

overdrive, as presented here: the operation of the sense amplifier is slowed down, with regards

to nominal voltage operation, and the convergence speed differences between resistance val-

ues become more apparent. Fig. 4.3(b) shows a simulation where the two devices, BL and BLb,

were programmed in the HRS. We see that the two outputs converge to complementary values

in more than 200 ns, whereas less than 50 ns were necessary in Fig. 4.3(a), where the devices are

programmed in complementary LRS/HRS states.

These first simulations suggest a technique for implementing ternary weights using the

memory array of our test chip. Similarly to when this array is used to implement BNN, we

propose to program the devices in the LRS/HRS configuration to mean the synaptic weight 1,

and HRS/LRS to mean the synaptic weight °1. Additionally, we use the HRS/HRS configuration

to mean synaptic weight 0, while the LRS/LRS configuration is avoided. The sense operation

is performed during a duration of 50 ns. If at the end of this period, outputs Q and Qb have

differentiated, causing the output of the XOR gate to be 1, output Q determines the synaptic

weight (1 or °1). Otherwise, the output of the XOR gate is 0, and the weight is determined to be

0.

This type of coding is reminiscent to the one used by the 2T2R ternary content-addressable

memory (TCAM) cell of [234], where the LRS/HRS combination is used for coding 0, the HRS/LRS

combination for coding 1, and the HRS/HRS combination for coding ‘don’t care’ (or X).

Experimental measurements on our test chip confirm that the PCSA can be used in this

fashion. We first focus on one synapse of the memory array. We program one of the two de-

vices (BLb) to a resistance of 100 k≠. We then program its complementary device BL to several

resistance values, and for each of them perform 100 read operations of duration 50 ns, using
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Figure 4.4: Two devices have been programmed in four distinct programming configurations
given by the resistance of each device presented in (a), and measured using an on-
chip sense amplifier. (b) Proportion of read operations that have converged in 50 ns,
over 100 trials.
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Figure 4.5: For 109 device pairs programmed with multiple RBL/RBLb configuration, value of
the synaptic weight measured by the on-chip sense amplifier using the strategy de-
scribed in body text and 50 ns reading time.
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on-chip PCSAs.

These PCSAs are fabricated using thick-oxide transistors, designed for a nominal supply

voltage of 5V , and here used with a supply voltage of 1.2V , close to their threshold voltage

(0.6V ), to reduce their overdrive, and thus to exacerbate the PCSA delay variations. In the test

chip, they are sized conservatively with a total area of 290µm2. The use of thick oxide transistors

in this test chip allows us to investigate the behavior of the devices at high voltages, without the

concern of damaging the CMOS periphery circuits. Fig. 4.4 plots the probability that the sense

amplifier has converged during the read time. In 50 ns, the read operation is only converged if

the resistance of the BL device is significantly lower than 100 k≠.

To evaluate this behavior in a broader range of programming conditions, we repeated the

experiment on 109 devices and their complementary devices of the memory array programmed,

every 14 times, with various resistance values in the resistive memory, and performed a read

operation in 50 ns with an on-chip PCSA. The memory array of our test chip features one sepa-

rate PCSA per column. Therefore, 32 different PCSAs are used in our results. Fig. 4.5(a) shows,

for each couple of resistance values RBL and RBLb if the read operation had converged with

Q =VDD (blue), meaning a weight of 1, converged with Q = 0 (red), meaning a weight of °1, or

not converged (grey) meaning a weight of 0.

The results confirm that LRS/HRS or HRS/LRS configurations may be used to mean weights

1 and °1, and HRS/HRS for weight 0. When both devices are in HRS (resistance higher than

100 k≠, the PCSA never converges within 50 ns (weight of 0). When one device is in LRS (resis-

tance lower than 10 k≠, the PCSA always converges within 50 ns (weight of ±1). The separation

between the 1 (or °1) and 0 regions is not strict, and for intermediate resistance values, we see

that the read operation may or may not converge in 50 ns. Fig. 4.5(b) summarizes the different

operation regimes of the PCSA.

Table 4.2: Error Rates on Ternary Weights Measured Experimentally

Programming Type 1 Type 2 Type 3
Conditions (1 √!°1) (±1 ! 0) (0 !±1)
Fig. 4.7(a) < 10°6 < 1% 6.5%
Fig. 4.7(b) < 10°6 < 1% 18.5%

4.3 Impact of Process, Voltage, and Temperature

Variations

We now verify the robustness of the proposed scheme to process, voltage, and temperature

variation. For this purpose, we performed extensive circuit simulations of the operation of the
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Figure 4.6: Three Monte Carlo SPICE-based simulation of the experiments of Fig. 4.5, in three
situations: (a) slow transistors (0 °C temperature, 1.1 V supply voltage), (b) exper-
imental conditions (27 °C temperature, 1.2 V supply voltage), (c) fast transistors
(60 °C temperature, 1.3 V supply voltage). The simulations include local and global
process variations, as well as transistor mismatch, in a way that each point in the
Figure is obtained using different transistor parameters. All results are plotted in
the same manner and with the same conventions as Fig. 4.5.

sense amplifier, reproducing the conditions of the experiments of Fig. 4.5, using the same resis-

tance values for the RRAM devices, and including process, voltage, and temperature variations.

The results of the simulations are processed and plotted using the same format as the experi-

mental results of Fig. 4.5, to ease comparison.

These simulations are obtained using the Monte Carlo simulator provided by the Mentor

Graphics Eldo tool with parameters validated on silicon, provided by the design kit of our com-

mercial CMOS process. Each point in the graphs of Fig. 4.6 therefore features different transis-

tor parameters. We included global and local process variations, as well as transistor mismatch,

in order to capture the whole range of transistor variabilities observed in silicon. In order to as-

sess the impact of voltage and temperature variations, these simulations are presented in three

conditions: slow transistors (0 °C temperature, and 1.1 V supply voltage, Fig. 4.6(a)), experi-

mental conditions (27 °C temperature, and 1.2 V supply voltage, Fig. 4.6(b)), and fast transistors

(60 °C temperature, and 1.3 V supply voltage, Fig. 4.6(c)). The RRAM devices are modeled by

resistors. Their process variations are naturally included through the use of different resistance

values in Fig. 4.6. The impact of voltage variation on RRAM is naturally included through Ohm’s

law, and the impact of temperature variation, which is smaller than on transistors, is neglected.

In all three conditions, the simulation results appear very similar to the experiments. Three

clear regions are observed: non-convergence of the sense amplifier within 50 ns for devices in

HRS/HRS, and convergence within this time to a +1 or °1 value for devices in LRS/HRS and

HRS/LRS, respectively. However, the frontier between these regimes is much sharper in the

simulations than in the experiments. As the different data points in Fig. 4.6 differ by process

and mismatch variations, this suggests that process variation does not cause the stochasticity

observed in the experiments of Fig. 4.5, and that they have little impact in our scheme.

We also see that the frontier between the different sense regimes in all three operating con-
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ditions remains firmly within the 10°100k≠ range, suggesting that even high variations of volt-

age (±0.1V ) and temperature (±30±C ) do not endanger the functionality of our scheme. Log-

ically, in the case of fast transistors, the frontier is shifted toward higher resistances, whereas

in the case of slow transistors, it is shifted toward lower resistances. Independent simulations

allowed verifying that this change is mostly due to the voltage variations: the temperature vari-

ations have an almost negligible impact on the proposed scheme.

We also observed that the impact of voltage variations increased importantly when reduc-

ing the supply voltage. For example, with a supply voltage of 0.7V instead of the 1.2V value

considered here, variations of the supply voltage of ±0.1V can impact the mean switching de-

lay of the PCSA, by a factor two. The thick oxide transistors used in this work have a nominal

voltage of 5V , and a typical threshold voltage of approximately 0.6V . Therefore, although our

scheme is especially appropriate for supply voltages far below the nominal voltage, it is not

necessarily appropriate for voltages in the subthreshold regime, or very close to the threshold

voltage.

4.4 Programmability of Ternary Weights

Figure 4.7: Distribution of the LRS and HRS states programmed with a SET compliance of
200µA, RESET voltage of 2.5 V and programming pulses of (a) 100µs and (b) 1µs.
Measurements are performed 2,048 RRAM devices, separating bit line (full lines)
and bit line bar (dashed lines) devices.

To ensure reliable functioning of the ternary sense operation, we have seen that devices in

LRS should be programmed to electrical resistance below 10 k≠, and devices in HRS to resis-
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tances above 100 k≠ (Fig. 4.5(b)). The electrical resistance of resistive memory devices depends

considerably on their programming conditions [154, 235]. Fig. 4.7 shows the distributions of

LRS and HRS resistances using two programming conditions, over the 2,048 devices of the ar-

ray, differentiating devices connected to bit lines and to bit lines bar. We see that in all cases, the

LRS features a tight distribution. The SET process is indeed controlled by a compliance current

that naturally stops the filament growth at a targeted resistance value [236]. An appropriate

choice of the compliance current can ensure LRS below 10 k≠ in most situations.

On the other hand, the HRS shows a broad statistical distribution. In the RESET process,

the filament indeed breaks in a random process, making it extremely hard to control the final

state [236, 237]. The use of stronger programming conditions leads to higher values of the HRS.

This asymmetry between the variability of LRS and HRS means that in our scheme, the

different ternary weight values feature different error rates naturally. The ternary error rates in

the two programming conditions of Fig. 4.7(a) are listed in Table 4.2. Errors of Type 1, where

weight values of 1 and °1 are inverted are the least frequent. Errors of Type 2, where a weight

value of 1 or °1 is replaced by a weight value of 0 are infrequent as well. On the other hand, due

to the large variability of the HRS, weight values 0 have a significant probability to be measured

as 1 or °1 (Type 3 errors): 6.5% in the conditions of Fig. 4.7(a), and 18.5% in the conditions of

Fig. 4.7(b).

Some resistive memory technologies with large memory windows, such as specifically op-

timized conductive bridge memories [238], would feature lower Type 3 error rates. Similarly,

program-and-verify strategies [239–241] may reduce this error rate. Nevertheless, the higher er-

ror rate for zeros than for 1 and °1 weights is an inherent feature of our architecture. Therefore,

in the next section, we assess the impact of these errors on the accuracy of neural networks.
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Figure 4.8: Simulation of the maximum test accuracy reached during one training procedure,
averaged over five trials, for BNNs and TNNs with various model sizes on the CIFAR-
10 dataset. Error bar is one standard deviation.

4.5 Network-Level Implications

We first investigate the accuracy gain when using ternarized instead of binarized networks.

We trained BNN and TNN versions of networks with Visual Geometry Group (VGG) type archi-

tectures [37] on the CIFAR-10 task of image recognition, consisting in classifying 1,024 pixels

color images among ten classes (airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship,

and truck) [210]. Simulations are performed using PyTorch 1.1.0 [35] on a cluster of eight Nvidia

GeForce RTX 2080 GPUs.

The architecture of our networks consists of six convolutional layers with kernel size three.

The number of filters at the first layer is called N and is multiplied by two every two layers.

Maximum-value pooling with kernel size two is used every two layers and batch-normalization

[86] every layer. The classifier consists of one hidden layer of 512 units. For the TNN, the ac-

tivation function has a threshold ¢= 5 ·10°2 (as defined in section 4.1). The training methods

for both the BNN and the TNN are described in the Appendix C. The training is performed us-

ing the AdamW optimizer [30, 242], with minibatch size 128. The initial learning rate is set to

0.01, and the learning rate schedule from [212, 242] (Cosine annealing with two restarts, for

respectively 100, 200, 400 epochs) is used, resulting in a total of 700 epochs. Training data is

augmented using random horizontal flip, and random choice between cropping after padding

and random small rotations.

No error is added during the training procedure, as our device is meant to be used for in-

ference. The synaptic weights encoded by device pairs would be set after the model has been

trained on a computer.
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Fig. 4.8 shows the maximum test accuracy resulting from these training simulations, for

different sizes of the model. The error bars represent one standard deviation of the training

accuracies. TNNs always outperform BNNs with the same model size (and, therefore, the same

number of synapses). The most substantial difference is seen for smaller model size, but a

significant gap remains even for large models. Besides, the difference in the number of param-

eters required to reach a given accuracy for TNNs and BNNs increases with higher accuracies.

There is, therefore, a definite advantage to use TNNs instead of BNNs.

Fig. 4.8 compared fully ternarized (weights and activations) with regards to fully binarized

(weights and activations) ones. Table 4.3 lists the impact of weight ternarization for different

types of activations (binary, ternary, and real activation). All results are reported on a model of

size N = 128, trained on CIFAR-10, and are averaged over five training procedures. We observe

that for BNNs and TNNs with quantized activations, the accuracy gains provided by ternary

weights over binary weights are 0.84 and 0.86 points and are statistically significant over the

standard deviations. This accuracy gain is more important than the gain provided by ternary

activations over binary activations, which is about 0.3 points. This bigger impact of weight

ternarization over ternary activation may come from the ternary kernels having a better ex-

pressing power over binary kernels, which are often redundant in practical settings [153]. The

gain of ternary weights drops to 0.26 points if real activation is allowed (using rectified linear

unit, or ReLU, as activation function, see Appendix C), and is not statistically significant con-

sidering the standard deviations.

Quantized activations are vastly more favorable in the context of hardware implementa-

tions, and in this situation, there is thus a statistically significant benefit provided by ternary

weights over binary weights.

Table 4.3: Comparison of the gain in test accuracy for a N = 128 model size on CIFAR-10 ob-
tained by weight ternarization instead of binarization for three types of activation
quantization.

Activations
Binary Ternary Full Precision

Weights
Binary 91.19±0.08 91.51±0.09 93.87±0.19
Ternary 92.03±0.12 92.35±0.05 94.13±0.10
Gain of ternarization 0.84 0.86 0.26

We finally investigate the impact of bit errors in BNNs and TNNs to see if the advantage

provided by using TNNs in our approach remains constant when errors are taken into account.

Consistently with the results reported in section 4.4, three types of errors are investigated: Type

1 errors are sign switches, e.g., +1 mistaken for °1, Type 2 errors are only defined for TNNs and
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Figure 4.9: Simulation of the impact of Bit Error Rate on the test accuracy at inference time for
model size N = 128 TNN in (a) and BNN in (b). Type 1 errors are sign switches (e.g.
+1 mistaken for °1), Type 2 errors are ±1 mistaken for 0, and Type 3 errors are 0
mistaken for ±1, as described in the inset schematics. Errors are sampled at each
mini batch and the test accuracy is averaged over five passes through the test set.
Error bars are one standard deviation. The bit error rate is given as an absolute rate.
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correspond to ±1 mistaken for 0, and Type 3 errors are 0 mistaken for ±1, as illustrated in the

inset schematic of Fig. 4.9(a).

Fig. 4.9(a) shows the impact of these errors on the test accuracy for different values of the

error rate at inference time. These simulation results are presented on CIFAR-10 with a model

size of N = 128. Errors are randomly and artificially introduced in the weights of the neural

network . Bit errors are included at the layer level and sampled at each mini-batch of the test

set. Type 1 errors switch the sign of a synaptic weight with a probability equal to the rate of type

1 errors. Type 2 errors set a non-zero synaptic weight to 0 with a probability equal to the type

2 error rate. Type 3 errors set a synaptic weight of 0 to ±1 with a probability equal to the type 3

error rate, the choice of the sign (+1 or °1) is made with 0.5 probability. Fig. 4.9 is obtained by

averaging the test accuracy obtained for five passes through the test set for increasing bit error

rate.

Type 1 errors have the most impact on neural network accuracy. As seen in Fig. 4.9(b), the

impact of these errors is similar to the impact of weight errors in a BNN. On the other hand,

Type 3 errors have the least impact, with bit error rates as high as 20% degrading surprisingly

little the accuracy. This result is fortunate, as we have seen in section 4.4 that Type 3 errors are

the most frequent in our architecture.

We also performed simulations considering all three types of error at the same time, with

error rates reported in Table 4.2 corresponding to the programming conditions of Fig. 4.7(a)

and 4.7(b). For Type 1 and Type 2 errors, we considered the upper limits listed in Table 4.2. For

the conditions of Fig. 4.7(a) (Type 3 error rate of 6.5%), the test accuracy was degraded from

92.2% to 92.05± 0.14%, and to 92.02± 0.17% for the conditions of 4.7(b) (Type 3 error rate of

18.5%), where the average and standard deviation is performed over 100 passes through the

test set. We found that the slight degradation on CIFAR-10 test accuracy was mostly due to the

Type 2 errors, although Type 3 errors are much more frequent.

The fact that mistaking a 0 weight for a ±1 weight (Type 3 error) has much less impact than

mistaking a ±1 weight for a 0 weight (Type 2 error) can seem surprising. However, it is known,

theoretically and practically, that in BNNs, some weights have little importance to the accuracy

of the neural networks [1]. They typically correspond to synapses that feature a 0 weight in

a TNN, whereas synapses with ±1 weights in a TNN correspond to ‘important’ synapses of a

BNN. It is thus understandable that errors on such synapses have more impact on the final

accuracy of the neural network.

4.6 Comparison with Three-Level Programming

An alternative approach to implementing ternary weights with resistive memory can be to

program the individual devices into there separate levels. This idea is feasible, as the resistance

level of the LRS can to a large extent be controlled through the choice of the compliance current

during the SET operation in many resistive memory technologies [154, 236].
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The obvious advantage of this approach is that it requires a single device per synapse. This

idea also brings several challenges. First, the sense operation has to be more complex. The

most natural technique is to perform two sense operations, comparing the resistance of a de-

vice under test to two different thresholds. Second, this technique is much more prone to bit

errors than our technique, as states are not programmed in a differential fashion [154]. Addi-

tionally, this approach does not feature the natural resilience to Type 1 and Type 2 errors, and

Type 2 and Type 3 errors will typically feature similar rates. Finally, unlike ours, this approach

is prone to resistive drift, inherent to some resistive memory technologies [243].

These comments suggest that the choice of a technique for storing ternary weights should

be dictated by technology. Our technique is especially appropriate for resistive memories not

supporting single-device multilevel storage, with high error rates, or resistance drift. The three-

levels per devices approach would be the most appropriate with devices with well controlled

analog storage properties.

4.7 Conclusion

In this Chapter, we revisited a differential memory architecture for BNNs. We showed ex-

perimentally on a hybrid CMOS/RRAM chip that, its sense amplifier can differentiate not only

the LRS/HRS and HRS/LRS states, but also the HRS/HRS states in a single sense operation.

This feature allows the architecture to store ternary weights, and to provide a building block for

ternary neural networks. We showed by neural network simulation on the CIFAR-10 task the

benefits of using ternary instead of binary networks, and the high resilience of TNNs to weights

errors, as the type of errors observed experimentally in our scheme is also the type of errors to

which TNNs are the most immune. This resilience allows the use of our architecture without

relying on any formal error correction. Our approach also appears resilient to process, voltage,

and temperature variation if the supply voltage remains reasonably higher than the threshold

voltage of the transistors.

As this behavior of the sense amplifier is exacerbated at supply voltages below the nominal

voltage, our approach especially targets extremely energy-conscious applications such as uses

within wireless sensors or medical applications. This work opens the way for increasing the

edge intelligence in such contexts, and also highlights that the low voltage operation of circuits

may sometimes provide opportunities for new functionalities.
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Summary

This thesis started with the following fascinating paradox: deep learning algorithms based

on artificial neural networks enable modern computers to perform cognitive tasks, but com-

puters consume orders of magnitude more energy than living creatures, limiting progress, and

deployment in resource-constrained environments. In Chapter 1, we established the hardware

reasons for this discrepancy. While neural tissues closely intertwine computation and memory,

those are conceptually and physically separated in the von Neumann architecture of modern

computers, leading to costly data movements and the so-called von Neumann bottleneck. We

reviewed the deep neural networks algorithms responsible for the recent breakthroughs and

pointed out some of their limitations when designing neuromorphic hardware:

• Catastrophic forgetting, i.e. forgetting the previous task when learning a new one. This

would prevent a dedicated chip to learn continually several tasks or from a stream of

data.

• Credit assignment, i.e. how synapses must change to improve an output located far away

in the network. Back-propagation solves credit assignment with explicit computation,

which complicates the implementation on a circuit of artificial neurons.

We then presented biological inspiration as a path toward solving those limitations. Finally, we

reviewed the current hardware solutions for more energy-efficient AI with respect to inference

only, and learning on chip. While dedicated hardware based on neuroscience (bottom-up) are

low-power, they lack powerful algorithms to solve complex tasks. On the other hand, hard-

ware based on successful deep learning algorithms (top-down) somewhat reduces the energy

requirements of conventional CPU/GPU, but remains more power-hungry than biological neu-

ral tissues.

The task of neuromorphic computing as a field is to find hardware substrates and algo-

rithms to efficiently emulate neural systems. New hardware is needed to perform computation

beyond the von Neumann paradigm, but new algorithms are also needed because the ones re-

sponsible for the recent milestones still have striking differences with the biological neural net-

works, which make them challenging to implement on dedicated substrates. This thesis tackles

both aspects with Chapter 2 and 3 focused on the algorithm side, and Chapter 4 focused on the

hardware side.

In Chapter 2, we present a way to reduce catastrophic forgetting in binarized neural net-

works, published in Nature Communications [163]. This work bridges computational neuro-

science models of synaptic metaplasticity done in the ideal observer framework in Hopfield-

like networks, and continual learning approaches based on regularization. The training pro-

cess of binarized neural networks involves a hidden quantity for each synapse, which is usu-

ally discarded after training, begging the question of the difference between equal binary pa-

rameters with different hidden magnitudes. In this work, we essentially show that this quan-
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tity, obtained as a result of the training process, is relevant for performing continual learn-

ing. We introduce a simple consolidation rule based on the hidden magnitude and test our

approach on several tasks sequences such as permuted MNIST and MNIST/Fashion MNIST.

Our approach performs almost identical to elastic weight consolidation, an established con-

current regularization-based approach for continual learning, but does not need updating the

loss function nor performing additional computation between the tasks, allowing for more on-

line settings. We explore a setting that we call ‘stream learning’, in which a task is learned as

a sequence of sub-datasets, and show that our metaplastic binarized neural network outper-

forms its non-metaplastic counterpart. We propose a mathematical derivation on a simplified

binarized optimization of a quadratic cost, which provides insight for understanding why high

hidden magnitude correspond to an important binarized weight. Finally, we present a more

complex synaptic models to allow graceful long-term forgetting and stationary distribution of

parameters.

While Chapter 2 provided a local and hardware-friendly consolidation rule for continual

learning, the credit assignment was still performed by back-propagation. To go toward on-chip

learning with local credit assignment, the Chapter 3 focuses on Equilibrium Propagation (EP),

in collaboration with the Mila, published in Frontiers in Neuroscience [2]. We uncover a bias

in the gradient estimate of EP, which prevents it from training deeper architectures on more

complex tasks. This bias is inherent in one-sided derivative estimation, and can be removed by

a symmetric estimate. With this new estimate, we show for the first time that EP can train deep

convolutional architectures on natural images (CIFAR-10), closely matching back-propagation

through time. This result propels EP as a strong candidate to design learning-capable chips.

We also present several optimizations to EP: we show how to optimize another loss function

while preserving local credit assignment, making EP more flexible. Finally, we study the setting

of asymmetric synaptic connections, and show that an alignment mechanism is sufficient to

preserve learning.

Finally, Chapter 4 is more hardware oriented. We present a hardware solution to implement

a trained ternarized neural networks for low-power inference, first published in the proceed-

ings of IEEE AICAS 2020 [3], and published in the IEEE Transactions on Circuits And Systems I

[4] as an extended version. The work is done in collaboration with CEA-Leti and Aix-Marseille

University. The architecture consists of a hybrid CMOS/RRAM crossbar using a two transis-

tors/two resistors encoding of parameters. The hafnium oxide RRAM can be set either in high

or low resistance states (HRS or LRS). This architecture was studied in previous works to imple-

ment binarized neural networks with great resilience to device errors by encoding parameters

either as HRS/LRS pairs or LRS/HRS pairs. In this work, we show that the same architecture

can be used to encode ternarized parameters when using the HRS/HRS pair and operating the

transistors in the low supply voltage regime. The precharge sense amplifier used to read the

value of the parameters exhibit a slower convergence time for HRS/HRS pairs, which makes

it possible to discriminate between zero and non-zero parameters. We present CMOS simu-
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lations and experiments on a fabricated chip using a 130 nm process to prove the feasibility

of our approach. Neural networks simulations show the consistent benefit in accuracy when

using ternarized networks over binarized networks. Finally, the impact of the device errors in-

troduced by this new encoding scheme is investigated in simulations. The impact of error is

found to be minor, which preserves the accuracy benefit provided by our approach.

Perspectives

The projects presented in this thesis are independent but complementary, and combining

the results of different chapters opens exciting research directions. For instance, EP has been

adapted to binarized neural networks [194], and could therefore benefit from the results of

Chapter 2 on metaplasticity. This would produce a model with a learning rule and a consol-

idation rule that are both local in space. In addition, the performance increase brought by

ternarization could be investigated in the contexts of metaplastic binarized neural networks

and binarized EP.

Future works should also take advantage of the algorithms studied in this thesis to design

neuromorphic hardware. Using the emerging materials presented in section 1.4.2.2, in partic-

ular the non volatile electric field control magnetism, one could design a metaplastic synapse

in the spirit of Chapter 2. The position of a magnetic domain wall could encode the hidden

magnitude of a binarized parameter, and magnetic anisotropy gradients in the materials could

provide metaplastic properties out of device behavior, without overhead and independent from

the learning rule.

Based on the results presented in Chapter 3, designing a hardware substrate that can im-

plement Equilibrium Propagation is even more promising. The design could take advantage

of a physical energy to implement neural dynamics, as in [157], or implement the dynamics

explicitly. For such a design, a proof of concept on a easy task would be a first step giving time

to work on some limitations of EP. Indeed, although image recognition on CIFAR-10 proves that

EP can train a network to extract meaningful features, there are examples of algorithms work-

ing on CIFAR-10 but failing on real world tasks such as ImageNet. Further works should thus

show whether EP can cross this gap. EP should also be adapted to work on sequential data,

which is not straightforward since the time is already used to reach a fixed point.

Neuromorphic computing is a complex topic involving physics, neuroscience, and ma-

chine learning. As shown in this thesis, it is fruitful to merge ideas from different fields. How-

ever, many motivations and goals can fall under the term ‘neuromorphic computing’. It could

be studying the brain by trying to reproduce it in silicon, accelerating neuroscience simula-

tions, solving practical tasks more efficiently, or in a resource-constrained setting. For this rea-

son, it can be difficult to identify a clear way forward in the field.

Given the state of the art of deep learning algorithms, valid short term objectives of neuro-

morphic hardware could be to reproduce the inference of deep neural networks algorithms into
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dedicated hardware, especially since simpler architectures based on multi-layer perceptrons

appear to be effective for large scale tasks [244]. However, low-power inference hardware will

have to provide a significant edge over compressed models running on micro controller units

[148], which may already achieve satisfying energy gains with a well-established technology.

On a longer timescale, hardware-friendly credit assignment with strong theoretical guarantees

will be key to bring the learning part of deep learning onto dedicated chips [61, 84, 95]. Given

that successful models are trained with back-propagation, learning rules for dedicated hard-

ware should not only be driven by locality, but also by guarantees with respect to the estimated

gradients.

Ultimately, neuromorphic computing is by definition bounded by our understanding of

the brain, especially at the circuit level. Hopefully, probing the brain will become easier with

technological progress. Beyond the specific milestones reached by deep learning, powerful

ideas have emerged for studying computational circuits, such as optimizing a cost function

with a specific learning rule on a specific computational graph [66]. This framework, when

coupled with biologically-plausible neural networks trained with surrogate gradients [62], and

compared against experimental data, will be invaluable to understand the brain. In particular,

taking advantage of end-to-end optimization to study cell types and circuit motifs could lead

to the discovery of more powerful models.

In the long term, understanding the brain will require departing from the easily-quantified

supervised learning to self-supervised learning. Current metrics of self-supervised learning

consist in measuring the accuracy reached by transfer learning on downstream tasks, or com-

paring the learned representations to neural data through representational similarity analysis,

a method based on correlations. These metrics have limitations because the choice of a down-

stream task is arbitrary, and correlations only capture linear dependencies. More appropriate

and robust metrics will have to be designed.

In the future, successful neuromorphic chips are more likely to be heterogeneous and mod-

ular rather than monolithic. This will bring the challenge of understanding how to achieve ef-

ficient communications between the chips, an issue already identified by the pioneers of the

field [5]. Studying how the brain encode information sparsely and efficiently using temporal

coding will provide valuable answers. Fortunately, end-to-end optimization will be a powerful

tool to find such encodings, provided that the right objective functions are optimized with the

right models.

Deep learning was initially inspired by the brain, and its recent progress resulted in a frame-

work that will be invaluable to study the brain. It would not be surprising to see a virtuous cycle

where new knowledge about the brain provides ways to improve deep learning and facilitates

the design of neuromorphic systems.
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Synthèse en Français

Introduction et contexte

Le domaine de l’apprentissage machine qui consiste à faire apprendre des tâches intelli-

gentes aux ordinateurs en fonction de données a connu une révolution dans la dernière décen-

nie. Les ordinateurs sont désormais capables de réaliser des tâches cognitives de perception

(vision, compréhension et traitement du langage naturel ...) avec une performance compa-

rable aux humains, un sous domaine appelé ‘apprentissage profond’ qui utilise des réseaux

de neurones artificiels inspirés du cerveau. Alors que les algorithmes qui sous-tendent cette

révolution ont été inventés dans les années 1980-1990, la puissance de calcul et la quantité de

donnée nécessaires pour réaliser des tâches de perception complexes ont vu le jour dans les

années 2010.

Bien que ces algorithmes réalisent des tâches de perception similaires à ce dont sont ca-

pables les humains, leur consommation énergétique dépasse celle du cerveau par plusieurs

ordre de grandeurs. Cette différence est en partie dûe à l’architecture des ordinateurs, appelée

architecture de von Neumann, dans laquelle le processeur où les calculs sont effectués est sé-

paré physiquement de la mémoire où les données sont stockées. L’apprentissage machine à

grande échelle nécessite un déplacement de donnée incessant entre ces unités, causant un

goulot d’étranglement énergétique. Au contraire, une simple observation du cerveau suggère

que les neurones en tant qu’unité de calcul sont au plus proche de leur connexions synap-

tiques qui encodent la mémoire. La haute consommation énergétique de l’apprentissage pro-

fond limite l’exécution des réseaux de neurones artificiels à des ordinateurs suffisamment puis-

sants, rendant impossible les applications embarquées ou sur des appareils disposant de peu

de puissance.

Une solution pour réduire le coût énergétique de l’intelligence artificielle est de constru-

ire des architectures ‘neuromorphiques’, c’est à dire inspirées du cerveau humain où la mé-

moire est proche physiquement du calcul. Une possibilité est de concevoir une puce dédiée

à l’inférence, c’est à dire que l’apprentissage est fait sur un ordinateur classique et le modèle

résultant est encodé dans une puce dédiée. Un objectif plus long terme est de concevoir des

architectures prenant en charge l’apprentissage à partir des données. Deux défis complémen-

taires apparaissent :
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• Défi 1: Trouver des composants mémoires adaptés pour émuler les algorithmes de réseaux

de neurones artificiels. Les caractéristiques importantes sont l’encodage (digital ou ana-

logue), la volatilité (persistence en absence d’alimentation), la variabilité entre les com-

posants, la cyclabilité (le nombre de réécritures possibles).

• Défi 2: Concevoir des algorithmes de réseaux de neurones artificiels mieux adaptés à la

conception de circuit avec des composants dédiés. En effet, les algorithmes d’inférence

et d’apprentissage ont des contraintes plus ou moins simples à satisfaire avec des com-

posants dédiés consommant peu d’énergie.

Dans cette thèse, je présente des travaux qui apportent des solutions à ces deux défis. Dans

le chapitre 2, je présente une procédure pour réduire l’oubli catastrophique dans les réseaux

de neurones binaires, publié dans Nature Communications [1]. Dans le chapitre 3, je montre

comment un algorithme d’apprentissage alternatif et plus adapté aux contraintes hardware

peut passer à l’échelle sur une tâche de vision complexe, en collaboration avec le Mila, publié

dans Frontiers in Neuroscience [2]. Dans le chapitre 4, je présente en collaboration avec le

CEA Leti et l’université Aix Marseille une architecture pour encoder des réseaux de neurones

ternaires avec des composants mémoires émergents, publié à la conférence AICAS 2020 [3] et

en version étendue dans TCAS I [4].

Résultats

Chapitre 2 Dans ce chapitre, je présente un moyen de réduire l’oubli catastrophique dans les

réseaux de neurones binaires pour la conception de systèmes neuromorphiques. L’oubli catas-

trophique désigne une limitation des réseaux de neurones artificiels qui empêche l’apprentissage

successif de plusieurs tâches. Si on veut qu’un réseau apprenne à reconnaître des chiffres

manuscrits, on peut l’entrainer sur une base de données d’exemples de chiffres. Si ensuite on

souhaite utiliser le même réseau pour apprendre une seconde tâche, par exemple reconnaître

des lettres, le réseau apprendra cette seconde tâche au prix d’un oubli quasiment instantané

des chiffres. Cette caractéristique très différente du cerveau humain est aussi une limitation

majeure pour le déploiement des réseaux de neurones, notamment dans un contexte embar-

qué. On souhaiterait qu’un réseau puisse continuer à apprendre lorsque de nouvelles données

deviennent disponibles ou qu’une nouvelle tâche survient, et ce sans avoir à apprendre à nou-

veau les anciennes données. Le problème de l’oubli catastrophique s’explique par le fait qu’un

réseau de neurones doit modifier ses paramètres pour apprendre une tâche, mais aussi em-

pêcher les paramètres de bouger de manière à protéger ses souvenirs, ce qui semble contra-

dictoire. Dans le cerveau, les synapses sont plastiques, c’est à dire que leur efficacité peut être

modifiée pour réaliser un apprentissage, mais elles sont aussi métaplastiques : des mécanismes

biologiques existent pour rendre la synapse plus ou moins plastique. Des modèles de neuro-

science computationelle ont montré que la métaplasticité des synapses peut s’expliquer par
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l’introduction de variables cachées en plus de l’efficacité synaptique. Ces variables cachées

changent au fil de l’apprentissage et consolident les synapses. Cependant les solutions pro-

posées dans le domaine de l’apprentissage profond sont très différentes dans leur implémen-

tation, et peu adaptées à la conception de systèmes neuromorphiques, car elles induisent des

calculs supplémentaires et non locaux en espace pour déterminer l’importance des différents

paramètres pour la tâche précédente. Le problème de l’oubli catastrophique est partagé par

tous les réseaux de neurones, y compris les réseaux de neurones binaires.

Les réseaux de neurones binaires sont des réseaux de neurones artificiels basse précision,

n’utilisant que des valeurs binaires pour les activations neuronales et les paramètres synap-

tiques. Ces réseaux de neurones sont donc très étudiés pour la conception de systèmes à basse

consommation énergétique car ils consomment moins de mémoire tout en étant presque aussi

performants que les réseaux de neurones utilisant une précision de 32 bits. Toutefois, le proces-

sus d’apprentissage des réseaux de neurones binaires nécessite une variable cachée par con-

nexion synaptique. Cette variable cachée est mise à jour à chaque itération d’apprentissage par

le gradient de la fonction à optimiser, évaluée en les valeurs binaires des paramètres. Dans ce

chapitre, je montre que cette variable cachée peut être interprétée comme une variable utile

pour la métaplasticité et l’apprentissage continu sans calcul supplémentaire. Ce travail crée

un lien entre les modèles de neurosciences computationelles et d’apprentissage continu en

apprentissage profond.

Dans un premier temps, je propose une modification du processus d’apprentissage des réseaux

de neurones binaires pour consolider les synapses qui ont une variable cachée élevée, en ac-

cord avec les principes développés en neuroscience computationelle. Je montre ensuite ex-

périmentalement que cette modification simple permet de réduire l’oublie catastrophique des

réseaux de neurones binaires quand plusieurs tâches sont apprises successivement. Les séquences

de tâches étudiées sont des versions permutées des chiffres manuscrits, standard dans l’apprentissage

continu, et aussi des séquences plus compliquées comme chiffres et vêtements. Je montre

que ma méthode obtient des résultats similaires à la méthode Elastic Weight Consolidation

(EWC) développée pour réduire l’oubli catastrophique en calculant les facteurs d’importance

de chaque synapse. Contrairement à EWC, ma méthode ne nécessite pas de faire de pause en-

tre les tâches pour calculer les coefficients d’importance, ce qui est favorable dans un contexte

embarqué et basse consommation énergétique.

Grâce à cet avantage, j’explore ensuite un contexte d’apprentissage continu non exploré

par les autres méthodes que j’appelle ‘stream learning’. Dans ce contexte, une seule tâche est

apprise, mais en apprenant successivement des fractions de l’ensemble total des données. Ce

contexte est pertinent dans un contexte embarqué où une base de donnée entière ne peut être

stockée. J’étudie dans un premier temps une base de donnée constituée d’images de vêtements

(Fashion MNIST). Je montre que le réseau de neurones binaire métaplastique entrainé séquen-

tiellement peut atteindre une performance similaire à un réseau non métaplastique entrainé
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sur tout l’ensemble des données, alors que le réseau non métaplastique n’arrive pas à appren-

dre séquentiellement à cause de l’oublie catastrophique. Je montre ensuite que cette propriété

persiste dans le cas d’un apprentissage plus compliqué d’images naturelles (CIFAR-10).

Ensuite, j’ai étudié une version simplifiée de l’optimisation binaire dans laquelle des cal-

culs mathématiques sont possibles. La fonction optimisée dans cet exemple est une fonc-

tion quadratique convexe. Des résultats mathématiquement prouvés montrent que la variable

cachée est une quantité corrélée à l’importance du paramètre binaire associé. L’importance du

paramètre étant défini comme l’augmentation de la fonction à minimiser lorsque le paramètre

est changé en son opposé. Je montre ensuite par des simulations que cette interpration de

l’importance est vérifiée dans un réseau de neurone binaire entrainé sur MNIST.

La méthode introduite permet d’apprendre plusieurs tâches, mais les synapses finissent

par être toutes consolidées de sorte qu’il devient impossible d’apprendre de nouvelles tâches.

Pour obtenir un état d’apprentissage continu stationnaire, j’adapte un modèle de synapse plus

complexe issue des neurosciences computationelles avec plusieurs variables cachées. Ce mod-

èle contient un mécanisme de déconsolidation graduel qui permet d’atteindre un état station-

naire tout en limitant l’oubli catastrophique.

Ces résultats constituent un pont entre différentes études de l’oubli catastrophique dans

l’apprentissage machine et les neurosciences. Ce chapitre propose une solution au défi 2 men-

tionné en introduction. En effet, la méthode présentée prend en compte les contraintes hard-

ware pour la conception de systèmes neuromorphiques car la règle de consolidation ne dépend

que de l’état interne de la synapse obtenu par la processus d’apprentissage. Dans de futurs

travaux, des composants magnétiques contrôlables par champs électrique seront utilisés pour

prouver expérimentalement la réalisation de synapses métaplastiques.

Chapitre 3 Ce chapitre est le résultat d’une collaboration avec le Mila. Les réseaux de neu-

rones artificiels réalisent des tâches cognitives en apprenant à partir de données. Plus précisé-

ment, une fonction qui quantifie la qualité de la prédiction associée à un exemple est définie.

Cette fonction est optimisée en changeant les paramètres du réseau de neurone au cours de

l’apprentissage. Les paramètres sont changés en utilisant le gradient de la fonction à opti-

miser. Ce gradient est calculé en pratique en utilisant la rétro propagation du gradient. Cepen-

dant, la rétro propagation du gradient est problématique d’un point de vue biologique car

elle suppose que les neurones peuvent réaliser deux types de calcul distincts. Un autre prob-

lème est l’hypothèse que les synapses sont bidirectionnelles. Ces problèmes rendent difficiles

l’implémentation de la rétro propagation du gradient sur une puce dédiée à l’apprentissage.

Equilibrium Propagation (EP) est un algorithme introduit en 2017 pour calculer le gradient

de la fonction à optimiser de manière plus plausible biologiquement. EP permet d’estimer le

gradient avec un seul type de calcul neuronal dans un réseau de neurones à base d’énergie. Plus

généralement, EP peut être utilisé dans n’importe quel système physique dans lequel une fonc-
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tion d’énergie peut être définie. Un autre avantage d’EP est l’existence de garanties théoriques

quant à l’estimation du gradient. Cependant, EP n’a été employé que sur des tâches simples

(reconnaissance de chiffres manuscrits), et sur des réseaux peu profonds. La fonction opti-

misée par EP dans sa formulation originale est le coût quadratique, mais n’est pas la fonction

la plus adaptée pour des problèmes de classification.

Dans ce chapitre, nous montrons que la formulation originale d’EP estime le gradient de

manière biaisée, ce qui empêche l’utilisation d’EP dans des architectures plus profondes. Nous

proposons un nouvel estimateur qui permet de réduire ce biais. Avec ce nouvel estimateur,

nous montrons pour la première fois que EP peut entrainer des réseaux de neurones profonds

sur des images naturelles (CIFAR-10). La performance atteinte par EP est proche de celle at-

teinte par la rétro propagation du gradient. Dans un deuxième temps, nous proposons un

moyen d’optimiser l’entropie croisée, qui est plus adaptée à la classification que le coût quadra-

tique. Cette méthode permet d’augmenter la performance de classification du réseau entrainé

par EP sur CIFAR-10. Enfin, nous étudions le cas où les synapses ne sont pas bidirectionnelles.

Bien qu’une généralisation de EP existe pour ce cas de figure, la garantie théorique quant à

l’estimation du gradient n’est plus valable, et l’optimisation est instable en pratique sur des

réseaux de neurones profonds. Nous montrons qu’ajouter un mécanisme simple d’alignement

entre les paramètres de direction opposée permet d’entrainer le réseau malgré une légère baisse

de performance.

Ces résultats apportent une solution au défi 2 mentionné en introduction car ils montrent

qu’un algorithme d’apprentissage plus adapté à la conception de cicruit que la rétro propaga-

tion du gradient peut passer à l’échelle sur des tâches complexes. Concevoir des circuits implé-

mentant EP grâce à la physique du système ou explicitement constitue une piste de recherche

sérieuse pour le calcul neuromorphique.

Chapitre 4 Ce chapitre est le résultat d’une collaboration avec le CEA-Leti et Aix-Marseille

université. Nous proposons une implémentation de réseau de neurone ternaire, c’est à dire

trois valeurs (-1, 0, 1) pour les paramètres synaptiques et les activations neuronales, en util-

isant des mémoires résistives émergentes (RRAM). Nous proposons une architecture hybride

entre CMOS et RRAM avec deux transistors et deux résistances dans laquelle le paramètre peut

être mesurée avec une seule opération de détection en utilisant un amplificateur de détec-

tion à pré-charge (PCSA). Ce circuit avait été utilisé dans des travaux précédents pour implé-

menter un réseau de neurone binaire. Dans ce travail précédent, les paramètres binaires (-1 et

1) étaient encodés par des paires de RRAM codées de manière différentielle. Une RRAM peut

être programmée dans deux états : un état de haute résistance (HRS) et un état de basse ré-

sistance (LRS). Le travail précédent utilisait une paire HRS/LRS pour encoder un 1 et LRS/HRS

pour encoder un -1, ce qui permettait de réduire les erreurs de lectures. Dans ce travail, nous

proposons une méthode pour implémenter un réseau de neurone ternaire avec ce même cir-

cuit en exploitant un régime où la tension d’alimentation est basse, ce qui est particulièrement
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adapté pour les applications embarquées.

L’architecture proposée est d’abord étudiée avec des simulations SPICE. Nous montrons

en simulations que lorsque la tension d’alimentation est basse, l’opération du PCSA permet

de différencier les paires HRS/LRS et LRS/HRS, mais aussi de différencier la paire HRS/HRS,

qui peut donc être utilisée pour encoder la troisième valeur de paramètre : 0. Nous montrons

ensuite expérimentalement la réalisation pratique de cette puce en utilisant une technologie

130 nm. Nous montrons que l’on peut effectivement encoder les trois valeurs de paramètres

utilisées dans un réseau de neurones ternaire. Enfin, des simulations de réseaux de neurones

ternaires sont faites pour quantifier le gain en performance obtenue en passant de réseaux bi-

naires à ternaires sur une tâche de vison (CIFAR-10). Les erreurs d’encodage inhérentes aux

RRAM utilisées dans le circuit sont incorporées dans les simulations de réseaux de neurones

pour étudier l’impact de celles-ci. Nous montrons que les erreurs de lecture où un paramètre

est changé en son opposé (-1 devient 1 ou inversement) restent rares et sans impact, comme

dans l’architecture proposée pour les réseaux de neurones binaires. Cependant, un nouveau

type d’erreur survient dans cette architecture lorsqu’un 0 est lu comme un 1 ou un -1. Les sim-

ulations de réseaux de neurones ternaires avec ces nouvelles erreurs incorporées restent plus

performants que les réseaux de neurones binaires de même taille, ce qui valide notre approche.

Ces résultats sont un exemple de solution au défi 1 mentionné en introduction, car nous

proposons une architecture à base de composants émergents pour implémenter un algorithme

pré-existant (réseau de neurone ternaire).

Perspectives

Dans cette thèse, j’ai présenté des résultats sur des algorithmes d’apprentissage qui permet-

tent de mieux définir les besoins des architectures neuromorphiques en terme de composants.

J’ai aussi montré comment des mémoires émergentes peuvent être utilisées pour concevoir des

circuits dédiés à l’inférence. Dans les travaux futurs, cette logique de co-développement entre

composants et algorithmes devra être au centre de la recherche pour aboutir à la conception

de circuits intelligents consommant peu d’énergie. Bien que les objectifs d’un circuit dédié à

l’IA et du cerveau humain ne soient pas identiques, une meilleure compréhension des mécan-

ismes d’apprentissage dans le cerveau ne sera que bénéfique à la conception de circuit. Quelles

sont les fonctions optimisées par le cerveau ? Quels schémas architecturaux ou micro-cricuits

permettent une implémentation efficace ? Et enfin, comment le cerveau orchestre un appren-

tissage cohérent sur des connexions synaptiques dispersées dans l’espace tout en utilisant des

calculs locaux ? Des réponses à ces questions aideront non seulement l’apprentissage profond,

mais aussi la conception de circuits neuromorphiques.
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Appendix A

Synaptic Metaplasticity in Binarized

Neural Networks

A.1 Forward and backward propagation in binarized

neural networks

Algorithm 2 Forward function of the BNN reproduced from [153]. Wb = (Wb
l )l=1...L are the

binary weights, µBN = {(∞l , Øl ) | l = 1...L} are Batch Normalization parameters. L is the total
number of layers and the subscript l when specified is the layer index. x is a batch of input
data with dimensions (P, N ) with P the number of pixels and N the number of examples in
the batch. E(·) and Var(·) are batch-wise mean and variance. While they are computed during
training with the statistics of the batches, running averages of the mean and variance are stored
to be used at test time. This enables the network to infer on a single example at test time. ≤ is a
small number to avoid division by zero, it was set to 10°5 in all the experiments.

Input: Wb, µBN, x.
Output: ŷ,cache.

1: a0 √ x . Input is not binarized
2: for l = 1 to L do . For loop over the layers
3: zl √ Wb

l al .Matrix multiplication
4: al √∞l ·

zl°E(zl )p
Var(zl )+≤ +Øl . Batch Normalization [86]

5: if l < L then . If not the last layer
6: ab

l √ Sign(al ) . Activation is binarized
7: end if
8: end for
9: ŷ √ aL

10: return ŷ,cache

The optimization is performed using Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) algorithm [30].

As the sign function is not differentiable in zero and the derivative is zero on R?, during error

backpropagation the derivative of hardtanh function is used as a replacement for the derivative
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Algorithm 3 Backward function of the BNN reproduced from [153]. Wb = (Wb
l )l=1...L

are the binary weights, µBN = {(∞l , Øl ) | l = 1...L} are Batch Normalization parameters.
BackBatchNorm(·) specifies how to backpropagate through the Batch normalization [86]. L
is the total number of layers and the subscript l when specified is the layer index. 1|al |∑1 is the
derivative of Hardtanh taken as a replacement for back propagating through Sign activation.

Input: C , ŷ,Wb,µBN, cache.
Output: (@W C ,@µC ).

1: gaL √ @C
@ŷ . Cost gradient with respect to output

2: for l = L to 1 do . For loop backward over the layers
3: if l < L then . If not the last layer
4: gal √ gab

l
·1|al |∑1 . Back Prop through Sign

5: end if
6: (gzl ,g∞l ,gØl ) √ BackBatchNorm(gal ,zl ,∞l ,Øl ) . See [86]
7: gab

l°1
√ Wb

l gzl

8: gW b
l
√ ab

l°1
>gzl

9: end for
10: @W C √ {gW b

l
| l = 1...L}

11: @µC √ {g∞l , gØl | l = 1...L}
12: return (@W C ,@µC )

of the Sign function. The activation function is the sign function except for the output layer.

The input neurons are not binarized. We use batch normalization [86] at all layers as detailed

in Alg. 2. The following derivation for layer l ,

∞l ·
z °E(z)

p
Var(z)+≤

+Øl =
∞lp

Var(z)+≤

µ
z °

∑
E(z)° Øl

p
Var(z)+≤
∞l

∏∂

a = Sign(∞l )Sign
µ

z °
∑

E(z)° Øl
p

Var(z)+≤
∞l

∏∂

shows that because the Sign function is invariant by any multiplicative constant in the input,

the only task dependent parameters we need to store for an inference hardware chip is the

term between square brackets, along with the sign of ∞l . The amount of task dependent pa-

rameters scales as the number of neurons and is order of magnitudes smaller than the number

of synapses.

Adam optimizer updates the hidden weight with loss gradients computed using binary weights

only. We use a small weight decay of 10°7 in the Adam optimizer to make zero floating values

more stable. However, consolidated weights are not subject to weight decay, as we implement

weight decay as a modification of the loss gradient, which is gradually suppressed by fmeta.
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pMNISTs
Network Binarized meta Binarized EWC Full precision

Layers 784-4096-4096-10 784-4096-4096-10 784-4096-4096-10
Learning rate 0.005 0.005 0.005

Minibatch size 100 100 100
Epochs/task 40 40 40

m 1.35 0.0 1.35
∏EWC 0.0 5,000 0.0

Weight decay 1e-7 1e-7 1e-7
Initialization Uniform width = 0.1 Uniform width = 0.1 Uniform width = 0.1

Table A.1: Hyperparameters for the permuted MNISTs experiment.

FMNIST - MNIST
Network Binarized meta

Layers 784-4096-4096-10
Learning rate 0.005

Minibatch size 100
Epochs/task 50

m 1.5
Weight decay 1e-8
Initialization Uniform width = 0.1

Table A.2: Hyperparameters for the permuted FMNIST-MNIST experiment.

Stream FMNIST Stream CIFAR-10
Network Binarized meta Binarized meta

Layers 784-1024-1024-10 VGG-7
Sub Parts 60 20

Learning rate 0.005 0.0001
Minibatch size 100 64
Epochs/subset 20 200

m 2.5 13.0
Weight decay 1e-7 0.0
Initialization Uniform width = 0.1 Gauss width = 0.007

Table A.3: Hyperparameters for the stream learning experiment.
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A.2 Training parameters

The batch normalization layers parameters were not learned for the Fashion MNIST exper-

iment whereas they were learned for the CIFAR-10 experiment. The batch normalization pa-

rameters are set to Ø = 0, ∞ = 1 for the Fashion MNIST experiment. The performance of the

BNN with learned batch normalization parameters was inferior, as batch normalization pa-

rameters appear to overfit to the subsets of data. In the CIFAR-10 experiment the performance

was higher with learned batch normalization parameters. The architecture of VGG-7 network

consists of 6 convolutional layers of 3£3 sized kernels with kernel number per layer following

the sequence 128-128-256-256-512-512. The classifier consists of two hidden layers of 2048-

1024 hidden units. Dropout was used in the classifier with value 0.5.

A.3 Implementation of Synaptic Intelligence

In this section, we discuss the implementation of the synaptic intelligence algorithm [125],

designed for continual learning in full precision neural networks. The algorithm consists in

optimizing the loss function

eLµ = Lµ+ c
X

k
≠
µ
k (eµk °µk )2 (A.1)

when learning the task µ, where Lµ is the loss function associated with the current task and

c
P

k≠
µ
k (eµk °µk )2 is a “surrogate loss”[125] compelling the current parameters µk to stay close

to the parameters eµk optimized for previous tasks. ≠µ
k is the importance factor for parameter

eµk and is updated between each task by

≠
µ
k =

X
∫<µ

!∫k
(¢∫k )2 +ª . (A.2)

¢∫k is a normalization factor equal to the total parameter change over the latest learned task,

and ª is a small constant number avoiding any division by zero. !∫k is computed in an online

fashion by approximating the path integral of the parameters and can be interpreted as the

parameter specific contribution to changes in the total loss.

!
µ
k =°

X
t

@L
@µk (t )

(µk (t +1)°µk (t )). (A.3)

As a control experiment, we reproduce the results of [125] for the permuted MNIST bench-

mark in Fig. A.1a, with c = 0.1 and ª = 0.1. In the case of binarized neural networks, we tried

several ways of computing the importance factor≠µ
k by employing either the binarized weight

or the hidden weight for!µk and¢∫k . The best performance was achieved by using the binarized

weight values for !µk and the hidden weight values for ¢∫k and c = 1.0, ª = 0.1. The results are
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shown in Supp. Fig. A.1b.
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a

b

SI Full Precision

SI Binarized

Figure A.1: Synaptic Intelligence a applied to full precision neural networks with two hidden
ReLU layers of increasing size ranging from 512 to 4,096 for the permuted MNIST
benchmark, results reproduced from [125]. b The best performing adaptation of
Synaptic Intelligence to binarized neural networks.) The curves are averaged over
five runs and shadows stand for one standard deviation.
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A.4 Use of a metaplasticity function fmeta featuring a hard

threshold

In this section, we present a control experiment where the modulating function fmeta is a

hard threshold function such that fmeta(W h) = 1 if |W h| < m, and fmeta(W h) = 0 if |W h| > m.

The hyperparameter m is, in this case, the threshold value above which fmeta is zero. The value

of m is obtained by hyperparameter tuning and set to m = 0.4.

We observe that the performance is degraded modestly when using such threshold mecha-

nism, in accordance with the theoretical evidence that high hidden weights correspond to im-

portant binarized weights for consolidation. The most degradation is observed in the regime

where the neural network exhibits the highest capacity in number of tasks (network with 4,096-

wide layers trained with nine or ten tasks).

Figure A.2: Comparison of different choices for fmeta, when ten training ten permuted MNIST
tasks. This plot shows the comparison between two classes of fmeta functions. The
bullets represent the metaplastic BNNs with the function class introduced in the
body text with m = 1.35, while the squares denote an fmeta function with a hard
threshold above which a weight is irreversibly consolidated. The threshold value is
tuned to be 0.4. The colors denote increasing network sizes. The curves are aver-
aged over five runs and shadows stand for one standard deviation.
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A.5 Mathematical proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. We first prove Eq. (2.5). Let us assume that W? › B1 so that there exists at

least one component i 2 J1,dK such that |W ?
i | > 1. Since H is symmetric definite positive, it is

invertible. Taking the euclidian scalar product between H°1ei and the update (Wh
t+1 °Wh

t )

yields:

hH°1ei , Wh
t+1 °Wh

t i= (H°1ei )T · (Wh
t+1 °Wh

t )

=°¥(H°1ei )T ·H(sign(Wh
t )°W?)

=°¥ eT
i · (H°1)T H(sign(Wh

t )°W?)

=°¥ eT
i ·H°1H(sign(Wh

t )°W?)

=°¥ eT
i · (sign(Wh

t )°W?)

=°¥(sign(W h
i ,t )°W ?

i ),

where we have used at the fourth equality that H°1 is also symmetric. Since |W ?
i | > 1, the

sign of sign(W h
i ,t )°W ?

i is constant (and 6= 0), so the component of W along H°1ei is expected

to diverge. More precisely, let us assume W ?
i > 1 so that sign(W h

i ,t )°W ?
i < 1°W ?

i and:

hH°1ei ,Wh
t+1 °Wh

t i ∏°¥(1°W ?
i ). (A.4)

Summing Eq. (A.4) from time step 0 to t yields:

hH°1ei ,Wh
t i ∏°¥(1°W ?

i )t + hH°1ei ,Wh
0i, (A.5)

showing that limt!+1hH°1ei ,Wh
t i = +1. Consequently there exists j 2 J1,dK such that

limt!+1he j ,Wh
t i = +1 and therefore limt!1kWh

tk1 = +1. Similarly if W ?
i < °1, we show

that:

hH°1ei ,Wh
t i ∑ ¥(1+W ?

i )t + hH°1ei ,Wh
0i, (A.6)

giving the same conclusion as above.

We now prove Eq. (2.4). Let us assume that W? 2B1, i.e. 8i 2 J1,dK , |W ?
i | < 1. We have:
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kWh
t+1k2

H°1 = hWh
t+1,Wh

t+1iH°1

= hWh
t +¢Wh

t ,Wh
t +¢Wh

t iH°1

= kWh
tk2

H°1 +2h¢Wh
t ,Wh

t iH°1 + h¢Wh
t ,¢Wh

t iH°1

= kWh
tk2

H°1 +2hH°1¢Wh
t ,Wh

t i+k¢Wh
tk2

H°1

= kWh
tk2

H°1 °2¥(sign(Wh
t )°W?)T Wh

t +k¢Wh
tk2

H°1

= kWh
tk2

H°1 °2¥(sign(Wh
t )°W?)T Wh

t +k¢Wh
tk2

H°1 ,

so that :

kWh
t+1k2

H°1 °kWh
tk2

H°1 ∑ 0

, 2(sign(Wh
t )°W?)T ·Wh

t ∏ k¢Wh
tk2

H°1 .
(A.7)

We want to show that if Wh
t is large enough in norm k · kH°1 , Eq. (A.7) will be met. First

note that, because the dimension is finite there exist two constants Æ > 0 and Ø > 0 such that

8x 2Rd ,

ÆkxkH°1 < kxk1 <ØkxkH°1

and also that:

k¢Wh
tk2

H°1 = ¥2ksign(Wh
t )°W?k2

H.

Then, by triangular inequality:

¥ksign(Wh
t )°W?kH ∑ ¥(ksign(Wh

t )kH +kW?kH).

Denoting (eÆ)Æ and (∏Æ)Æ the eigenbasis of H and their associated eigenvalues, we have by

Cauchy Schwarz inequality:

ksign(Wh
t )k2

H = hH · sign(Wh
t ),sign(Wh

t )i

=
dX

Æ=1
∏Æ|hsign(Wh

t ),eÆi|2

∑
dX

Æ=1
∏Æ ksign(Wh

t )k2
2| {z }

=d

·keÆk2
2| {z }

=1

∑ d 2∏Æ,max ,

so that:

k¢Wh
tkH°1 ∑ ¥(d

q
∏Æ,max +kW?kH). (A.8)

Thus the right hand side of Eq. A.7 is bounded. Also note that:
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2(sign(Wh
t )°W?)T ·Wh

t = 2
dX

i=1
(1° sign(W h

i ,t )W ?
i )|W h

i ,t |

∏ 2
dX

i=1
(1° |W ?

i |)|W h
i ,t |

∏ 2(1°kW?k1)
dX

i=1
|W h

i ,t |

∏ 2(1°kW?k1) ·kWh
tk1,

So far we have shown that the left hand side of Eq.A.7 is lower bounded by a constant ( 6=
0) times the infinite norm of Wh

t , while the right hand side is bounded. Therefore to ensure

Eq. (A.7) it suffices that:

2(1°kW?k1) ·kWh
tk1 ∏ ¥(d

q
∏Æ,max +kW?kH)

,kWh
tk1 ∏

¥(d
p
∏Æ,max +kW?kH)

2(1°kW?k1)
.

And thus to ensure Eq. (A.7) it suffices that:

kWh
tkH°1 ∏

¥(d
p
∏Æ,max +kW?kH)

2Æ(1°kW?k1)
.

Denoting M = ¥(d
p
∏Æ,max+kW?kH)

2Æ(1°kW?k1) , we can conclude that kWh
tkH°1 ∏ M ) kWh

t+1k2
H°1 <

kWh
tk2

H°1 . And because the update¢Wh
t is bounded in norm k ·kH°1 , an absolute upper bound

of Wh
t is :

C =Ømax(kWh
0kH°1 , M +¥(d

q
∏Æ,max +kW?kH)).

Thus we have proven that W? 2B1 )9C > 0,8t 2N,kWh
tk1 <C

Proof of Lemma 2. If H = diag(∏1, . . .∏d ), the dynamics of Wh
t defined in Eq. (2.3) simply rewrites

component-wise:

8i 2 J1,dK , ¢W h
i ,t =W h

i ,t+1 °W h
i ,t =°¥∏i (sign(W h

i ,t )°W ?
i ). (A.9)

By Lemma 1, components Wi such that |W ?
i | < 1 are bounded.

For components i where |W ?
i | > 1, ¢W h

i ,t has the sign of W ?
i since Eq. (A.9) rewrites:
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¢W h
i ,t = sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (|W ?
i |° sign(W ?

i W h
i ,t ))

| {z }
>0

, (A.10)

so that W h
i ,t necessarily ends up having the same sign as W ?

i , hence there exists t0,i 2N such

that :

8t > t0,i , ¢W h
i ,t = sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (|W ?
i |°1). (A.11)

By definition of t0,i , W h
i ,t and W ?

i have opposite sign before t0,i so that:

8t ∑ t0,i , ¢W h
i ,t = sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (1+|W ?
i |). (A.12)

Therefore, summing Eq. (A.9) between 0 and t yields :

W h
i ,t =W h

i ,0 +
t0,iX

u=0
sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (|W ?
i |+1)

+
tX

u=t0,i+1
sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (|W ?
i |°1)

=W h
i ,0 + sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (|W ?
i |+1)t0,i

+ sign(W ?
i )¥∏i (|W ?

i |°1)(t ° t0,i )

ªt!+1 sign(W ?
i )¥∏i (|W ?

i |°1)
| {z }

=gW h
i

t

(A.13)

Proof of Theorem . Using Eq. (2.2), the loss reads:

L (Wh
t ) = 1

2
(sign(Wh

t )°W?)T H(sign(Wh
t )°W?)

= 1
2

nX

i=1
∏i (sign(W h

i ,t )°W ?
i )2

= 1
2

X

i ,|W ?
i |∑1

∏i (sign(W h
i ,t )°W ?

i )2

+ 1
2

X

i ,|W ?
i |>1

∏i (sign(W h
i ,t )°W ?

i )2.

Using Lemma 2, for all components i such that |W ?
i | > 1, there exists t0,i such that for all

t > t0,i , sign(W h
i ,t ) = sign(W ?

i ) and therefore 1
2∏i (sign(W h

i ,t )°W ?
i )2 = 1

2∏i (1° |W ?
i |)2. Defining

T = maxi ||W ?
i |>1(t0,i ), the loss rewrites for t > T :
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L (Wh
t ) = 1

2

X

i ,|W ?
i |∑1

∏i (sign(W h
i ,t )°W ?

i )2

+ 1
2

X

i ,|W ?
i |>1

∏i (|W ?
i |°1)2

Then, the increase in energy if a binary component in the |W ?
i | > 1 sum is switched is :

¢i L (Wh
t ) = ∏i

2
((|W ?

i |+1)2 ° (|W ?
i |°1)2) = 2∏i |W ?

i | (A.14)

Using the explicit form of W h
i ,t in Eq. (A.13) along with Eq. (A.14), we get:

W h
i ,t =W h

i ,0 + sign(W ?
i )¥∏i (|W ?

i |+1)t0,i

+ sign(W ?
i )¥∏i (|W ?

i |°1)(t ° t0,i )

=W h
i ,0 + sign(W ?

i )¥∏i

µ
¢i L

2∏i
+1

∂
t0,i

+ sign(W ?
i )¥∏i

µ
¢i L

2∏i
°1

∂
(t ° t0,i )

=W h
i ,0 + sign(W ?

i )¥
¢i L

2
t + sign(W ?

i )¥∏i (2t0,i ° t )

= sign(W ?
i )¥

µ
¢i L

2
°∏i

∂
t +W h

i ,0 + sign(W ?
i )¥∏i 2t0,i .

Since W h
i ,t has the same sign as W ?

i for t being large enough, multiplying both sides for the

last equation and dividing by t yields:

¢i L (Wh
t ) = 2

0
@∏i +

|gW h
i |
¥

1
A°2

|W h
i ,0|+¥∏i 2t0,i

¥t| {z }
=O ( 1

t )

(A.15)

A.6 Comparison with learning rate decay

In this section, we investigate the performance of a learning rate decay scheduler to see how

it compares to our metaplastic binarized neural network approach. We study the setting of

learning six permuted MNISTs and investigate learning rate schedulers where the learning rate

is divided by a constant factor between each task. We list in Table A.4 the performance for

several values of initial learning rates and dividing factors. For instance, an initial learning

rate of 10°2 and dividing factor of 10 means that the six tasks are learned respectively with the

learning rates : 10°2, 10°3, 10°4, 10°5, 10°6, and 10°7.
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(initial LR,

dividing factor)
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6

(0.001, 5.0) 60.93(9.5) 74.49(6.2) 73.28(7.1) 63.47(2.6) 60.54(3.9) 95.71(0.2)
(0.01, 5.0) 27.01(5.8) 51.15(7.2) 79.86(4.5) 86.53(0.9) 81.45(4.1) 96.62(0.1)
(0.1, 5.0) 9.70(0.5) 11.94(2.4) 11.50(3.1) 18.26(11.3) 72.47(14.4) 96.98(0.2)

(0.001, 10.0) 84.98(6.5) 86.02(3.3) 62.58(8.7) 58.86(5.0) 82.77(1.7) 91.42(0.2)
(0.01, 10.0) 57.21(8.2) 86.35(3.9) 84.13(2.5) 67.00(4.6) 75.12(5.7) 94.77(0.2)
(0.1, 10.0) 10.58(1.0) 14.49(7.8) 11.64(2.8) 28.51(24.5) 66.67(26.5) 95.88(0.2)

(0.001, 20.0) 93.23(2.4) 86.85(1.3) 73.37(1.8) 82.83(3.6) 87.76(0.7) 73.29(2.3)
(0.01, 20.0) 89.28(1.4) 93.40(1.3) 80.13(5.0) 76.71(7.4) 88.67(0.9) 82.15(1.0)
(0.1, 20.0) 10.16(0.7) 13.16(4.1) 16.46(3.4) 40.85(31.0) 41.88(43.6) 88.77(0.4)

(0.005, 5.0) 38.38(3.0) 65.13(5.5) 78.35(6.8) 82.42(2.0) 77.61(5.2) 96.56(0.0)
(0.05, 5.0) 9.90(0.1) 11.60(1.6) 11.03(3.5) 24.04(16.6) 69.18(13.6) 96.93(0.1)
(0.5, 5.0) 10.03(0.1) 10.04(0.3) 11.29(2.0) 12.73(6.6) 28.34(15.0) 97.12(0.1)

(0.005, 10.0) 71.14(6.4) 87.20(2.6) 86.06(2.8) 63.66(5.6) 75.13(2.5) 93.91(0.1)
(0.05, 10.0) 10.14(0.1) 10.58(1.7) 9.79(0.5) 13.72(3.4) 51.86(34.4) 95.58(0.2)
(0.5, 10.0) 10.09(0.3) 9.99(0.2) 9.74(0.5) 10.14(0.5) 38.81(22.7) 96.79(0.2)

(0.005, 20.0) 91.51(2.1) 93.67(1.1) 75.41(6.1) 80.62(1.3) 88.69(0.4) 80.89(0.9)
(0.05, 20.0) 10.01(1.2) 9.90(1.3) 10.08(0.8) 39.40(37.4) 71.63(34.5) 85.22(1.3)
(0.5, 20.0) 10.32(0.7) 10.27(1.1) 9.89(0.2) 15.57(4.0) 14.13(4.6) 91.93(0.5)

Table A.4: Permuted MNIST experiment with learning rate decay. The accuracy for each task
is averaged over five runs and standard deviation is given between parenthesis. Best
settings are in bold font.

A.7 Sequential Training of the MNIST and Fashion-MNIST

Datasets

To test the ability of our binarized neural network to learn several tasks sequentially, we train

a binarized neural network sequentially on two tasks in a more difficult situation than per-

muted MNISTs. When learning permuted versions of MNIST, the relevant input features do

not overlap extensively between tasks which makes it easier for the network to learn sequen-

tially. For this reason, we now train a binarized neural network with two hidden layers of 4,096

units to learn sequentially the MNIST dataset and the Fashion-MNIST dataset [173] which con-

sists of fashion items images belonging to ten classes. Fig. A.3(b) shows the result of the training

of a m = 1.5 binarized neural network, with 50 epochs on MNIST and 50 epochs on Fashion-

MNIST (Fig. A.3(d) shows the reverse training order). Figs. A.3(a) and (c) also show the result for

the conventional binarized neural network (m = 0). Baselines define the accuracies the bina-

rized neural network would have obtained had it been trained on each of these tasks separately.

The baseline of Fashion-MNIST is taken in Fig. A.3(a) (orange curve after 100 epochs) and the

baseline of MNIST in Fig. A.3(c) (blue curve after 100 epochs). We observe that the metaplas-
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tic binarized neural network is able to learn both tasks sequentially with baseline accuracies

regardless of the order chosen to learn the tasks.

Figure A.3: MNIST/Fashion-MNIST sequential learning. Binarized neural network learn-
ing MNIST and Fashion-MNIST sequentially ((a) and (b)) or Fashion-MNIST and
MNIST ((c) and (d)) for two values of the metaplastic parameter m. m = 0 corre-
sponds to a conventional BNN ((a) and (c)), m = 1.5 is a metaplastic BNN ((b) and
(d)). Curves are averaged over five runs and shadows correspond to one standard
deviation.

A.8 Sequential Training of the MNIST and USPS Datasets

In this section, we investigate the sequential training of two closely related tasks: the hand-

written digits of the MNIST (Supp. Fig. A.4(a)) and of the United States Postal Services (USPS,

Supp. Fig. A.4(b)) datasets. This situation differs from permuted MNIST (Fig. 2 in the main body

text), sequential Fashion-MNIST / MNIST (section A.7) and incremental CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100

(section A.9), where the incrementally trained tasks were always largely uncorrelated in nature.

We compare the accuracy of a metaplastic binarized neural network trained sequentially on

MNIST and USPS, with the two networks trained independently on each task and each featur-

ing half the number of hidden neurons (Fig. 4(c) in the main body text) and half the number
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of parameters (Fig. 4(d) in the main body text) of the metaplastic network. This choice allows

verifying in this situation whether a metaplastic network performs better than a network par-

titioned into two parts, with each partition trained on one task, independently from the other.

As the MNIST dataset is much larger than the USPS one, we follow the training protocol intro-

duces in [245] and [246], where 2,000 training examples are used for MNIST and 1,800 for USPS.

For this reason, we focus on relatively small neural networks. The small network is a convolu-

tional neural network with three layers of 4£4 kernels with increasing feature maps of 6-10-15

(4,056 parameters) while the neural network with twice more neurons (Fig. 4(c)) has feature

maps 12-20-30 (14,832 parameters). We can choose the dimensions to be 10-15-20 to obtain a

network with approximately twice more parameters (8,160) (Fig. 4(d)).

Figure A.4: (a) One MNIST training example, (b) One USPS training example.

A.9 Class Incremental Learning on CIFAR-10 and

CIFAR-100 Features

In this section, we investigate a setting of class incremental learning, where a network learns

different subsets of classes of the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets sequentially. We focus on

the sequential training of the fully-connected layers of a convolutional neural network. This

choice is motivated by the fact that the ability to extract features from visual input does not

change across time presumably: for instance, one does not usually forget how to recognize

shapes, but rather we can forget abstracted concepts.

To extract relevant features from the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets, we therefore use

the convolutional layers of a ResNet-18 network [42], pretrained on the ImageNet dataset, and

available in the PyTorch 1.1.0 library. This choice ensures that the feature extractor is fairly

general, without having been trained on CIFAR images. We create a feature-extracted dataset

of CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 by resizing CIFAR images from 32£32 to 220£220 pixels, and apply-

ing random crops of a 200£200 window, as well as random horizontal flips. We then perform

ten passes through the training set of each dataset, resulting in 500,000 training images for each

training sets. We perform only one pass through the test sets and do not apply data augmenta-

tion (we only resize the test images to 220£220 pixels and center-crop them to 200£200 pixels).
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The features obtained by this procedure are 512-dimensional vectors.

The architectures we use for learning the extracted features are binarized multilayer per-

ceptrons of dimensions 512-2048-10 for CIFAR-10, and 512-2048-2048-100 for CIFAR-100. The

results are shown in Fig. A.5 for datasets split into two subsets of classes. The subsets for CIFAR-

10 are chosen by grouping together similar classes : subset 1 consists of vehicle classes and the

horse class, while subset 2 consists of the remaining animal classes. For CIFAR-100, the subsets

of classes are chosen randomly.

We consider three settings for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Figs. A.5(a) and (d) show the train-

ing results for a non-metaplastic setting. We see that, when the network starts learning the

second subset of classes, it forgets the first subset of classes rapidly and entirely.

The results for a metaplastic network with task dependent thresholds are shown in Figs. A.5(b)

and (e). The metaplasticity parameter m was optimized in each case by hyperparameter grid

search. Learning in this situation is highly successful. For CIFAR-10, at the end of learning,

accuracy on both subsets approaches the maximum accuracies at the end of subphases of

Fig. A.5(a). For CIFAR-100, accuracy on the first subset approaches the maximum one reached

in Fig. A.5(d). The accuracy on the second subset is also very high, but remains below the

maximum one reached in Fig. A.5(d). These results highlight the applicability of our meta-

plasticity approach to datasets more sophisticated than MNIST. However, this situation does

not correspond to a truly incremental task learning situation, as the output is computed given

information on the subset at hand.

For this reason, in Figs. A.5(c) and (f), we use the technique of ‘instance normalization’ [187]

to avoid the task dependency through neurons thresholds. In this situation, during testing, it

is not necessary for the network to know to which subset of classes the presented image be-

longs. The metaplasticity parameter m was again optimized in each case by hyperparameter

grid search. We see that incremental learning is achieved, successfully, with final accuracies

that do not, however, match the ones seen with task-dependent thresholds in Figs. A.5(b) and

(e), highlighting the difficulty of this training situation.
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Figure A.5: Class Incremental Learning on CIFAR-10 features (a,b,c) and CIFAR-100 features
(d,e,f) with the following settings : (a,d) Non-metaplastic (b,e) Metaplastic with task
dependent neurons activation thresholds through Batch Normalization (c,f) No de-
pendency on task (Instance Normalization). The curves are averaged over five runs
and shadows stand for one standard deviation.

A.10 Increasing Synapse Complexity for Steady-State

Continual Learning

In this appendix, we investigate the impact of removing the feedback process linking the

slowest hidden variable to the first one, in multiple situations. We let the hidden variables

evolve only through the main connections and remove the feedback process: we set Æ= 0 and

fmeta = 1 in Fig. 2.8(a). The results are listed in the Table 5 for 21 values of the parameters of

the synapses, covering cases with more hidden variables and/or slower time scales. In all these

situations, we observe some memory signal for Tasks 8 and 9, with varying accuracy depending

on the parameter choice. However, the accuracy of Task 7 is always back to near-random guess,

suggesting that catastrophic forgetting remains strong in the absence of our model modifica-

tions. This result is consistent with our interpretation that the influence of the slowest (last)
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Hidden
Variables
number

Parameters
gi ,i+1, ≤

Task 7
Test

Acc. (%)

Task 8
Test

Acc. (%)

Task 9
Test

Acc. (%)

Task 10
Test

Acc. (%)

4

10°2, 10°3,10°4,10°5 10.44 14.86 31.1 97.57
2 ·10°2, 2 ·10°3, 2 ·10°4, 2 ·10°5 6.92 15.6 37.53 97.77
3 ·10°2, 3 ·10°3, 3 ·10°4, 3 ·10°5 13.26 16.56 36.73 95.76
4 ·10°2, 4 ·10°3, 4 ·10°4, 4 ·10°5 11.02 11.31 40.08 97.52
7 ·10°2, 7 ·10°3, 7 ·10°4, 7 ·10°5 11.0 13.77 31.25 97.07
9 ·10°2, 9 ·10°3, 9 ·10°4, 9 ·10°5 8.57 12.94 23.42 96.01

10°1, 10°2,10°3,10°4 11.06 6.42 31.4 96.99

5

10°2, 10°3, 10°4, 10°5, 10°6 10.1 21.21 45.19 97.49
2 ·10°2, 2 ·10°3, 2 ·10°4, 2 ·10°5, 2 ·10°6 12.94 12.72 48.04 97.61
3 ·10°2, 3 ·10°3, 3 ·10°4, 3 ·10°5, 3 ·10°6 9.62 14.03 35.06 96.79
4 ·10°2, 4 ·10°3, 4 ·10°4, 4 ·10°5, 4 ·10°6 17.29 16.49 42.48 97.5
7 ·10°2, 7 ·10°3, 7 ·10°4, 7 ·10°5, 7 ·10°6 10.06 13.86 38.81 96.7
9 ·10°2, 9 ·10°3, 9 ·10°4, 9 ·10°5, 9 ·10°6 15.16 15.23 45.78 97.07

10°1, 10°2, 10°3, 10°4, 10°5 10.05 18.86 38.99 97.13

6

10°2, 10°3, 10°4, 10°5, 10°6, 10°7 7.17 13.07 31.76 96.35
2 ·10°2, 2 ·10°3, 2 ·10°4, 2 ·10°5, 2 ·10°6, 2 ·10°7 11.00 18.91 35.88 96.93
3 ·10°2, 3 ·10°3, 3 ·10°4, 3 ·10°5, 3 ·10°6, 3 ·10°7 13.09 18.05 45.85 97.44
4 ·10°2, 4 ·10°3, 4 ·10°4, 4 ·10°5, 4 ·10°6, 4 ·10°7 11.45 17.47 44.48 97.53
7 ·10°2, 7 ·10°3, 7 ·10°4, 7 ·10°5, 7 ·10°6, 7 ·10°7 11.15 17.08 58.89 97.72
9 ·10°2, 9 ·10°3, 9 ·10°4, 9 ·10°5, 9 ·10°6, 9 ·10°7 9.54 16.29 42.53 96.75

10°1, 10°2, 10°3, 10°4, 10°5, 10°6 8.7 14.87 44.74 97.6

Table A.5: Control experiment to verify that the feedback process we introduce on the slowest
hidden variable is required. The results in this table correspond to the ten permuted
MNISTs experiment with hidden variables evolving through the main connections
only (as in [116]) for a wide range of parameters.

hidden variable over the fastest one through the main connections is too weak to protect the

first variable from the strongly correlated gradients related to the current task.
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Figure A.6: Steady-state regime Distribution of hidden variables for each layer (horizontally)
and each hidden variable (vertically). Distributions are superimposed over the
three most recent tasks. We observe that the steady state have been reached.
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Appendix B

Scaling Equilibrium Propagation to

Deep ConvNets by Drastically Reducing

its Gradient Estimator Bias

B.1 Gradients of BPTT

In this appendix, we define rBPTT(t ), the gradient computed by BPTT truncated to the last t

time steps (T ° t , . . . ,T ). To do this, let us rewrite Eq. (3.1) as st+1 = @©
@s (x, st ,µt = µ), where µt

denotes the parameter at time step t , the value µ being shared across all time steps. We consider

the loss after T time steps L = `(sT , y). Rewriting the dynamics in such a way enables us to

define @L
@µt

as the sensitivity of the loss with respect to µt , when µ0, . . . ,µt°1,µt+1, . . . ,µT°1 remain

fixed (set to the value µ). With these notations, the gradient computed by BPTT truncated to

the last t time steps is

rBPTT(t ) = @L

@µT°t
+ . . .+ @L

@µT°1
. (B.1)

B.2 Error terms in the estimates of the loss gradient

In this appendix, we prove Lemma 3 which shows that brEP
sym(Ø) is a better estimate of °@L ?

@µ

than brEP(Ø). First, we recall the theorem proved in [71].

Theorem 1 ([71]):
d

dØ

ØØØØ
Ø=0

@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ) =°@L

?

@µ
. (B.2)
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We also recall that the two estimates (one-sided and symmetric) are, by definition:

brEP(Ø)
¢= 1
Ø

µ
@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ
(x, s?,µ)

∂
,

brEP
sym(Ø)

¢= 1
2Ø

µ
@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ
(x, s°Ø? ,µ)

∂
.

Finally we recall Lemma 3, for readability.

Lemma 3: Provided the function Ø 7! @©
@µ (x, sØ?,µ) is three times differentiable, we have, as Ø!

0:

brEP(Ø) =°@L
?

@µ
+ Ø

2
d 2

dØ2

ØØØØ
Ø=0

@©

@µ
(sØ?,µ)+O(Ø2),

brEP
sym(Ø) =°@L

?

@µ
+O(Ø2).

Proof of Lemma 3. Let us define

f (Ø)
¢= @©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ).

The formula of Theorem rewrites

f 0(0) =°@L
?

@µ
.

As Ø! 0, we have the Taylor expansion

f (Ø) = f (0)+Ø f 0(0)+ Ø2

2
f 00(0)+O(Ø3). (B.3)

With these notations, the one-sided estimate reads

brEP(Ø) = 1
Ø

°
f (Ø)° f (0)

¢

= f 0(0)+ Ø

2
f 00(0)+O(Ø2)

=°@L
?

@µ
+ Ø

2
d 2

dØ2

ØØØØ
Ø=0

@©

@µ
(x, sØ?,µ)+O(Ø2).

We can also write a Taylor expansion around 0 at the point °Ø. We have

f (°Ø) = f (0)°Ø f 0(0)+ Ø2

2
f 00(0)+O(Ø3). (B.4)
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Subtracting Eq. B.4 from Eq. B.3, we can rewrite the symmetric difference estimate as

brEP
sym(Ø) = 1

2Ø

°
f (Ø)° f (°Ø)

¢

= f 0(0)+O(Ø2)

=°@L
?

@µ
+O(Ø2).

The derivative to the third order of f is only used to get the O(Ø3) term in the expansion

Eq. (B.3), it can be changed into o(Ø2) if we only assume f twice differentiable.

B.3 Pseudo code

B.3.1 Random one-sided estimation of the loss gradient

In this appendix, we define the random one-sided estimation used in this work and by [71, 198].

Algorithm 4 EP with random one-sided estimation of the loss gradient. We omit the activation
function æ for clarity.
Input: x, y , µ, ¥.

Output: µ.

1: s0 √ 0

2: for t = 0 to T do . First phase.

3: st+1 √ @©
@s (x, st ,µ)

4: end for

5: s?√ sT

6: Ø√Ø£Bernoulli(1,°1) . Random sign.

7: sØ0 √ s?
8: for t = 0 to K do . Second phase.

9: sØt+1 √
@©
@s (x, sØt ,µ)°Ø@`

@s (sØt , y)

10: end for

11: sØ?√ sØK
12: rEP

µ
√ 1

Ø

≥
@©
@µ (sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ (s?,µ)
¥

13: µ√ µ+¥rEP
µ

14: return µ

B.3.2 Symmetric difference estimation of the loss gradient

In this appendix, we define the estimation procedure using a symmetric difference estimate

introduced in this work.
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Algorithm 5 EP with symmetric difference estimation of the loss gradient. We omit the activa-
tion function æ for clarity.
Input: x, y , µ, ¥.

Output: µ.

1: s0 √ 0

2: for t = 0 to T do

3: st+1 √ @©
@s (x, st ,µ) . First phase.

4: end for

5: s?√ sT . Store the free steady state.

6: sØ0 √ s?
7: for t = 0 to K do

8: sØt+1 √
@©
@s (x, sØt ,µ)°Ø@`

@s (sØt , y) . Second phase.

9: end for

10: sØ?√ sØK
11: s°Ø0 √ s? . Back to the free steady state.

12: for t = 0 to K do

13: s°Øt+1 √
@©
@s (x, s°Øt ,µ)+Ø@`

@s (s°Øt , y) . Third phase.

14: end for

15: s°Ø? √ s°ØK

16: brEP
µ

√ 1
2Ø

≥
@©
@µ (sØ?,µ)° @©

@µ (s°Ø? ,µ)
¥

17: µ√ µ+¥brEP
µ

18: return µ

B.4 Convolutional Recurrent Neural Networks

Throughout this section, N conv and N fc denote respectively the number of convolutional layers

and fully connected layers in the convolutional RNN, and N tot ¢= N conv+N fc. The neuron layers

are denoted by s and range from s0 = x the input to the output sN tot
in the case of squared error,

or sN tot°1 in the case of softmax read-out.

B.4.1 Definition of the operations

In this subsection we detail the operations involved in the dynamics of a convolutional RNN.

• The 2-D convolution between w with dimension (Cout,Cin,F,F ) and an input x of dimen-

sions (Cin, Hin,Win) and stride one is a tensor y of size (Cout, Hout,Wout) defined by:

yc,h,w = (w ?x)c,h,w = Bc +
Cin°1X

i=0

F°1X

j=0

F°1X

k=0
wc,i , j ,k xi , j+h,k+w , (B.5)

where Bc is a channel-wise bias.
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• The 2-D transpose convolution of y by w̃ is then defined in this work as the gradient of

the 2-D convolution with respect to its input:

(w̃ ? y)
¢= @(w ?x)

@x
· y (B.6)

• The dot product “•” generalized to pairs of tensors of same shape (C , H ,W ):

a •b =
C°1X

c=0

H°1X

h=0

W °1X

w=0
ac,h,w bc,h,w . (B.7)

• The pooling operation P with stride F and filter size F of x:

PF (x)c,h,w = max
i , j2[0,F°1]

©
xc,F (h°1)+1+i ,F (w°1)+1+ j

™
, (B.8)

with relative indices of maximums within each pooling zone given by:

indP (x)c,h,w = argmax
i , j2[0,F°1]

©
xc,F (h°1)+1+i ,F (w°1)+1+ j

™
= (i?(x,h), j?(x, w)). (B.9)

• The unpooling operation P
°1 of y with indices indP (x) is then defined as:

P
°1(y, indP (x))c,h,w =

X

i , j
yc,i , j ·±h,F (i°1)+1+i?(x,h) ·±w,F ( j°1)+1+ j?(x,w), (B.10)

which consists in filling a tensor with the same dimensions as x with the values of y at

the indices indP (x), and zeroes elsewhere. For notational convenience, we omit to write

explicitly the dependence on the indices except when appropriate.

• The flattening operation F is defined as reshaping a tensor of dimensions (C , H ,W ) to

(1,C HW ). We denote by F
°1 its inverse.

B.4.2 Convolutional RNNs with symmetric connections

In this section, we write explicitly the dynamics and the learning rules applied for the convolu-

tional architecture with symmetric connections, for the Squared loss function and the Cross-

Entropy loss function, for the one-sided and symmetric estimates.

B.4.2.1 Squared Error loss

Equations of the dynamics. In this case, the dynamics read:
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8
>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

sn+1
t+1 =æ

°
P (wn+1? sn

t )+ w̃n+2?P
°1(sn+2

t )
¢

, 8n 2 [0, N conv °2]

sN conv

t+1 =æ
≥
P (wN conv ? sN conv°1

t )+F
°1(wN conv+1

> · sN conv+1
t )

¥
,

sN conv+1
t+1 =æ

≥
wN conv+1 ·F (sN conv

t )+wN conv+2
> · sN conv+2

t

¥
,

sn+1
t+1 =æ

°
wn+1 · sn

t +wn+2
> · sn+2

t
¢

, 8n 2 [N conv +1, N tot °2]

sN tot

t+1 =æ
≥
wN tot · sN tot°1

t

¥
+Ø(y ° sN tot

), with Ø= 0 during the first phase,

(B.11)

where we take the convention s0 = x. In this case, we have ŷ = sN tot

t+1 . Considering the function:

©(x, s1, · · · , sN tot
) =

Ntot°1X

n=Nconv+2
sn+1> ·wn+1 · sn + sNconv+1> ·wNconv+1 ·F (sNconv

t )

+
Nconv°1X

n=1
sn+1 •P

°
wn+1? sn¢

+ s1 •P (w1?x) ,

when ignoring the activation function, we have:

8n 2 [1, N tot] : sn
t º @©

@sn . (B.12)

Note that in the case of the Squared Error loss function, the dynamics of the output layer

derive from© as it can be seen by Eq. (B.12).

Learning rules for the one-sided EP estimator. In this case, the learning rules read:

8
>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

8n 2 [Nconv +2, Ntot °1] : ¢wn = 1
Ø

≥
sn+1,Ø
? · sn,Ø>

? ° sn+1
? · sn>

?

¥

¢wNconv+1 = 1
Ø

µ
sNconv+1,Ø
? ·F

≥
sNconv,Ø
?

¥>
° sNconv+1

? ·F
≥
sNconv
?

¥>∂

8n 2 [1, Nconv °1] : ¢wn+1 = 1
Ø

≥
P

°1(sn+1,Ø
? )? sn,Ø

? °P
°1(sn+1

? )? sn
?

¥

¢w1 = 1
Ø

≥
P

°1(s1,Ø
? )?x °P

°1(s1
?)?x

¥

, (B.13)

Learning rules for the symmmetric EP estimator. In this case, the learning rules read:

8
>>>>>>><
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B.4.2.2 Cross-Entropy loss

Equations of the dynamics. In this case, the dynamics read:
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(B.15)

where we keep again the convention s0 = x. Considering the function:

©(x, s1, · · · , sN tot°1) =
Ntot°2X

n=Nconv+1
sn+1> ·wn · sn + sNconv+1 ·wNconv+1 ·F (sNconv

t )

+
Nconv°1X

n=1
sn+1 •P

°
wn+1? sn¢

+ s1 •P (w1?x) ,

when ignoring the activation function, we have:

8n 2 [1, N tot °1] : sn
t º @©

@sn , ŷ = softmax(wout · sN tot°1
t ). (B.16)

Note that in this case and contrary to the Squared Error loss function, the dynamics of the

output layer do not derive from the primitive function©, as it can be seen from Eq. (B.16)

Learning rules for the one-sided EP estimator. In this case, the learning rules read:
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. (B.17)

Learning rules for the symmetric EP estimator. In this case, the learning rules read:
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B.4.2.3 Implementation details in PyTorch.

The equation of the dynamics as well as the EP estimates computation can be expressed as

derivatives of the primitive function ©. Therefore, the automatic differentiation framework

provided by PyTorch can be leveraged to implement implicitly the equations of the dynam-

ics and the EP estimates computation by differentiating ©. Although this implementation is

slower than explicitly implementing the equations of the dynamics, it is more flexible in terms

of network architecture as© is relatively easy to compute.

B.4.3 Convolutional RNNs with asymmetric connections

In this section, we write the explicit definition of the dynamics and the learning rule of a convo-

lutional architecture with asymmetric connections where forward and backward connections

are no longer constrained to be equal-valued. In this setting, we use the Cross-Entropy loss

function along with a softmax readout to implement the output layer of the network.

Equations of the dynamics. In this setting, the dynamics Eq. (B.15) have simply to be changed

into:
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(B.19)

where we distinguish now between forward and backward connections: w f
n 6= wb

n 8n 2
[1, Ntot °2].

Original Vector Field learning rule (VF). The symmetric version of the original Vector Field

learning rule is defined as:
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which yields in the case of softmax read-out:
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Importantly, note that ¢w f
n 6=¢wb

n 8n 2 [1, Ntot °2].

Kolen-Pollack algorithm. When forward and backward weights have a common gradient es-

timate, and a weight decay term∏, they converge to the same values. We recall the proof, noting

t the iteration step and taking the notations of section 3.3.3, the update rule follows:

(
µf(t +1) = µf(t )+¢µf

µb(t +1) = µb(t )+¢µb
.

We can then write

µf(t +1)°µb(t +1) = µf(t )°µb(t )+¢µf °¢µb

= µf(t )°µb(t )°¥∏ (µf(t )°µb(t ))

= (1°¥∏) (µf(t )°µb(t )) ,

where we use the fact that the estimates are the same for both parameters, such that they

cancel out. Then by recursion :

µf(t )°µb(t ) = (1°¥∏)t (µf(0)°µb(0)) !
t!1

0, since |1°¥∏| < 1.

Kolen-Pollack Vector Field learning rule (KP-VF). We remind here that the new learning rule

proposed in this paper to train convNets with asymmetric connections is defined as:
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where:
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More specifically, applying Eq. (B.23) to Eq. (B.19) yields:
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Combining Eqs. (B.24) with Eq. (B.22) gives the associated parameter updates. The up-

dates for w1 and wout are the same than those of Eq. (B.21). Importantly, note that while

8n 2 [Nconv +1, Ntot ° 2] : rVF
w f

n
(Ø) = rVF

w b
n

(Ø), we have 8n 2 [1, Nconv °1] : rVF
w f

n
(Ø) 6= rVF

w b
n

(Ø)

because of inverse pooling. In other words, the updates of the convolutional filters do not

solely depend on the pre and post synaptic activations but also on the location of the maximal

elements within each pooling window, itself depending on the filter considered. Hence the mo-

tivation to average rVF
w f

n
(Ø) and rVF

w b
n

(Ø) and use this quantity to update to wb
n and w f

n and apply

the Kolen-Pollack technique.

Implementation details in PyTorch. The dynamics in the case of asymmetric connections

does not derive from a primitive function ©. Therefore, it is not possible to implicitly get the

dynamics by differentiating one primitive function. A way around is to get the asymmetric dy-

namics by differentiating one quantity ©̃n by layer. This quantity is not a primitive function and

is especially designed to get the right equations once differentiated. We define ©̃n(w f
n , wb

n+1, sn°1, sn)

by:
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where ` is defined by Eq. (3.18), and Ø= 0 in the first phase. Then, 8n 2 [1, N tot°1], the dynam-

ics of Eq. (B.19) read:
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The original VF update of Eq. (B.21) can be written as 8n 2 [1, N tot °1],8i 2 {f,b}:
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and Eq. (B.24) as:
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B.4.4 Random-sign estimate variance

The results presented in Table 3.1 consists of five runs. In the case of the EP random-sign es-

timate, one run among the five collapses to random guess similar to the one-sided estimate.

In order to test the frequency of such a phenomenon, we performed another five runs with

both symmetric and random-sign estimates. The results for each run presented in Table B.1

show that two trials among ten are unstable, confirming further the high variance nature of the

random-sign estimate.

B.4.5 Adding dropout

We adapt dropout [31] for convergent RNNs by shutting some units to zero with probability

p < 1 when computing ©(x, st ,µ). We multiply the remaining active units by the factor 1
1°p to

keep the same neural activity on average, so that the learning rule is rescaled by
≥

1
1°p

¥2
. The

dropped out units are the same within one training iteration but they differ across the examples

of one mini batch. In our experiments we use p = 0.1 on the last convolutional layer before the

linear classifier. The results are reported in Table 3.1.
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Figure B.1: Test error curve of each run with the Squared Error loss function and random-sign
estimate. The two collapsed runs among the ten trials are steady to 90% because in
such cases the network typically outputs the same class for each data point.

Table B.1: Best test error comparison between random-sign and symmetric estimates, for ten
runs.

Run index EP random-sign EP symmetric
1 12.97 12.24
2 12.72 12.31
3 12.30 12.68
4 12.45 12.43
5 12.78 12.57
6 12.66 12.55
7 12.84 12.44
8 12.59 12.52
9 57.32 12.85

10 89.98 12.60
Mean 24.86 12.52

w/o collapse 12.66 N.A

B.4.6 Changing the activation function

Previous implementations of EP used a shifted hard sigmoid activation function:

æ(x) = max(0,min(x,1)). (B.29)

In their experiments with ConvNets on MNIST, [80] observed saturating units that cannot pass

error signals during the second phase. In this work, to mitigate this effect, we have rescaled by

a factor 1/2 the slope of the activation function to ease signal propagation and prevent satura-
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tion, therefore changing Eq. (B.29) into:

æ(x) = max
≥
0,min

≥ x
2

,1
¥¥

. (B.30)

B.5 Weight alignment for asymmetric connections

The angle Æ between forward and backward weights is defined as :

Æ= 180
º

Acos

√
wb •w f

kwbkkw fk

!
, where kwk=

p
w •w . (B.31)

Fig. 3.5 shows the angle between forward and backward weights during training on CIFAR-10

for both the original VF learning rule (dashed) and the new learning rule inspired by [208].

B.6 Layer-wise comparison of EP estimates

In this section we show on Fig. B.2 more instances of Fig. 3.2 for each layer of the convolutional

architecture.
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Figure B.2: Layer-wise comparison between EP gradient estimates and BPTT gradients for 5
layers deep CNN on CIFAR-10 Data. Layer index increases from top to bottom, left
to right, top-left being the first layer.



Appendix C

Implementation of Ternary Weights

with Resistive RAM Using a Single Sense

Operation per Synapse

C.1 Training Algorithm of Binarized and Ternary Neural

Networks

During the training of BNNs and TNNs, each quantized (binary or ternary) weight is associ-

ated with a real hidden weight. This approach to training quantized neural network was intro-

duced in [153] and is presented in Algorithm 6.

The quantized weights are used for computing neuron values (equations (4.1) and (4.2)),

as well as the gradients values in the backward pass. However, training steps are achieved by

updating the real hidden weights. The quantized weight is then determined by applying to

the real value the quantizing function Quantize, which is ¡ for ternary or sign for binary as

defined in section 4.1. The quantization of activations is done by applying the same function

Quantize, except for real activation, which is done by applying a rectified linear unit (ReLU(x) =
max(0, x)).

Quantized activation functions (¡ or sign) have zero derivatives almost everywhere, which

is an issue for backpropagating the error gradients through the network. A way around this

issue is the use of a straight-through estimator [247], which consists in taking the derivative of

another function instead of the almost everywhere zero derivatives. Throughout this work, we

take the derivative of Hardtanh, which is 1 between -1 and 1 and 0 elsewhere, both for binary

and ternary activations.

The simulation code used in this work is available publicly in the Github repository: https:

//github.com/Laborieux-Axel/Quantized_VGG

https://github.com/Laborieux-Axel/Quantized_VGG
https://github.com/Laborieux-Axel/Quantized_VGG
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Algorithm 6 Training procedure for binary and ternary neural networks. W h are the hidden
weights, µBN = (∞l ,Øl ) are Batch Normalization parameters, UW and Uµ are the parameter up-
dates prescribed by the Adam algorithm [30], (X , y) is a batch of labelled training data, and ¥ is
the learning rate. “cache” denotes all the intermediate layers computations needed to be stored
for the backward pass. Quantize is either ¡ or sign as defined in section 4.1. “ · ” denotes the
element-wise product of two tensors with compatible shapes.

Input: W h, µBN = (∞l ,Øl ), UW , Uµ, (X , y), ¥.
Output: W h, µBN, UW , Uµ.

1: W Q √ Quantize(W h) . Computing quantized weights
2: A0 √ X . Input is not quantized
3: for l = 1 to L do . For loop over the layers
4: zl √W Q

l Al .Matrix multiplication

5: Al √ ∞l · zl°E(zl )p
Var(zl )+≤ +Øl . Batch Normalization [86]

6: if l < L then . If not the last layer
7: Al √ Quantize(Al ) . Activation is quantized
8: end if
9: end for

10: ŷ √ AL

11: C √ Cost(ŷ , y) . Compute mean loss over the batch
12: (@W C ,@µC ) √ Backward(C , ŷ ,W Q,µBN,cache) . Cost gradients
13: (UW ,Uµ) √ Adam(@W C ,@µC ,UW ,Uµ)
14: W h √W h °¥UW

15: µBN √ µBN °¥Uµ

16: return W h, µBN, UW , Uµ
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